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Abstract
Distributed systems such as Grids, aim to enable the sharing, selection, and aggregation of a

wide variety of resources that are geographically distributed and often owned by different
organizations. These resources collaborate for performing complex tasks. Without efficient
resource management, the benefits of a Grid system cannot be realized, especially for large-scale
computational and data intensive tasks. The efficient management of distributed resources to
perform a complex task is important. In a Grid, a resource management system is responsible for

managing the available resources for a given task to be performed. This thesis proposes an
effective resource management system called BiLeG, which can be used for performing resource
intensive tasks in a Grid computing environment. This thesis focuses on the problem of

allocating resources for a group of a particular type of resource intensive tasks termed
Processable Bulk Data Transfer (PBDT) tasks. A PBDT task involves the transfer of a very large
volume of data that has to be processed in some way before it can be used at a remote set of sink
nodes. In BiLeG, the resource management system is bifurcated into separate upper and lower
decision making levels and separate responsibilities are assigned to each decision making level.

The upper decision making level of BiLeG, called the Task Resource Pool Selector (TRPS), is
concerned with selection of a resource-pool for the given task. The lower decision making level,

called Resource Allocator (RA) is responsible for allocating resources out of the resource-pool
chosen by TRPS. At TRPS, a policy determines the way the resource-pool is chosen for each of
the tasks. At RA, an algorithm which determines the allocation of the resources from its

resource-pool for the task selected by TRPS is deployed. Note that the resource allocation
problem considered in this research focuses on achieving a good balance between multiple

ii

performance metrics. Although existing research has addressed various issues in resource
allocation, none of the existing works has dealt with resource allocation for PBDT tasks
addressing multiple performance metrics that this research focuses on.

m
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Chapter 1
1.1

Introduction

Overview

A Grid is a collection of homogeneous or heterogeneous resources that may belong to multiple
administrative domains and may be spread over multiple sites connected by a wide-area network.
These resources are coordinated through secure mechanisms to solve a common problem and are

sufficiently integrated to deliver a certain level of quality of service. Grids allow sharing of
heterogeneous distributed resources across administrative and geographical boundaries
[FOS99a]. By sharing these distributed resources many complex distributed tasks can be
performed in a cost effective way, as it provides the possibility to combine the available

inexpensive computing resources from multiple domains to form a large parallel processing
machine [LEE07]. When Grids are used to process complex tasks, efficient resource allocation

holds a pivotal importance for satisfactory results [VIS07]. To perform efficiently, the resource
allocation mechanism has to take into account many factors, such as, the system and workload
parameters, type of the task to be performed and the requirements of the end user.

For

improving the efficiency of the resource allocation, it may be useful to classify the given tasks
into predefined types based on similarities in their expected resource needs, for example, some
tasks can be characterized as compute-intensive tasks; while others can be put in the dataintensive category [ANG06]. This classification of tasks into various types provides the
possibility to customize the resource allocation process according to a particular group of similar
tasks.

In a Grid, usually a resource management system is responsible for handling the allocation of the
available resources to the tasks to be performed [TOY06] [CASOO]. An efficient Grid resource

management system can greatly enhance the performance of a Grid system by intelligently
allocating the available resources. This research concerns the devising of an effective resource
management system and focuses on a type of resource-intensive tasks called Processable Bulk
Data Transfer (PBDT) tasks in this research. The common trait among PBDT tasks is the
transfer of a very large amount of data which has to be processed in some way before it can be
used at a set of designated sink nodes. Typically, these tasks can be broken down into sub-tasks
called jobs. Various multimedia applications and High Energy Physics (HEP) experiments can

give rise to PBDT tasks. The processing operation involved in these tasks may be as simple as
applying a compression algorithm to a raw video file in a multimedia application; or, as complex
as isolating information about particles pertaining to certain wavelengths in HEP

experimentations [BUN03]. Performing PBDT tasks requires extensive processing facilities and
involves bulk data transfers. Examples of various PBDT tasks are provided in Chapter 3 (see
Section 3.1.4).
1.2

Motivations for this Research

Processing of large geographically distributed dataseis, also referred to as distributed dataintensive computing [CHEOl], has emerged as an important area in recent years. Scientific
discoveries are increasingly being facilitated by analysis of very large dataseis in distributed
environments. Since careful management of storage, computing, and networking resources is
required for efficiently analyzing very large dataseis, the task of processing data stored in remote
repositories becomes a Grid problem.

Grid computing provides the provision of combining ordinary workstations to form a powerful
parallel machine in a cost effective way. For achieving high performance these workstations
2

must be connected using high-speed connections. Also, an efficient run-time environment must
be provided. Even if all data is available at a single repository, it is not possible to perform all
analysis at the site hosting such a shared repository. Thus, an application that processes data
from a remote repository needs to be broken into several stages, including a data retrieval task at
the data repository, a data movement task and a data processing task at a computing site. Because
of the high volume of data and the large processing requirements, it is often required to use
multiple nodes for data storage and computing. It may be desirable that both the data repository
and computing sites are independent nodes. This can further complicate resource management
for the data processing applications.
Various initiatives have tried to address the issues discussed in the previous paragraph. The need
to integrate services that can handle the processing of large dataseis across distributed,
heterogeneous and dynamic environments of Grids has led to the definition of a broad service
architecture called Open Grid Service Architecture (OGSA) [GLO09]. One of the
implementation standards that conform to OGSA is Web Service Resource Framework (WSRF),
which extends Web Service Definition Language (WSDL) and XML Schema to enable the
standardized use of Grid services. Globus Toolkit [GLO08] is an open-source implementation of
WSRF capable of hosting Grid services and is a widely known Grid application framework. The
Globus Toolkit middleware provides the set of services and software libraries that facilitate the
development of Grid applications and services. A more detailed discussion of the existing work
is presented in Chapter 2.
The focus of this research is on devising an efficient Grid resource management system for a
particular class of resource-intensive tasks, called PBDT tasks. As discussed in Section 3.1.2,

3

for PBDT tasks, data is collected and stored in a repository at one location. This data is

processed and delivered to a set of user nodes. The thesis devises efficient and scalable Grid
Resource Management techniques that can transparently manage the access and processing of
data from nodes processing PBDT tasks. The thesis proposes a bi-level resource management

system for achieving its objectives. A discussion of the proposed system is provided in the next
section.

1.3 The Bi-level Grid Resource Management System
1.3.1 Introduction

To provide an efficient mechanism for resource allocation in Grids, this research proposes a bilevel Grid Resource Management System abbreviated as BiLeG. In BiLeG, the decision making
module is divided into two separate modules. The upper level decision making module is called
the Task & Resource-pool Selector (TRPS) and the lower level decision making module is called
the Resource Allocator (RA). The workload for BiLeG is a bag-of-tasL· which is defined as a set
of tasks grouped together, each of which can be run independent of the others. TRPS selects a
task from a given bag-of-tasks for which resources are to be assigned and chooses a partition of
resources available for this chosen task for assignment (called the resource-pool of this task)
which is typically a subset of all the resources available. RA uses an assignment algorithm to
decide how the resources (from the allocated resource-pool) are allocated to the jobs constituting
the chosen task. Various algorithms can be used at RA and various policies can be deployed at

TRPS. A particular combination of a TRPS policy and a RA resource allocation algorithm
deployed at a time is called an allocation-plan. The following notation is used in this thesis to
describe an allocation-plan: <TRPS Policy, RA-Algorithm>. An appropriate allocation-plan for

4

a particular Grid depends on many factors such as the type of the task to be performed, user
requirements, system and workload parameters.

An appropriate allocation-plan can help

maximize the overall performance of the underlying Grid system. An effective allocation-plan
can be provided by using a suitable algorithm at RA and an appropriate policy at TRPS.
For devising an algorithm for RA, the inherent trade-off between the complexity of the algorithm
chosen to allocate resources and the performance benefits obtained by using it, should be

carefully considered. The complexity of a resource allocation algorithm is directly related to the
overhead of running the algorithm itself. The benefits in terms of performance gains achieved by
running a particular algorithm should be considerably higher than the overhead of running the
algorithm. Another important factor that may affect the performance of the RA algorithm is the
accuracy with which various system parameters can be predicted in a Grid system. Performance
of some RA algorithms depends on the existence of an accurate mechanism to predict various
system parameters such as the processing and communication times per unit data.
1.3.2 Classification of RA Algorithms

Two types of resource allocation algorithms: knowledge-based and knowledge-free have been
considered. The knowledge-based resource allocation algorithms use the predicted value of
various system parameters to allocate resources. In certain Grid environments such as cluster
Grids, all the resources are owned and controlled by a single administrator. In such environments

these system parameters can be accurately predicted [FOS99b].

On other Grid systems,

mechanisms such as Network Weather Stations can be used to predict the values of system

parameters. If a particular resource allocation algorithm depends on predicted values of the
system parameters then inaccurate estimations may lead to an unsatisfactory overall system
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performance. In such situations knowledge-free resource allocation strategies, which can allocate
the available resources irrespective of the ability to predict the system parameters, are a
reasonable choice. Thus, to choose an appropriate resource allocation algorithm at RA, the
accuracy with which various system parameters can be predicted is important to consider. Four
of the resource allocation algorithms proposed in this research are knowledge-based and depend
upon accurate predictions of the system parameters. They are more suitable for dedicated
resource environments such as cluster Grids where the value of various system parameters, such
as bandwidth, can be accurately predicted. A knowledge-free resource allocation algorithm has
also been proposed in this research.
To devise efficient high performance RA algorithms, this research has introduced the concept of
an Architectural Template. An Architectural Template specifies the way a given task is to be
decomposed into its constituent jobs and assigns a role to each node for executing the jobs. A
detailed discussion on Architectural Templates can be found in Section 3.6.1.
1.3.3 TRPS Policies

At the upper decision making level of the BiLeG (TRPS), a policy provides the following two
functions:
1 . Selection of the next task to be run.

2. Selection of the resource-pool for each task to be run.
A particular TRPS policy details these two functions for a given bag-of-tasks. The choice of the
suitable policy is dependent on many factors. For example, it may depend upon whether or not
an offline processing facility is available. An offline processing facility is a set of processing
nodes which is not the part of the Grid system that is executing the workload. If the resource
6

allocation overhead is expected to occur before the first task in the given bag-of-tasks starts
executing, the offline processing facility may be used for running the algorithm for resource
allocation for the given bag-of-tasks. In this case the resource allocation overhead incurred at the
offline resource allocation facility does not affect the total makespan for the bag-of-tasks as
explained in Section 4.4.2. The choice of an appropriate TRPS policy is also dependent on user
requirements and task characteristics. A comparative study of various TRPS policies is presented
in detail in Chapter 5. This thesis proposes six different TRPS policies (discussed in Section 3.5)
which can be used in combination with different RA algorithms (presented in Section 3.6). It
also discusses which allocation-plan would be better to use in a particular circumstance.

1.4 Goals for an Efficient Resource Management System
In order to design an efficient Resource Management System to remotely process data in Grids,
the proposed BiLeG architecture is based on the following goals:
Parallel Processing: An important goal of an efficient remote data processing system is
the support for parallel processing of data. An efficient Grid resource management
system should be able to support parallel jobs in a task [JAR03]. It should be able to coordinate the execution of these parallel jobs. The support for parallel processing can
greatly enhance the performance of the system.

For example, many multimedia processing applications, such as video encoding and
movie rendering are resource intensive applications and parallel computing can be
effectively used to speed them up, making the system much more efficient [ZAK99].
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Remote Data Repository and Grid Computing Standards:
Typically retrieving data from a remote data repository can be difficult, because of the
lack of user control over the environment. Data on such repositories is stored using
standard data server software, which offers access functionality through a client API. It is
important that standardized data retrieval and movement functionality is used.

Performance Enhancement by Balancing Computational Load:
For an efficient resource management system, interesting load balancing and scheduling
considerations may arise for applications processing remote data from geographically
distributed sources. Typically, data may be partitioned in a number of ways and a set of
geographically distributed resources may be available for processing data. Note that the
resource utilization and balanced parallel execution becomes critical to application
performance.

Research has been conducted to provide a run-time environment that can process remote data
efficiently while addressing the issues mentioned earlier. Existing research has led to the creation
of various technologies. In order to provide a low cost/performance ratio, these systems optimize
the overall execution time (or makespan) of resource-intensive tasks. This requires efficient
allocation of the resources for the jobs of the PBDT tasks running on the nodes of the system.
The problem of allocating resources for these jobs to optimize the overall execution time of an
application is a well-known NP-complete problem [GAR79][WAN06]. To tackle it, heuristic
algorithms that can generate effective solutions to problems in polynomial times are required.
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This thesis proposes a bi-level architecture and presents six TRPS policies and five resourceallocation algorithms that are based on heuristics and can be used in a Grid for efficient resource
management system.
1.5

Contributions of the Thesis

The contributions of this thesis can be summarized as:

1- A new bi-level resource management system architecture for Grids named BiLeG is
proposed.

2- Six different polices for the upper decision making module TRPS have been proposed.
3- Five different RA algorithms are proposed. They consist of four knowledge-based
algorithms, including Architectural Template Selection and Resource Allocation

(ATSRA) class of algorithms which is based on linear-programming. A knowledge-free
algorithm called Round Robin Job Replicator (RRJR) is also proposed. The merits and

de-merits of these algorithms have been analyzed under various system and workload
parameters.

4- In order to manage the overhead that is generated when complex RA algorithms are

executed, various strategies that result in overall performance improvement have been
developed.
These contributions are discussed in more detail in the following sections.
1.5.1 BiLeG Grid Management System Architecture

This thesis introduces a new way of managing Grid resources by introducing a bi-level
architecture. The proposed bi-level architecture works by dividing the decision making
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architecture into two levels. The upper decision making level is concerned with the resourceselection and the lower decision making level is concerned with resource allocation. This thesis
also discusses the mechanisms needed for these two separate decision making modules to
interact with each other and with the user of the Grid system.

Note that although existing work on Grids has used a bi-level architecture for resource
allocation, none of the existing works has used the bi-level architecture to allocate resources for
the PBDT tasks. Existing works on Grids that use bi-level architecture has focused on
performing computation or data transfers separately and none of the existing works uses it for the
resource management for PBDT tasks that require both processing as well as data movement.
1.5.2 TRPS Policies

This thesis introduces six different polices that can be used at the upper decision making level.
The proposed policies can be divided into three classes: static, dynamic and hybrid. Decisions
are made by a static policy before task execution commences in the system whereas dynamic
policies can make their decisions even after task execution has started. The hybrid policies
combine attributes of both the static and the dynamic policies. The TRPS policies are discussed
in Chapter 3.
1.5.3 RA Algorithms
Five different resource allocation algorithms are proposed. The proposed RA algorithms can be
divided into two categories: knowledge-based and knowledge-free. A brief overview of the RA
algorithm is presented next. A detailed discussion is included in Chapter 3.
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1.5.3.1 ATSRA Class of Algorithms for RA
A class of knowledge-based algorithms called ATSRA is proposed. These algorithms are based

on the linear programming model. ATSRA algorithms perform the following two functions.
1. Selecting the most appropriate Architectural Template for each task in a given bag-oftasks in such a way that a cost function is minimized.
2. Allocating the resources for the chosen Architectural Template for a given task.

In this class of algorithms, ATSRAorg is the basic algorithm. As the number of nodes in the
resource-pool allocated to RA by TRPS increases, the time for executing the ATSRA algorithms
increases as well. This increases the resource allocation overhead for an ATSRA algorithm. In
such situations approximations are introduced to reduce the performance overhead. Achieving
the right balance between cost incurred and the benefits obtained is a key here. There are two
algorithms proposed, ATSRASSr and ATSRAbSr, which add different levels of approximations to
ATSRAorg.
Note that ATSRA algorithms have been specifically developed during this research for the
resource allocation of the PBDT tasks. The ATSRA algorithms are designed to minimize both
data transfer and data processing costs using linear programming. To the best of my knowledge
the use of linear programming for the resource allocation of the PBDT tasks has never been used
in any of the existing research works and is a major contribution of this research.
1.5.3.2 List Scheduler

List Scheduler is a knowledge-based algorithm that sorts the available nodes according to their
processing speeds and then assigns the jobs of the PBDT tasks to the nodes, giving priority to the
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higher performing nodes.
1.5.3.3 Round Robin Job Replicator (RR)R)

RRJR is a knowledge-free algorithm which is proposed in this research. It uses the task
replication to achieve reasonable performance.
Note that RRJR is a new replication algorithm proposed in this research. None of the existing
replication based algorithms is designed for a bi-level architecture. Designing a bi-level

replication based algorithm allows precise control of replication of jobs as discussed in
Chapter 3.

1.6 Papers Resulting from this Thesis
So far, the following refereed publications have resulted from this thesis research:

1- I. Ahmad and S. Majumdar, "Efficient Resource Assignment for Processable Bulk Data
Transfer Tasks", in the special issue on Federated Resource Management in Grid and
Cloud Computing Systems, Future Generation Computer Systems (FGCS), the
International Journal of Grid Computing and eScience (Submitted).

2- I. Ahmad and S. Majumdar, "Performance of Resource Management Algorithms for
Processable Bulk Data Transfer Tasks in Grid Environments", in the Proceeding of the
7th ACM international Workshop on Software and Performance, Princeton, USA, 2008
[AHM08a].

3- I. Ahmad and S. Majumdar, "A Two Level Approach for Managing Resource and Data
Intensive Tasks in Grids", in the Proceedings of the Conference on Grid computing, high-
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performance and Distributed Applications (GADA) Monterrey, Mexico, 2008
[AHM08b].
4- I. Ahmad and S. Majumdar, "Efficient Management of Grid Resources Using a Bi-level
Decision-Making Architecture for Processable Bulk Data", in the Proceeding of the
Conference on Grid computing, High-performance and Distributed Applications (GADA)
Vilamoura, Algarve, Portugal, 2007 [AHM07].
5- I. Ahmad and S. Majumdar, "An Adaptive High Performance Architecture for
Processable Bulk Data Transfers on a Grid," in the Proceedings of the 2nd International
Conference on Broadband Networks (Broadnets), Boston, USA, 2005 [AHM05].

1.7 Layout of the Thesis
This thesis consists of six additional chapters. Chapter 2 provides an overview of Grids and the
current state-of-the-art in resource management on Grids. Chapter 3 gives details of the BiLeG
architecture proposed in this research. Chapter 4 presents the experimental setup and discusses
the performance results for the RA algorithms. Chapter 5 analyses the performance of the TRPS
policies. In Chapter 6, the performance of various allocation-plans is investigated and the choice
of an appropriate allocation-plan, under a specific set of system and workload parameters, is
discussed. Chapter 7 concludes this thesis and discusses direction for future research.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Grid Computing
The presence of Internet as well as the availability of low-cost powerful computers and highspeed network technologies are changing the way computing is carried out. Increasingly, it is
becoming more feasible to use widely distributed computers for solving large-scale problems. In
terms of computations and data requirements, these problems are often resource intensive due to
their size and complexity. They may also involve the use of a variety of heterogeneous resources
that are not usually available in a single location. These factors have led to the emergence of
what is known as Grid computing which can be viewed as a seamless and collaborative
environment [TOY06][BEY02]. Usually a Grid uses a Grid resource management system to
manage the submitted tasks which performs resource discovery, scheduling, and assignment of
the available Grid resources. Grid allows users to solve larger-scale problems by pooling
together resources that were not been able to be used collectively [PEN04][NUD05][KIC04].
Thus, Grid is a technology that can bond and unify remote and diverse distributed resources.
Ian Foster, one of the pioneers of the Grid, provided a three point check-list that must be satisfied
by a system for it to qualify as a Grid [FOS99a]. According to this check-list a Grid is a system
that:

1) Coordinates resources that are not subject to a centralized control.
2) Uses standard, open, general-purpose protocols and interfaces.
3) Delivers non-trivial qualities of service.
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2.2 The Grid Architecture

A standard high-level layered Grid architecture, shown in Fig. 2.1, was specified in [FOS99a] to

identify the requirement for general classes of components. The components within each layer in
Fig. 2.1 share common characteristics and build upon capabilities provided by lower layers. The
fabric layer in the Grid layered architecture consists of Grid resources to which shared access is
mediated by Grid protocols. A Grid resource may be a physical entity such as a CPU, a sensor or

a storage component or it may be a logical entity such as a distributed file system. The
connectivity layer defines communication and authentication protocols for Grid network
transactions. The resource layer uses the functionality provided by the connectivity layer for the
secure negotiation, initiation, monitoring and control of operations on individual fabric layer
resources. While the resource layer is focused on interactions with a single resource, the

collective layer coordinates multiple resources and provides application specific distributed
services. The application layer consists of Grid applications that use the services of lower layers

to achieve a particular goal. Each layer has well-defined protocols and provides useful services
to the application such as resource discovery, resource management and data access.
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Fig. 2.1: The Layered Grid Architecture [FOS99a]
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2.3 The Globus Toolkit

The Globus project provides an open-source software toolkit [FOS97] [GLO09] that can be used
to build Grid systems. The Globus architecture has three main groups of services accessible
through a security layer. These groups are resource management, data management, and
information services [CZA98] [CZA99]. The local-services layer contains the operating-system
services and network services [KES99] [OLE04].
The Grid security infrastructure (GSI) [GLO09] provides methods for authentication of Grid
users and secure communication. It is based on Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI), and X.509 certificate architecture. GSI provides services, protocols, and
libraries to achieve the following aims for Grid security:
•

Single sign-on for using Grid services through user certificates

• Resource authentication through host certificates
• Data encryption
•

Authorization

• Delegation of authority
Users gain access to resources by having their Grid certificate subjects mapped to an account on
the remote machine by its system administrators. This also requires that the Certification
Authority that signed the user certificate be trusted by the remote system. Access permissions
have to be enforced through restrictions on the remote user account.
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2.4 Grid Concepts
In this section, various Grid concepts, components, and terms are introduced in more detail.
2.4.1 Types of Resources
Grid resources include both computing resources and communication resources. The computing
resources are provided by the processors of the machines on the Grid. The processors can vary in
speed, architecture, software platform, and other associated factors, such as memory, storage,
and connectivity. There are two primary ways to exploit the computation resources of a Grid.
The first and simplest one is to use it to run an existing application on an available machine on
the Grid rather than locally. The second is to use an application designed to split its work in such
a way that the separate parts can execute in parallel on different processors. A Grid provides the
mechanisms needed to utilize the distributed computing resources to perform a given task.

Another important resource of a Grid concerns data communication. This includes
communications within the Grid and external to the Grid. Communications within the Grid are

important for sending jobs and their required data to nodes within the Grid [OLE04]. Some jobs
require a large amount of data to be processed and it may not always reside on the machine
running the job. The bandwidth available for such communications can often be a critical
resource that can limit utilization of the Grid. Redundant communication paths are sometimes
needed to better handle potential network failures and excessive data traffic [SAN05]. In some
cases, higher speed networks must be provided to meet the demands of jobs transferring larger
amounts of data [CHU05].
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Another important resource of a Grid concerns data storage devices. This includes persistent
storage devices such as hard-disks that are present in the individual computers that comprise of a
Grid system.

2.4.2 Tasks and Applications

Although various kinds of resources on the Grid may be shared and used, they are usually
accessed via an executing "application" or "tasks". In this research, the term task has been used
to represent this highest level of a piece of work. Typically, tasks may be broken down into a
number of individual jobs. They may perform computation, execute one or more system
commands or move and collect data. A task may consist of jobs which may have specific

dependencies that may prevent them from executing in parallel in some cases. For example, a job
may require some specific input data that must be copied to a machine before the job is run on
that machine. Some jobs may require the output produced by certain other jobs and cannot be
executed until those predecessor jobs have completed executing. This workflow can create a
hierarchy of tasks and jobs. Finally, the results of all of the jobs must be collected and
appropriately assembled to produce the ultimate answer for the task.
2.4.3 Resource Management

The Grid system is responsible for sending a task to a given machine to be executed [JEO04]. In
the simplest of Grid systems, the user may select a machine suitable for running his task and then
execute a Grid command that sends the task to the selected machine. More advanced Grid

systems would include a task "scheduler" that automatically finds the most appropriate machine
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on which to run any given task that is waiting to be executed as described in [PEN04].
Schedulers react to current availability of resources on the Grid. To create more predictable
behavior, Grid machines are often "dedicated" to the Grid and are not pre-empted by outside
systems. Having a dedicated environment allows schedulers to compute the approximate
completion time for a set of tasks, if the system and workload parameters are known. In a Grid
system optimal scheduling, is a difficult problem. Therefore, such schedulers may use heuristics
to optimize the scheduling metric.

The resource management subsystem enables resource allocation through task submission,
staging of executable files, task monitoring, and result gathering. Globus Resource Allocation
Manager (GRAM) provides remote execution capability of tasks and reports status for the course
of the execution. A client requests a task submission from the gatekeeper daemon on the remote
host. The gatekeeper component is a software module that intercepts all incoming requests at a
particular domain node and performs authentication and authorization. The gatekeeper daemon
checks to see if the client is authorized (i.e., the client certificate is in order and there is a
mapping of the certificate subject to an account on the system). Once authentication is
performed, the gatekeeper starts a job manager that initiates and monitors job execution.
2.4.4 Monitoring and Discovery Service
Monitoring and Discovery Service (MDS) provides support for publishing and querying of
resource information [GLO09]. Within MDS, a schema defines classes that represent various
properties of the system. MDS has a 3-Tier structure at the bottom of which is the information
providers that gather data about resource properties and status and translate them into the format
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defined by the object classes. The Grid Resource Information Service (GRIS) forms the second
tier and is a daemon that runs on a single resource. GRIS responds to queries about the resource
properties and updates its cache at intervals defined by a "time to live", by querying the relevant
information providers. At the topmost level, GIIS (Grid Information Index Service) indexes the
resource information provided by other GRISs and GIISs that are registered with it.
The GRIS and GIIS run on the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) back end in
which the information is represented as a hierarchy of entries, each entry consisting of 0 or more
attribute-value pairs. The standard set of information providers provides data on CPU type,
system architecture, number of processors, and memory available, among others.
2.4.5 Data Management

The data management package provides utilities and libraries for transmitting, storing, and
managing massive dataseis that are part of many scientific computing applications [ALL05]. The
components of this package include:
GridFTP Module: It uses an extension of the standard FTP protocol that provides
secure, efficient, and reliable data movements in Grid environments. In addition to

standard FTP functions, GridFTP provides support for authenticated data transfer, thirdparty transfer invocation, and partial data transfer support.
Replica Location and Management Module: This component supports multiple
locations for the same file throughout the Grid. Using the replica management functions,
a file can be registered with the replica location service (RLS) and its replicas can be
created and deleted.
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2.5 Types of Grids
There are two basic ways to classify Grids; based on the organizational setup and based on the
nature or type of resources they use. This section briefly discusses both types of Grids.
2.5.1 Classification of Grids According to Organizational Setup
Grids can be classified into the following types based on the organizational setup:
Cluster Grids: Cluster Grids are formed by a group of computers clustered together in a

network to perform a particular project. A Cluster Grid is usually designed for a specific
project keeping in mind the resource requirements ofthat particular project [CHE05]. A
characterizing feature of a Cluster Grid is that the resources used by a project on a Cluster
Grid are exclusively dedicated to that project.

Enterprise Grids: Enterprise Grids consist of resources spread across an enterprise and
provide service to all users within that enterprise. An enterprise Grid is deployed within a
large corporation that has a global presence or a need to access resources outside a single
corporate location. Enterprise Grids can enable multiple projects or departments within
an enterprise to share computing resources in a cooperative way [SPO03].

Extraprise Grids: Extraprise Grids are established between companies, their partners,
and their customers. The Grid resources are generally made available through a virtual

private network. Usually these Grids are established between organizations within similar
industries, which have a need to collaborate on projects and use each other's resources as
a means to reach a common goal [CAN03a].

Global Grids: Global Grids are the general purpose Grids established over the public
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Internet. Global Grids provide the power of distributed resources to users anywhere in the
world for computing and collaboration. They provide the ability to share compute and
data storage resources across the public Web [CHE05].

2.5.2 Classification of Grids According to the Type of Resources
Grids can be classified into the following types according to the type of resources they use.
Compute Grids: Compute Grids are designed for compute-intensive tasks. Compute
Grids usually consists of high speed computers. High speed communication links are not
a requirement for a compute Grid as the amount of data that is transferred among
constituent nodes in a Compute Grid is typically very small [CHE05].
Data Grids: The architecture of the Data Grids is suitable for data-oriented operations.
Data Grids are characterized by the transfer of large volumes of data. Some sort of
processing of data by the Grid may be required before it can be used [CIROl].
Utility Grids: Utility Grids are the commercial compute resources that are maintained
and managed by a service provider. Customers typically purchase "cycles" from a utility
Grid to complete the tasks they need to execute [BAS02].
2.5.3 Cloud Computing and the Grid
One major paradigm that has its roots in the advancement of Grid technologies is Cloud
Computing. Cloud Computing is a computing paradigm in which tasks are assigned to a
combination of connections, software and services accessed over a network [RAJ08][DOA10].
This network of servers and connections is collectively known as "Cloud."
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Ian Foster is considered one of the pioneers of Grid computing. He has defined Cloud
Computing as [FOS08]:

"A large-scale distributed computing paradigm that is driven by economies of
scale, in which a pool of abstracted, virtualized, dynamically-scalable, managed
computing power, storage, platforms, and services are delivered on demand to
external customers over the Internet."

This definition highlights the two important characteristics of Cloud Computing; virtualization
and scalability. Cloud Computing abstracts from the underlying hardware and system software
through virtualization. The virtualized resources are provided through a well-defined abstracting
interface which may be an Application Programming Interface (API) or a service. Thus, at the
raw hardware level, resources can be added or withdrawn according to demand posted through
the interface, while the interface to the user remains the same. This architecture enables
scalability and flexibility on the physical layer of a Cloud without having an impact on the
interface to the end user. Clouds become a large pool of easily usable and accessible virtualized
resources, such as hardware, development platforms and/or services. These resources can be
dynamically reconfigured to adjust to a variable load, allowing also for an efficient resource
utilization. This pool of resources is typically offered by a pay-per-use model.

Cloud Computing is based on four attributes: elasticity, pay as you go, self-provisioning of
resources and scalability [JOHlO]. Each of these is briefly described:
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1) Elasticity: Users can rapidly increase and decrease their computing resources as needed,
as well as release resources for other uses when they are no longer required. This

capability allows users to increase and decrease their computing resources as needed, as
Fig. 2.2 illustrates. There is always an awareness of the baseline for computing resources,
but predicting future needs is difficult, especially when demands are constantly changing.
Cloud Computing can offer a means to provide IT resources on demand and address
spikes in usage.

2) Pay as you go: Users pay for only the resources they actually use and for only the time
they require them.

3) Self-provisioning of Resources: Cloud Computing incorporates self-provisioning of
resources, which is the ability of a system to expand and contract its pool of resources
and optimize resources like CPU, memory, disk space and communication links, to
provide continuous, quality bound services.

4) Scalability: Scalability is the ability of a system to continue to perform well as the load
on the system is increased. Although organizations might have hundreds or thousands of
systems, Cloud Computing provides the ability to scale to tens of thousands of systems, as
well as the ability to massively scale bandwidth and storage space [JOHlO].
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Interest in the Cloud is growing because Cloud solutions provide users with access to
supercomputer-like power at a fraction of the cost of buying such a solution outright. More
importantly, these solutions can be acquired on demand; the network becomes the supercomputer
in the Cloud where users can buy what they need when they need it. Cloud Computing identifies
where scalable IT-enabled capabilities are delivered as a service to customers using Internet
technologies.

Cloud Computing is used in two broad categories of applications: batch applications and
interactive applications. Batch applications refer to programs that can run to completion without
human interaction in a typically long (many minutes to hours or even more) process, and may
involve intensive computations and/or handling large dataseis. On the other hand, the interactive
application needs human interaction and is typically a simple application consisting of
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undemanding tasks. Cloud Computing has been proposed as a viable model in which a wide
range of finer grained commercial, business, and scientific applications would tap into the Grid
resources on an as-needed basis, extending the reach and utility of Grid computing far beyond its
current user base. This vision of computing as a utility is expected to change not only the way
scientists and businesses work, but also the way they think about computing resources. There are
many companies that provide Cloud Computing. EC2 platform by Amazon is one of the most
popular facilities available [AMA09]. Sun Grid Compute Utility [SUN09] is a Cloud Computing
infrastructure made for batch applications. Google App Engine [LLO08] is a Cloud Computing
platform suitable for interactive web applications. Windows Azure [AZU09] is a general Cloud
Computing environment platform recently introduced by Microsoft.
The recognized working group with the mandate to standardize the Cloud technology is the Open
Cloud Consortium [RITlO]. Its task is to develop a framework for interoperability among various
Clouds. The OCC supports the development of benchmarks for Cloud Computing and is a strong
proponent of open source software to be used for Cloud Computing. OCC manages a testing
platform and a test-bed for Cloud Computing called the Open Cloud Test-bed. The group also
sponsors workshops and other events related to Cloud Computing [SKOlO]. An architecture for
the Clouds that was popularized by a series of Google technical reports describes a storage Cloud
providing a distributed file system, a compute Cloud supporting the MapReduce application, and
a data Cloud supporting table services [WISlO] [DEA04]. The open source Hadoop system
follows this architecture. These types of Cloud architectures support the concept of on-demand
computing capacity [HADlO].
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2.5.3.1 Relationship Between Grid and Cloud Computing
It can be observed that there seems to be many similarities in the description of Grid and Cloud
Computing. There are many discussions around the question whether Grids and Clouds are the
same or if there are substantial differences between Grid and Cloud Computing. Differences
among Grid and Cloud Computing in various aspects are identified in [FOS08]. According to
[JHA09], what makes Cloud Computing new and differentiates it from Grid Computing is
virtualization, because Cloud Computing, unlike Grid, leverages virtualization to maximize
computing power. While Grid Computing achieves high utilization through the allocation of
multiple servers onto a single task or job, the virtualization of servers in Cloud Computing
achieves high utilization by allowing one server to compute several tasks concurrently [HAR08].
An important point to note is that beside these technological differences between Grid and
Cloud, there are differences in the typical usage pattern. Grid is typically used for job execution,
e.g. the execution of a particular High Energy Physics application for a limited time. Cloud

Computing supports a job usage pattern but is more frequently used to support long-running
services [EGElO]. Some researchers seem to think that Cloud Computing has evolved from Grid

Computing and that Grid Computing is the foundation for Cloud Computing [FOS08]. The
relationship between Grid and Cloud Computing is described in [FOS08] as follows:
"We argue that Cloud Computing not only overlaps with Grid Computing, it is
indeed evolved out of Grid Computing and relies on Grid Computing as its
backbone and infrastructure support. The evolution has been a result of a shift in
focus from an infrastructure that delivers storage and compute resources (such is
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the case in Grids) to one that is economy based aiming to deliver more abstract
resources and services (such is the case in Clouds)."
Thus, Cloud and Grid computing can be considered as complementary. Grid interfaces and

protocols can enable the interoperability between resources of Cloud infrastructure providers.
Grid solutions for job computing can run as a service on top of a Cloud having a distributed
virtualized infrastructure [LLO08]. In addition, the potential benefits of simplicity offered by
Cloud technologies, such as higher-level of abstractions [JHA09] may help to better serve
current Grid users, attract new user communities, accelerate Grid adoption and importantly
reduce operations costs [EGElO]. A summary of the comparison between Grid and Cloud
Computing is shown in Table 2. 1 .

2.6 Approaches to Resource Allocation for Tasks on Grids
Different researchers have taken various approaches to resource allocation of Tasks on Grids.

The approaches to allocate resources in Grids can be divided into three broad categories.
1) Traditional Schedulers and Resource Brokers
2) Policy based Resource Allocation
3) Workflow based Resource Allocation
Each of these approaches is discussed in a following subsection.
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Table 2.1: Comparison of Grid and Cloud Computing
Means of utilization

[HAR08]
Typical usage pattern
[EGElO]

Grid Computing
Cloud Computing
Allocation of multiple servers By virtualization of servers;
onto a single task or job.
one server may compute
several tasks concurrently.
Typically used for job More frequently used to
execution, i.e. the execution support
long-running
of a program for a limited services.
time.

Level of abstraction

Expose high level of detail.

Provide

higher

level

abstractions.

[JHA09]

2.6.1 Traditional Schedulers and Resource Brokers

One of the traditional approaches is to use a Grid resource broker which selects suitable
resources by interacting with various middleware services. Venugopal describes such a Grid
resource broker that discovers computational and data resources running diverse middleware
through distributed discovery services [VEN07]. However, any mechanism for breaking given
task into parallel jobs for processing, is not present.
There are some schedulers that include the mechanisms to estimate the value of system
parameters and the scheduling decisions depends on the estimation. Note that the performance of
these scheduler is dependent the accuracy of the predictions of the system parameters. One of
such scheduler called is called Prophet [BAS02]. The predictions of the system parameters is
supplied by an auxiliary system of Prophet called the Network Resource Monitoring System.

Prophet uses the information provided by the Network Resource Monitoring System to select the
best number of computing nodes for a particular task. Prophet uses a callback mechanism to
obtain application-specific information, and utilizes dynamic system information about CPU and
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network usage at runtime obtained from the Network Resource Monitoring System to schedule
the given task.
Decker and Diekmann have described CoPA in [DEC07], which is an environment that uses a

special library to trace the execution of a group of tasks on Grids and analyze their behavior.
Using heuristics CoPA searches for effective task mappings. However, CoPA is designed for
compute intensive tasks only and ignores communication costs of data transfer.
Another scheduler is proposed by Subhlok et al. in [DEW07]. This scheduler uses an application
specification interface, through which applications can specify their computation and
communication requirements. The scheduler can invoke node selection algorithms that maximize
computation and communication capacity.

YarKhan and Dongarra [YAR02] have also performed scheduling experiments in a Grid
environment using simulated annealing. To evaluate the schedules generated by the simulated
annealing algorithm they use a Performance Model, a function specifically created to predict the
execution time of the program. Generating such a Performance Model requires detailed analysis
of the program to be scheduled.

TITAN [CA099] is a multi-tiered scheduling architecture that employs the PACE performance
prediction system to improve resource usage efficiency. PACE uses a Performance Specification
Language (PSL) to describe workloads for both sequential and parallel parts of an application.
Also, PACE uses a Hardware Model Configuration Language (HMCL) to describe hardware
characteristics. Furthermore, PACE uses a parametric evaluation engine and workload and

hardware descriptions to provide execution time estimates. TITAN uses these estimates for
scheduling purposes, e.g. as fitness function values for a genetic algorithm-based scheduler.
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Another effort worth mentioning is Grid Application Development Software (GrADS) Project
[BER05]. At the heart of the GrADS architecture is an enhanced execution environment which
continually adapts the application to changes in the Grid resources, with the goal of maintaining
overall performance at the highest possible level. A number ofresource allocation algorithms can
be used at GrADS to schedule a given bag-of-tasks in Grid environments. Due to the NPcomplete nature of the task resource allocation problem the majority of proposed solutions are
heuristic algorithms [CAOOl] [BUR03] [GAR79].
2.6.2 Policy Based Resource Allocation
For resource allocation in Grids, some researchers have also proposed policy based resource
allocation mechanisms. Sander et al. [SANOl] propose a policy based architecture for QoS

configuration for systems that comprise different administrative domains in a Grid. They focus
on making decisions when users attempt to make reservations for network bandwidth across
several administrative network domains that are controlled by a bandwidth broker. The
bandwidth broker acts as an allocator and establishes an end-to-end signalling process that

chooses the most efficient path based on the available bandwidth. The work presented in
[SANOl] is concerned with data transmission costs only; whereas the research presented in this
research needs to consider both computation and communication costs associated with the PBDT
tasks. Verma. et al. [VER02] has also proposed a technique in which resource allocation is
performed based on a predefined policy. But in this research, the resource allocation is not based
on any performance measure. Another policy based resource management system has been
presented in [SUN02]. This work focuses on access control and takes care of user authentication
and authorization. It does not concern resource allocation and it is the responsibility of the user
to allocate resources in an efficient manner.
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2.6.3 Workflow Based Resource Allocation

Many recent efforts have focused on scheduling of workflows in Grids. [GHA02] presents a
QoS-based workflow management system and a scheduling algorithm that match workflow
applications with resources using event condition action rules.
Pandey and Buyya have worked on scheduling scientific workflows using various approaches in
the context of their GridBus workflow management effort [PAN08] [THA05]. [SEN05] has
developed an architecture to specify and to schedule workflows under resource allocation
constraints. Also, many of the data Grid projects that support distributed processing of remote
data have proposed workflow scheduling [JAN03] [BRE03].
The topic of scheduling data-intensive workflows has also received attention recently. Shankar
and DeWitt [SHA07] have augmented the popular Condor distributed computing system with
support for a workflow planning framework that is cognizant of data requirements. Other datacentric workflow management systems were ZOO [IOA97], which concentrated on supporting
data querying and visualization in scientific workflows, and GridDB [LIU04], which uses a
functional data language to model workflows and relational tables to model program I/O in the
context of the Condor system. GriPhyN [DEE02] was another project aiming at simplifying Grid
computing through providing work and dataflow management functionality; when the problem
size increases.

There are a number of reasons why scheduling programs or the tasks that comprise the programs
is important. For users it is important that the programs they wish to run are executed as quickly
as possible (lower makespan). On the other hand the owners of computing resources would wish
to optimize their machine utilization. These two objectives, lower makespan and lower machine
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utilization, are not always complementary. Owners are not usually willing to let a single user
utilize all their resources, and users are not usually willing to wait an arbitrarily long time before
they are allowed access to particular resources. Effective scheduling tries to satisfy the users' and
the owners' requirements.
Note that this research is different from all the efforts mentioned above. In addition of allocation

resources based on computational constraints, resource-allocation in this research is also based
on data retrieval constraints. Furthermore, the data processing jobs of PBDT tasks considered in
this research run in parallel configurations.
2.6.4 Scheduling Strategies

There are different approaches to the selection of resources for a given task to be performed. In
the static approach, the resources are selected for the tasks before the execution of the first task.

With the dynamic scheduling approach the resources are assigned at run-time depending on the
availability. With the hybrid scheduling model, a combination of both static and dynamic
scheduling strategies is used [LIN05].
Each of the these approaches is described in the following sub-sections.
2.6.5 Static Scheduling

In the static approach, the resources in the Grid system are assigned to the tasks before the set of
given tasks starts executing [JEO04]. An estimate of the time taken for computation and
communication of the constituent jobs can be estimated a priori. One of the main benefits of the
static model is that it is easier to implement from a scheduling and mapping point of view. Since

the mapping of tasks is fixed a priori, it is easy to monitor the progress of computation.
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Likewise, estimating the time that will be spent processing the jobs on a specific processor can
be calculated. On completion of the processing of a group of tasks, the precise time that was
actually spent in processing is used in making more accurate estimates of computing and
communication costs for the new tasks [JEO04].
The static scheduling approach has a few drawbacks. It is based on an approximate estimation of
processor execution times and inter-processor communication times. The actual execution time
of a program may often vary from the estimated execution time and sometimes may result in a
poorly generated schedule [JEO04]. This model also does not consider node and network
failures.

2.6.6 Dynamic Scheduling
Dynamic scheduling operates on two levels: the local scheduling level and a load distribution
level [TIEOO]. The local scheduling level is responsible for managing the resource within a node
only. For example, an individual node may consist of multiple processing units and local
scheduling policy would determine the timing and order of the jobs assigned to it. The load
distribution level determines how tasks would be placed on remote machines. It uses an
information policy to determine the kind of information that needs to be collected from each
machine, the frequency at which it needs to be collected and also the frequency at which it needs
to be exchanged among different machines. In a traditional dynamic scheduling model, the jobs
of a task are assigned to processors based on whether they can provide an adequate quality of

service. The meaning of quality of service is dependent on the application. If a processor is
assigned too many tasks, it may invoke a transfer policy to check to see if it needs to transfer
tasks to other nodes and if so, to which ones [THA05]. The transfer of tasks can be sender
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initiated or receiver initiated. If it is receiver initiated, a processor that is lightly loaded will

voluntarily advertise to offer its services to heavily loaded nodes [SPO03]. Dynamic scheduling
is more efficient and fault tolerant as compared to static scheduling because it can quickly react
to the unexpected changes in the system parameters at runtime.

2.6.7 Hybrid Scheduling

Static scheduling algorithms are easy to implement and usually have a low schedule generating
cost. However, since static scheduling is based on estimated execution times, it may not always

produce the best schedules. On the other hand, dynamic scheduling uses run-time information in
the scheduling process and generates potentially better schedules. But dynamic scheduling
suffers from very high running times and may take prohibitively long time while trying to

schedule very large applications with tens and thousands of jobs. Since both the scheduling
techniques have their own advantages, researchers have tried to combine them to create a hybrid
scheduling technique. In hybrid scheduling, the initial schedule is typically obtained using static
scheduling and the jobs are mapped onto the respective processors. However, after execution
commences, the processors use run-time information to check and see if the tasks can be mapped
to better processors to yield a better system performance.

All scheduling strategies (static, dynamic and hybrid) use one of the Grid resource allocation
algorithms to allocate resources. The difference among these scheduling strategies is the time
when the resource allocation algorithm is run. The performance of a scheduling strategy is

dependent on the resource allocation algorithm it is using and the selection of a suitable resource
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allocation algorithm according to the system and workload parameters is pivotal for the
satisfactory performance of a particular strategy.

2.6.8 Classes of Resource Allocation Algorithms

The Grid resource allocation algorithms found in literature can be divided into two classes.
2.6.8.1 Knowledge-based algorithms
This is the class of resource allocation algorithms that needs accurate knowledge of the system

state (such as processing and communication times per unit data) during the time-slot in which
the tasks are expected to be executing. The accurate knowledge of the future system conditions
can be estimated by using a prediction mechanism; which predicts the future system parameters
based on the past behaviour. Network Weather Stations (NWS) is one such mechanism [ANG06]
that is widely used in general-purpose Grid systems. The accuracy of the predicted system
conditions is a key factor in the efficient performance of the knowledge-based algorithms.
2. 6.8.2 Knowledge-free Algorithms
This is the class of the resource allocation algorithms that can function without any need for
predictions of the system state.

2.6.9 Examples of Resource Allocation Algorithms

Some algorithms (both knowledge-free and knowledge-based) that can be used to allocate
resources in Grids are presented.
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2.6.9.1 Workqueue Algorithm

Workqueue Algorithm (WQ) is one of the simplest algorithms used for resource allocation in a
Grid computing environment. In WQ, the tasks in the given bag-of-tasks are chosen in an
arbitrary order for processing [VEN07]. The chosen task is allocated randomly to a resource
from the available pool of resources. If no resource is available, the chosen task waits in a queue
until a resource becomes available. This process is repeated until all tasks in the given bag-oftasks are processed. The problem with WQ algorithm arises when a large job is allocated to a
slow node towards the end of the schedule. When this occurs, the completion of the task will be

delayed until the complete execution of this job. Note that the WQ algorithm is a knowledge-free
algorithm which does not need the knowledge about system parameters to function.
2.6.9.2 Workqueue with Replication

The Workqueue with Replication (WQR) is an extension of the WQ algorithm [VEN07]. The
main disadvantage of the resource allocation using WQ is that if a large job gets allocated to a
slow node towards the end of the schedule, this could increase the overall makespan of the

application. In WQR, each of the tasks in the given bag-of-tasks is arbitrarily assigned one of the
available nodes. If the number of nodes is less than the number of tasks, the remaining tasks

wait in a queue. In this case, WQR behaves similar to WQ. But if there are nodes left after
assigning nodes for all the tasks, then WQR algorithm starts to replicate the currently running
tasks until all the available nodes are used. As soon as the data from a particular task reaches the

sink nodes, all other replicas of that task are killed and the freed nodes are used to create replica
of the tasks currently being processed. Note that WQR is also a knowledge-free algorithm which
does not need the knowledge about the system parameters to function.
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2.6.9.3 Suffarage and XSufferage

Sufferage and XSufferage [VEN07] are knowledge-based resource allocation algorithms that are
used to schedule data-intensive tasks. The Sufferage algorithm assigns a task to a machine that
would "suffer" the most in terms of earliest completion time, if a particular machine were not
assigned to it. The sufferage value is defined as the difference between the best and the second
best completion times for the task [TAK03]. The task that has the maximum sufferage value is
given priority. An enhancement of Sufferage algorithm is the XSufferage algorithm which
considers data location in allocating resources for the task. The XSufferage algorithm tries to
minimize unnecessary data movement by grouping together the resources having high
bandwidth. These groups of resources are called sites. While calculating the sufferage value,
XSufferage algorithm considers the resources within a site only.

2.7 Grid Resource Brokering Systems
Based on the resource allocation approaches and algorithms presented in Sections 2.6 many Grid
resource broking systems have been developed. These systems provide uniform resource
management and job submission, large-scale data management and transfer, and resource
allocation and scheduling. Grid resource brokering systems are part of the Grid middleware and
mediate between users and the underlying Grid fabric consisting of heterogeneous computing
and storage resources connected by networks of varying capabilities.
This section presents examples of existing Grid middleware.
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2.7.1 Condor-G

Condor-G is a resource management system that allows users to manage multi-domain,
heterogeneous resources running Globus Toolkit [GLO09] and Condor middleware, as if the
resources belong to a single domain. It combines the harnessing of resources in a single
administrative domain provided by Condor with the resource discovery, resource access and
security protocols provided by the Globus Toolkit. At the user side, Condor-G provides
Application Program Interface (API) and command line tools to submit jobs, cancel them, query
their status, and to access log files. A new Grid Manager daemon is created for each job request
for submitting the job to the remote Globus gatekeeper that starts a new JobManager process.
Condor-G provides "execute once" semantics by using a two phase commit protocol for job
submission and completion. Fault tolerance is provided on the submission side by a persistent
job queue and on the remote side by keeping persistent state of the active job within the
JobManager. Jobs are executed on the remote resource within a mobile sandbox that traps
system calls issued by the task back to the originating system and are checkpointed periodically
using Condor mechanisms. This technology called "Condor Glideln" effectively treats a
collection of Grid resources as a Condor pool. Resource brokering is provided by matching user

requirements with information available from services such as GRIS and GIIS through the
ClassAds mechanism [VEN07]. Condor-G is a part of many projects such as EGEE, VDT and
UK e-Science among others, and is used by workflow management systems such as Pegasus
[ABB06]. Condor can utilize batch queuing systems such as LSF, PBS and NQE but only
through Globus GRAM protocols. Condor-G provides strong fault tolerance mechanisms as a
result of its close integration with the low-level Grid middleware.
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2.7.2 AppLeS Parameter Sweep Template (APST)
APST is an environment for scheduling and deploying large-scale parameter sweep applications
on Grid platforms. APST provides mechanisms for deploying applications on different Grid
middleware and schedulers that take into account the workload characteristics. APST consists of

two processes: the daemon, which deploys and manages applications and the client, which is a
console for the users to enter their input. The input is XML-based and no modification of the
application is required for it to be deployed on Grid resources. The APST scheduler allocates
resources based on several parameters including predictions of resource performance, expected
network bandwidths and historical data. The scheduler uses a Data Manager and a Compute

Manager to deploy and monitor data transfers and computations respectively. These, in turn, use
Actuators to talk to the various Grid middleware. A Metadata Manager talks to different
information sources such as Network Weather Service (NWS) [ZHA06] and the Globus

Monitoring and Discovery Service (MDS) [GLO09] and supplies the gathered data to the
scheduler. APST supports different low-level Grid middleware through the use of Actuators and
also allows for different scheduling algorithms to be implemented. However, it is focused
towards parameter sweep applications. APST provides the ability to specify data repositories of
different types in the input file and has a separate data manager to manage data transfers.
However, it does not consider the possibility of multiple sources for any data file other than

those created by replication of the data files during the execution of an application.
A number of different approaches for resource management on Grids were presented in this
chapter. Existing research has addressed various issues in Grid resource management. To the
best of my knowledge none of the existing works has dealt with resource management for PBDT
tasks that this thesis focuses on.
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Chapter 3

BiLeG Resource Management System

Grid computing focuses on large-scale, multi-institutional, resource sharing to deliver high
performance. This sharing of resources can be used to facilitate virtual organizations, for
allowing multi-disciplinary, multi-institutional collaborations. Within a Grid, a Grid resource
management system plays the role of finding and allocating resources, that includes computing
resources, storage and communication resources, in order to satisfy the Grid user requests
[WOL03]. The performance of a particular Grid system depends on a well-designed resource
management system that can provide the following four functions.
1) Discovery of the resources.
2) Management of the resources.

3) When required, division of each individual task into different jobs and management of
the execution of the jobs.

4) Allocation of the resources for each constituent job of the tasks.
A number of techniques exists in the literature for providing functions described in Item 1 and

Item 2. However there is no existing work that addresses the functions described in Item 3 and
Item 4 for PBDT tasks. Thus, this research focuses on Item 3 and Item 4 and proposes an
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effective bi-level Grid resource management system, BiLeG. This chapter discusses BiLeG, its
various components and the related concepts in detail.

3.1 Processable Bulk Data Transfer (PBDT) Tasks
3.1.1 Introduction

An increasingly important class of Grids involves transfer of large volumes of data which has to
be processed in some way before it can be used at the destination. Such type of Grid tasks are
both compute-intensive and data-intensive. In this research, these tasks have been classified as
Processable Bulk Data Transfer (PBDT) Tasks. PBDT tasks have many important applications
(see Section 3.1.4). Due to their heavy resource-usage, efficient resource allocation for the
PBDT tasks is pivotal to obtain satisfactory performance. Investigating efficient resource

management solutions for the PBDT tasks is the focus of this research.
3.1.2 Characteristics

A task, T¡, is classified as a PBDT task if it has the following three characteristics.
1) The task involves large data transfer and the data has to be processed before it can be
used at the set of sink nodes.

2) Cost of data processing is proportional to the length of the raw data file.
3) The unprocessed raw data file is such that it can be either processed as a whole or can
be divided into multiple partitions. If divided into partitions, each partition can be

processed independently. The resultant processed partitions can later be combined to
generate the required processed file. Consider a source file F¡, of length L¡ (see Fig. 3.1).
F can be divided into ? disjoint partitions, with lengths of {Lu, L¡2. . .. L¡p }, such that
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(3.1)

Li - S;=1 Lij

Then, for a PBDT task, the length of the required processed file is given by:
(3.2)

L'i — ¿.j=ieiMj

where e¡ is a processing factor which is the ratio of the length of the processed partition
and that of the original partition.
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Fig. 3.1: Partitioning and Processing of a PBDT Raw Data File

For example, a typical multimedia project with an objective of applying a particular encoder to
an uncompressed video can be classified as a PBDT task, as it possesses all the three

characteristics required for a PBDT task. Uncompressed video is typically a large file, which is
required to be encoded. The time taken to encode the file is directly proportional to the length of
the file [ABB06]. This multimedia project also meets the third characteristic, because such files
can be partitioned and each partition can be independently encoded [SKOlO].
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3.1.3 Types
PBDT tasks can be further classified based on the type of restrictions that the structure of their

raw data files imposes on how they can be partitioned [AHM05] [AHM07] [AHM08a].
Flexibly Partitionable PBDT Tasks (PBDTfI6xO: If the structure of the raw data file of a
PBDT task imposes no restriction on how the raw data file is to be partitioned, then the
task is called PBDTfiexi· For such tasks, it is up to the resource management algorithm to
decide on the number and length of the partitions of a particular raw data file and allocate
the partitions to various available nodes for processing.
Fixed Partitionable PBDT Tasks (PBDTflxed): The second type of PBDT tasks have
raw data files that can be partitioned within the constraints written in the metadata of the
raw data file. Such tasks are classified as PBDTf¡xed tasks. For such tasks, the algorithm

no longer has the freedom to partition the file but it can assign a particular partition to a
certain node for processing.

Non-partitionable PBDT Tasks (PBDT„0.pai.): The third type of PBDT tasks is
PBDTno-par that cannot be partitioned at all.
While deciding to divide a given PBDT task into jobs, the algorithm has to consider the type of
the PBDT task to make appropriate partitioning and allocation decisions. The research presented
in this thesis focuses on PBDTflxed.

3.1.4 Practical Applications
The resource-intensive distributed tasks are becoming increasingly important [ABB06]. They are

used in various multimedia, high-energy physics and medical applications. Many of these meet
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the criteria that have been laid down for the PBDT tasks (see Section 3.1.2). The following

section discusses some of the application examples for the distributed resource-intensive PBDT
tasks.

3.1.4.1 Podcast Rendering

Media distribution via podcasts is a relatively new phenomenon which follows a different
paradigm compared to traditional modes of content delivery. Podcasts are a push-based
mechanism for distributing multimedia files such as videos over the Internet. Podcasting is an
important Internet application with roughly six million subscribers [ABB06] and the subscriber
population is growing rapidly towards a projected audience of 56 million by the year 2010
[TAN06][HSU05]. Currently big media companies, such as, ABC News, NBC News, ESPN,
Disney, MTV, FOX, BBC, Apple, CNN and National Public Radio have introduced podcast
programming [ENT08]. One of the requirements of creating a podcast is to encode the raw data
files with "podcast-compliant encoders" [ABB06] [AHM05]. Specifically, in the case of video
podcasts the requirement is to encode the file with MP4 encoders. Encoding the raw data file is a
time-consuming resource-intensive process. One of the efficient ways to expedite the encoding
process is to divide the raw data file into multiple partitions and to encode each of the partitions
in parallel [ENT08]. The processed partitions are combined to form the required podcast. Fig 3.2
shows this process in detail.

In Step 1, Fig. 3.2, a video file is placed at a source node. Initially, a video is in an uncompressed
form with default encoding. This form has been referred to as raw form in this thesis. Different
types of encoding may be required to use this raw video on various types of devices.
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For example, a mobile device may require a different type of encoding and processing than a
desktop computer. In Fig. 3.2, the video has been shown to be processed and encoded in two
formats, a Flash format and a MP4 format, which is a typical requirement in various multimedia

delivery architectures, as discussed in [ENT08]. The raw data file is divided into various
partitions where each of the partitions is encoded with both the MP4 encoder and the Flash
encoder in parallel (Step 2). The Flash format data files are delivered to ubiquitous Flash players
at various PCs (Step 3).

MP4 formats are sent to various data farms (Step 4). Data Farms

increase scalability as well as the storage capabilities of the system as discussed in Section 3.6.
These multimedia files are transferred to a set of sink nodes where they are used by the end users
(Step 5).
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Fig. 3.2: Podcast Rendering
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Note that this is one of the architectures used for the Podcast rendering. Depending on the
requirements, this architecture can be modified. For example, if needed, a separate Data Farm
can be added for Desktop Flash Format users as well.
3.1.4.2 Multimedia Encoding

Multimedia encoding is the process of applying a specific codec to an audio/video file through a
computing system [SCH07]. Conventional methods use a single system for the conversion. If
conventional methods are used, the encoding of the raw video data into MPEG-I, MPEG-2 or

MPEG-4 format can take a great deal of time. Using a Grid system is an effective way to speedup the encoding process. This method is used to encode multimedia in many popular online

video related sites, such as Youtube and Facebook, to convert the videos uploaded by the users to
the standard flv format [DOAlO].

Fig. 3.3 compares the conventional encoding with the encoding process using a Grid. In
conventional encoding ("Single Stream" in Fig. 3.3), the source file is in an analog form stored
in a video tape which is quantized to produce an uncompressed digital raw data file. Depending
on the quality level of the video capture, the data required for a typical one hour tape can create
over 10 GB of video data. This raw data file is encoded using a computer system and needs to be

compressed to approximately 650 MB to fit on a VideoCD. The compression stage is CPU
intensive. If the conventional encoding process is used, the compression process can take a day
or more depending on the quality level and the speed of the system being used [ENT08].
When a Grid is used to encode the video ("Using a Grid" in Fig 3.3) the raw video is broken
down into multiple partitions and each of the partitions is sent to the Grid. Each of the partitions
is then encoded and compressed in parallel (see Fig 3.3). The encoded partitions are transferred
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to the destination node where they are combined. Note that as data transfer and data compression
is performed in parallel, the whole process takes significantly lower amount time.
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Fig. 3.3: Multimedia Encoding
3.1.4.3 Particle Physics Data Grids
Particle Physics Data Grids (PPDG) is a colloboratory project concerned with providing nextgeneration infrastructure for high-energy and nuclear physics experiments [YAN02]. One of the
important requirements of PPDG is to deal with the high volume of data that is created during
high-energy physics experiments that must be analyzed by a large group of specialists. Data
storage, replication, job scheduling, resource management and security components of the Grid
must be integrated for use by the different collaborators. Processing of data used in high energy
physics experiments require large computing facilities and fast communication capabilities. Grid
computing is used for processing tasks related to high energy physics experimentation. Since
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typical high-energy physics data impose limitations in the way it can be partitioned and
processed [YAN02], PPDG processing tasks can be classified as PBDTflxed tasks.
3.1.4.4 International Virtual Data Grid Laboratory

International Virtual Data Grid Laboratory (iVDGL) has been funded to provide a global
computer resource for several leading international experiments in physics and astronomy
[ABB06]. The goal is to establish and utilize a virtual laboratory comprising heterogeneous

computing and storage resources distributed throughout the world and linked by high-speed
networks [CAN03b]. The aim is to provide a laboratory with distributed resources available to
scientists located all over the globe. Grid computing is used to realize iVDGL [CAN03b].
Typically, iVDGL is used to process High Energy Physics related applications the tasks in which
can be classified as PBDTfiexi or PBDTfiXCd· These tasks match the three PBDT characteristics
described in Section 3.1.2.

3.2 Terminology
This research focuses on the problem of allocating resources for a given set of related PBDT
tasks. Note that many multimedia encoding and High Energy Physics applications comprise a set
of related tasks, each of which can be run independent of the other [BUN03][CRO04]. To
synthesize a representative PBDT workload in a simulated environment, characteristics of such
applications, that can be classified as the PBDT tasks, were carefully studied and it was
concluded a single bag-of-tasks is the best way to model a PBDT application. The bag-of-task
represents the constituent tasks of a particular PBDT application and has been used in this
research to model the constituent tasks of a PBDT application. The bag-of-tasks consists of a set

of independent PBDT tasks each of which must be executed successfully. In the BiLeG
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architecture, various Grid nodes are used for different specialized functions by a PBDT task. The
following terminology has been used in this research to identify various nodes participating in
the processing of a PBDT task depending upon their particular function.
Grid node: A computing resource within a Grid system.
Source: The node where the unprocessed raw data file is located.
Sink: A set of nodes where the processed file is to be delivered.
Compute-Farm: A set of Grid nodes dedicated to process the raw data file in parallel.
Data-Farm: A set of Grid nodes dedicated for replicating the data.
The Grid system consists of ? nodes. Collectively, these ? nodes are represented by a set ?. Each
individual PBDT task in the given bag-of-tasks may be divided into a number ofjobs which can
be executed in parallel, independent of the other. Each job is used to process a given data
partition. As discussed, PBDT tasks are resource-intensive tasks that use a great deal of
computing resources and communication bandwidth. Usually, if a node starts processing a PBDT
task, pre-emption of this task is counter-productive, as it wastes the effort of transferring the raw
data file to the concerned node. Also, due to a high demand of computing power, a node can
handle the processing of only one PBDT task at a time. Thus, it is assumed that the constituent
jobs of a task are not pre-emptable. Note that this assumption is common in different dataintensive distributed computing environments as it can be costly to perform context switching in
such environments (see [RAY04], for example). We have made the following two assumptions
regarding the running of constituent jobs of a task on Grid nodes.
1- Once a job starts executing on a Grid node, it cannot be pre-empted.
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2- Only one job can be executed on a Grid node at a time.

One Giga-Byte (GB) is chosen as a unit of data. The time it takes to process one unit of data by

each of the nodes in the system is represented by a vector of length |?| denoted by [CPú\. A
matrix [CCJ of dimensions |?| ? |?| denotes the time to transfer one unit of data between all the
nodes in ?. The emerging on-demand Grid environment model is used to calculate the costs
associated with the processing of the given bag of PBDT tasks. In the on-demand environments,
the computing and communication facilities are charged based on the total usage of the each
individual facility and is currently offered by several utility Grid and Cloud Computing
environments [AZU09][AMA09][GOO09]. In this research, d(ij) denotes the time in hours

required to transfer one unit of data from node i to node j. Similarly, the time in hours taken by a
particular computing node to process one unit of data is represented by Cpm. Each computing

facility or communication link is charged based on the total time for which it is used. The cost of
using a computing facility is measured in dollars per hour and is represented by ß. Note that in
this research dollar is chosen as the currency for cost calculations. But it can be replaced by any
other currency based on the user requirements. The cost of using a communication link is also
measured in dollars per hour. The cost to transfer one unit of data from the source to a Grid-node
is called the transfer-in cost and is represented by (Xjn. The cost to transfer one unit of data from a
Grid-node to the sink node is called the transfer-out cost and is represented by aout- The cost to
transfer one unit of data between two Grid nodes is called transfer-within cost and is represented
by a?. The performance objective of this research is to assign resources in such a manner that the

total cost in performing the given bag-of-tasks is minimized. The total cost is defined as the total
amount of dollars spent in executing all the tasks in the given bag-of-tasks. A secondary
objective is to achieve low completion times for a given bag-of-tasks while minimizing the cost.
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3.3

The BiLeG Architecture

The BiLeG resource management system consists of two decision making modules; a lower level
decision making module called Resource Allocator (RA) and a higher level decision making
module called Task Resource-pool Selector (TRPS). TRPS selects a task T¡ from the given bag
of PBDT tasks and allocates it a resource-pool which is a subset of all the available resources. A
resource-pool of a particular task T¡ is represented by G? where Tj Q ?. RA allocates resources
for a particular task T¡ chosen from its associated resource-pool r¡.
First, PBDT tasks are submitted to the system. Each PBDT task consists of an unprocessed raw
data file, information about the processing operation that is required to be performed on the raw
data file and a set of sink nodes where the processed file is to be delivered. The code for
processing each task is stored in each node of the Grid. Typically all the tasks in a given bag-oftasks are the associated with the same processing operation. The unprocessed raw data file is
stored at the source node. The process is started by grouping the constituent tasks of a PBDT
application into a bag-of-tasks (Fig. 3.4, Step-1) and by sending an "initiate" signal to the TRPS
(Fig. 3.4, Step-2). TRPS determines how many Grid nodes are present in the system (Fig. 3.4,
Step-3). The set of nodes in the system is represented by ?. TRPS determines a resource-pool r¡
for each of the tasks T¡. Note that not all the Grid nodes available in the system are visible to an
individual task T¡ in the bag-of-tasks, T. Typically, each individual task has a different resourcepool selected by TRPS according to the policy used (see Section 3.5 for a discussion of TRPS
policies). For an individual task, using all the resources of the resource-pool may not be the best
option for the most efficient execution. A policy is deployed at TRPS to determine the way in
which TRPS chooses a resource-pool for each individual task. This choice depends on the
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existing system parameters and resource availability.
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Fig. 3.4: BiLeG Architecture
From the resource-pool f¡, allocated by TRPS to T¡, the lower level decision making module
(RA) chooses a set of resources that are used to perform T¡. This set of resources is denoted by
coi. For different systems, different resource allocation algorithms may be best suited at RA. The

remaining resources (T¡ - co¡) are returned to TRPS. Based on the resources chosen by the
algorithm, RA divides a particular task into different jobs. RA specifies the details of the jobs of
a particular task T¡ in a file called the workflow of T¡. A workflow describes the order in each of
the constituent job of a task must be executed. It also specifies the node responsible for executing
a particular job. A workflow engine provides the run-time environment for activating, managing
and executing a workflow generated by RA. A workflow engine interprets events and acts on
them. The workflow engine provides two functions. First, it enforces the workflow of a
particular task T¡ generated by RA by executing each constituent job as specified in the
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workflow. Second, it monitors the execution of the jobs in the workflow. Note that the workflow

engine is needed to be run on a computer which has a direct access to all the nodes in the system.
Source node may be a good choice to be used for running the workflow engine.
A combination of a TRPS policy and an RA algorithm is called an Allocation-plan and is
represented by {<Policy, Algorithm>}. For a particular task, one of the policies and one of the
RA algorithms makes a valid allocation-plan. This thesis explores the factors that determine the
choice of an efficient allocation-plan for a given bag-of-tasks.

Note that the visibility of RA for a particular task is limited to the task's resource-pool. RA is
myopic in nature and is not concerned with the overall system performance. The objective of RA
is to optimize the performance for a particular task only. TRPS is concerned with the global
system performance and has the responsibility to choose an appropriate resource-pool for each of

the tasks and pass it on to RA. RA assigns a set of resources from the set of resource passed to it.
Note that in the BiLeG architecture, mechanisms to provide security related services are not
considered. In an environment in which security is important, a security layer will be needed to
provide security related services, such as, single sign-on for using Grid services, authentication,

data encryption, authorization and the delegation of authority. The addition of a security layer
will have an impact on the overall performance of the system which is not analyzed in this
research and may form a direction for future research.

3.4 Flexibility
By bifurcating the overall system into two independent decision making modules and by
assigning both decision making modules separate responsibilities, the BiLeG architecture divides
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the problem of resource allocation for the given bag-of-tasks into the following two subproblems.
1) Selection of resource-pool F¡ for each task T¡ in T (assigned to the upper decision
making module, TRPS)

2) Resource allocation for each constituent job in the given bag-of-tasks from f¡
(assigned to the lower decision making module, RA).
The division into two independent sub-problems makes the architecture customizable as these
two sub-problems are be solved by two independent algorithms. The provision to change one of

these two algorithms independent of the other makes the system modular and increases its
flexibility and adaptability.

3.5

Task Resource-pool Selection Policies

A policy defines the way in which the TRPS decision making module chooses the resource-pool
for a task. The ability to define a policy at the TRPS decision making module provides the

flexibility in the system to handle different types of PBDT tasks differently based on their
workload characteristics, system parameters and user requirements.
Based on when this mapping occurs, the TRPS policies can be divided into three different types;
static, dynamic and hybrid.
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3.5.1 Static Policies

A TRPS policy is said to be static if the resource-pools of all the tasks in the given bag-of-tasks
are determined before the system starts executing the tasks. A static policy gives rises to two
phases; a mapping phase and an execution phase. The mapping phase is completed before the
execution of the tasks starts. In the mapping phase, first, the resource-pool for a particular task is
chosen. Then, the chosen resource-pool and the corresponding task are passed to RA, which
decides which resources from its resource-pool will be used to process this task. In the execution
phase, the task is executed using the resources allocated to it by RA in the mapping phase.
3.5.1.1 States of a PBDT Task in the Static TRPS Policies

This section explains the lifecycle of a PBDT task in a BiLeG architecture when a static TRPS
policy is used. Fig. 3.5 shows the different states that a PBDT task goes through when a static
policy is used at TRPS.
Initially, when a task is added to the bag-of-task, it is in "STATE 0: Idle/Umapped" state. TRPS
assigns a resource-pool to the task and uses the RA algorithm to allocate the resources to it. Once
resources have been allocated to it by RA, the state of the task state is changed to
"STATE 1 :Idle/Mapped" (see Fig. 3.5). If the set of resources it has been mapped to are
available, its state is changed to "STATE 2: Enabled for execution". If the complete set of
resources allocated to a task is not available, the task has to wait until the set of resources it
needs becomes available and its state is changed to "STATE 3: Waiting". When the set of
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Fig. 3.5 Different States of a Task for Static Policies

resources it needs becomes available its state changes to "STATE 2: Enabled for execution".
Once a task is enabled for execution, its constituent jobs start running and its state changes to
"STATE 4: Executing". When all the constituent jobs of a task are complete, the state of the task
changes to "STATE 5: Complete".
The following sub-sections present two static policies investigated in this thesis.

3.5.1.2 Static Resource-Pool with Single Partition (SRPsp)
One of the simplest TRPS policies is SRPsp. Being a static TRPS policy, it is divided into a
mapping phase and an execution phase. Pseudo code of SRPsp is shown in Fig. 3.6, Fig. 3.7 and
Fig. 3.8.
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Fig. 3.6 shows the mapping phase for SRPsp. In the mapping phase, a mapping between all tasks
and the set of resources they will use, is determined and stored in a mapping set called O.

Initially the mapping set O is empty (Fig. 3.6, Line 2). In SRPsp, each task in the given bag-oftasks is assigned a resource-pool that includes all the Grid nodes. Specifically, if T¡ is the
resource-pool associated with a particular task T¡ then for each task T¡eT, Ti= ? (Fig. 3.6,
Line 4). To create the mapping, TRPS iteratively calls the algorithm at RA for each task in T

(Fig. 3.6, Line 5). For a particular task T¡, the RA algorithm returns the set of the corresponding
resources chosen by RA which is represented by ro¡. T¡ and co¡, are added to the mapping set
(Fig. 3.6, Line 6). The state of T¡ is changed from "STATE 0:Idle/Mapping" to
"STATE 1: Idle/Mapped" (Fig. 3.6, Line 7). Once the mapping for all tasks in T is complete, O
contains the mapping between all the tasks in T and the set of resources allocated to them.

Fig. 3.7 shows the execution phase for SRPsp. Note that Afree represents all resources that are
available at a particular time. Initially, all resources are available and thus Afree = ? (Fig. 3.7,
Line 2). TRPS iterates through all the tasks in the given bag-of-tasks (Fig. 3.7, Line 3). For each
task T¡ it checks whether the set of resource it needs to run, co¡, is available (Fig. 3.7, Line 4). For
the first task, Ti, the set of resource are always be available, i.e. (ö\Q Afreeis always true because
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1 : BEGIN Mapping Phase
2 : O= { }
3: FOREACH T1ET
4:
T1 = ?
5:
U1=RA(T^T1)
6:
add (U1, T1] to O

7:

state_changeT. [STATE 0 : Idle/Unmapped]^ [STATE 1 : Idle/Mapped]

8: END FOREACH

9 : END Mapping Phase

Fig. 3.6: Mapping Phase of SRP50
?

BEGIN Execution Phase

2

Afree= ?

3

FOREACH T1 e T

4

IF (oOiÇAfree)

5

state_changeT. [STATE 1 : Idle/Mapped]- [STATE 2:Enabled for execution]

6

Afree = Afree — ??

7

state_changeT. [STATE 2 ¡Enabled for execution]^ [STATE 4:Executing]

8
9

remove T1 from T
IF T== { }

ALLOCAT I ON_DONE_FLAG = true

10
11
11
12

BREAK
ENDIF
ELSE

state_changeT. [STATE 1 : Idle/Mapped]^ [STATE 3 ¡Waiting/Mapped]

13
14
15
16

ENDIF
END FOREACH

END Execution Phase

Fig. 3.7: Execution Phase of SRPSP
1 : BEGIN EVENT HANDLER for T1 COMPLETION

2: state_changeT. [STATE 4 ¡Executing]- [STATE 5 ¡Completed]
3 : Afree = Afree + OJ1
4:

5:
6 :
7:
10

IF T=={ }

ALLOCATION_DONE_FLAG=true
BREAK
ELSE

FOREACH T-¡e T

IF (UjÇAfree)

11

state_changeT. [STATE 3 : Waiting/Mapped]- [STATE 2 ¡Enabled for execution]
Afree = Afree — Q1
state_changeT. [STATE 2 ¡Enabled for execution]- [STATE 4 ¡Executing]
remove Tj from T

12
13
14
15
16
17

ENDIF
END FOREACH

18

ENDIF

19

END EVENT HANDLER for T1 COMPLETION

Fig. 3.8: Task Completion Event Handler for SRPsp
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in the first iteration, Afree = ? and hence the complete set of the resources is available for Ti. In
the first iteration, TRPS enables Ti for execution and changes its state to "STATE 2: Enabled for

execution" (Fig. 3.7, Line 5). The resources to be used by Ti are subtracted from Afree(Fig. 3.7,
Line 6). The state of Tj is changed to "STATE 4: Executing"(Fig. 3.7, Line 7) and T1 is removed
from T to indicate that it has been allocated resources (Fig. 3.7, Line 8). After removing Ti from

the bag-of-tasks T, it is checked that whether T is empty or not (Fig. 3.7, Line 9). IfT is empty, a
flag named ALLOCATION DONEFLAG is set to indicate that the resource allocation has
been completed for the given bag-of-tasks T (Fig. 3.7, Line 10).

For each subsequent task T¡, TRPS checks whether the set of resource it needs to run, ro¡ ,is
available or not (Fig. 3.7, Line 4). If ?; is available, the state of task T¡ is changed to "STATE 2:
Enabled for execution" (Fig. 3.7, Line 5). TRPS removes co¡ from Afree to reflect that the
resources in o>¡ are no more available (Fig. 3.7, Line 6). The state of T¡ is changed to "STATE 4:

Executing"(Fig. 3.7, Line 7) and T¡ is removed from T to indicate that it has been allocated
resources (Fig. 3.7, Line 8). After removing T¡ from the bag-of-tasks T, it is checked that
whether T is empty or not (Fig. 3.7, Line 9). IfT is empty, ALLOCATIONDONEFLAG is set
to indicate that the resource allocation has been completed for the given bag-of-tasks T (Fig. 3.7,

Line 10). If the complete set of resources ro¡ is not available, the state of T¡ is changed to
"STATE 3, Waiting/Mapping" (Fig. 3.7, Line 13).
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Fig. 3.8 shows "Completion Event Handler" for one of the tasks T¡. "Completion Event Handler"
executes when a particular task T¡ is completed. First, the state of the completed T¡ is changed
from "STATE 4:Executing" to "STATE 5: Completed" to indicate the completion of the task
(Fig. 3.8, Line 2). Then, the resources that were used by T¡ are returned to Afree (Fig. 3.8,
Line 3). After returning the resources, TRPS checks that whether the given bag-of-tasks, T, is
empty or not (Fig. 3.8, Line 4). If T is empty, it means that there is no task waiting for the
resources and all tasks are either in "STATE 4:Executing" or in "STATE 5 !Complete". TRPS

changes the ALLOCATION DONEFLAG to true to reflect that each task has been allocated
the resources. If T is not empty, TRPS iterates through all the tasks in T and checks for each of
the tasks whether the set of resource it needs, a>i ,is available or not. If for a task T¡, ?, is

available, TRPS changes the state of Tito "STATE 2: Enabled for execution" (Fig. 3.8, Line 12).
Then, the set of resources, ro¡ is assigned to T¡ and is taken off from Afree (Fig. 3.8, Line 13). The
state of Ti is changed to "STATE 4: Executing" (Fig. 3.8, Line 14). T¡ is removed from T to
indicate that resources needed by T¡ have been allocated.

Note that ALLOCATIONDONEFLAG indicates that the resource allocation of the given bagof-tasks is complete.

3.5.1.3 Static Resource-Pool with Multiple Partitions (SRPmp)
In SRPmp, the set of all available resources, ?, is divided into q equal-sized partitions. These
partitions are represented by ??,. . . Aq. Fig. 3.9 shows the mapping phase for SRPmp. k represents
the index of a partition of ? currently used as the resource-pool by TRPS in a particular iteration.
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Initially, the mapping set O is empty (Fig. 3.9, Line 2) and the first partition is selected as the
resource-pool for task Ti (Fig. 3.9, Line 3). TRPS iteratively calls the RA algorithm for each task
Tj with one of the partitions chosen as the resource-pool. The RA algorithm returns the set of
resources chosen for the task T¡ represented by ro¡ (Fig. 3.9, Line 5). T¡ and ro¡, are added to the
mapping set (Fig. 3.9, Line 6). The state of T¡ is changed from "STATE 0:Idle/Mapping" to
"STATE 1 ¡Idle/Mapped" (Fig. 3.9, Line 7).
Note that for first iteration, k=l and the first partition is selected. For each subsequent iteration
the value of k is increased until k>q. If k becomes greater than q, it is reset to 1 again. (Fig. 3.9,
Line 9-10). This process is repeated until a mapping between all tasks and the set of resources
they will use, is determined and stored in a mapping set called O. Once each of the tasks is
mapped to a set of the resources in the mapping phase, it is executed.
?
2

BEGIN Mapping_Phase

3
4
5

FOREACH T1 e T

O={}
k=l

6

U1=RA(A1^T1)
add (U1, T1) to O

7

state_changeT. [STATE 0 : Idle/Unmapped]-^ [STATE 1 : Idle/Mapped]

8
9
10

k=k+l

11
12
13

IF (k>q)
k=l
ENDIF
END FOREACH

END Mapping Phase

Fig. 3.9: Mapping phase of SRPmp
The algorithm for the execution phase and the Task Completion Event Handler are exactly the
same as the algorithm for the execution phase and the Task Completion Event Handler of SRPsp.
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3.5.2 Dynamic Policies

With a dynamic TRPS policy only the resources for the first task in the given bag-of-tasks are
determined before the system starts executing. The resources for all other tasks are determined
dynamically according to their availability. The resource-pool for the first task is determined and
passed on to RA, which chooses a set of resources from the allocated resource-pool and assigns
this set to the task.

3.5.2.1 States of a PBDT Task in the Dynamic TRPS Policies

Fig. 3.10 shows the different states of a PBDT task in dynamic TRPS policies. Initially, when a
task is added to the bag-of-task, it is in "STATE 0: Idle/Umapped" state. TRPS checks whether
any resources are free in the given set of resources, ?. If resources are free, TRPS combines
these resources to form a resource-pool for the task. TRPS uses the RA algorithm to allocate the
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Fig. 3.10 Different States of a Task for Dynamic Policies
resources to the task from the assigned resource-pool. Once the RA algorithm chooses the
resource for the task, TRPS changes the state of the task to "STATE 1 :Idle/Mapped" (see
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Fig. 3.10). If no resources are free in ? to form the resource-pool, TRPS changes the state of the
task to "STATE 3: Waiting/Unmapped" and the task has to wait for some resources to be
released. When an executing task completes and some resources are released, the RA algorithm
is run, and resources are allocated to the task and TRPS changes the state of the task to
"STATE 1 ¡Idle/Mapped".

Unlike the static TRPS policies, in dynamic TRPS policies, once a task is in
"STATE 1: Idle/Mapped" state, its state is always immediately changed to "STATE 2: Enabled
for execution". When a task is enabled for execution, its constituent jobs start running and TRPS
changes its state to "STATE 4: Executing". When all the constituent jobs of a task are complete,
TRPS changes the state of the task to "STATE 5: Completed".

3.5.2.2 Reducing Resource-pool Algorithm
All dynamic TRPS policies are based on a Reducing Resource-pool Algorithm which is shown in
Fig. 3.1 1. The input for the Reducing Resource-pool Algorithm is a set of resources, R and a set
of tasks, S (Fig. 3.1 1, Line 1). Note that both R and S are non-empty sets. The algorithm iterates
through all the tasks in S (Fig. 3.11, Line 2). For the first task in S, Ti, there is always a set of
resources available to form a resource-pool as R is a non-empty set of resources. TRPS checks
that the number of resources is greater than, p¡, the number of partitions of raw data file of T¡
(Fig. 3.11, Line 3).
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1:

BEGIN REDUCING_POOL_ALGORITHM (set_of_resources R, set_of_tasks S)

2:

FOREACH T^S

3:

IF(|R|>Pi)

4

M1=RA(R7T1)

5:

state_changeT. [?]-» [STATE 1:

Idle/Mapped]

state_changeT. [STATE 1: Idle/Mapped] -. [STATE 2 ¡Enabled for execution]
R=R -U1

state_changeT. [STATE 2:Enabled for execution]-. [STATE 4:Executing]
9:
10:

11:
12:

remove T1 from S
ELSE

IF R == { }
FOREACH TkeS

13:
14:

IF ( stateTfc==. STATE 0 : Idle/Unmapped)
state_changeTk [STATE 0 : Idle/Unmapped] -. [STATE 3 : Waiting/Unmapped]

15:
16:
17:
18:
29:

ENDIF
END FOREACH
RETURN S
END IF
END FOREACH

20: FOREACH TkeS

21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

IF ( stateT]c== STATE 0 : Idle/Unmapped)
state_changeTk[STATE 0 : Idle/Unmapped] -.[STATE 3 : Waiting/Unmapped]
ENDIF
END FOREACH
RETURN S

26: END REDUC ING_POOL_ALGORI THM

Fig. 3.11: Reducing Resource-pool Algorithm

If the number of resources is greater than p¡, TRPS runs the RA algorithm, with R assigned as the
resource-pool, which results in the allocation of resources to Ti represented by ?? (Fig. 3.11,
Line, 4). The state of the first task is changed to "STATE 1: Idle/Mapped" to indicate that the
task is now mapped to a set of resources (Fig. 3.11, Line, 5). Once a task is mapped to set of
resources, its state is changed to "STATE 2: Enabled for execution" (Fig. 3.1 1, Line, 6). The set
of resources, selected by the RA algorithm for Ti, is taken out from R (Fig. 3.11, Line 7). The
state of Ti is changed to "STATE 4:Executing" to indicate that it is running (Fig. 3.11, Line 8).
The task is removed from the set of tasks S to indicate that the resource allocation for Ti is

complete (Fig. 3.11, Line 9). TRPS checks whether any more resources are available or not
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(Fig. 3.11, Line 11). If no more resources are available, the state of each task in S is changed to
"STATE 3: Waiting/Unmapped" and S is returned (Fig. 3.11, Line 12-17). If resources are
available, and there are tasks left in S, this process is repeated for each of the subsequent tasks.

Once the algorithm iterates through all the tasks, it changes the state of each remaining tasks (if
any) to "STATE 3: Waiting/Unmapped" and S is returned (Fig. 3.11, Line 21-23).

Note that the Reducing Resource-pool Algorithm returns an empty set S to indicate all the tasks
have been assigned resources. Otherwise, it returns the set of tasks that are not assigned any
resources.

3.5.2.3 Dynamic Resource-Pool with Single Partition (DRPsp)
The algorithm for DRPsp is shown in Fig. 3.12. Initially, the available pool of resources is equal
to all the resources in the system (Fig. 3.12, Line 2). TRPS invokes the Reducing Resource-pool
Algorithm and provides Afree as the resource-pool and T as the set of tasks (Fig. 3.12, Line 3). If
the Reducing Resource-pool Algorithm is successful in allocating resources for all the tasks in T,
an empty set is returned and ALLOCATION DONEFLAG is set to true. Otherwise, the set of
tasks, which are not allocated the resources, is returned by the Reducing Resource-pool
algorithm.
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BEGIN DRPsp POLICY
Afree= ?

T = REDUCING_RESOURCE_POOL_ALGORITHM(Afree,T)
IF T=={ }

ALLOCAT I ON_DONE_FLAG= true
ENDIF

END DRPsp POLICY

Fig. 3.12: Dynamic Resource-Pool Single Partition Policy
1 : BEGIN EVENT HANDLER for T1 COMPLETION
2 : Afree = Afree + Q1

3: state_changeT. [STATE 4 : Executing]-» [STATE 5: Completed]
4:

5:
6:
7:

IF T=={ }

ALLOCATION_DONE_FLAG = true
BREAK
ELSE

8:

T = REDUCING_RESOURCE_POOL_ALGORITHM (Afree,T)

9:

IF T=={ }

10:
11:
12:

ALL0CATI0N_D0NE_FLAG = true
ENDIF
ENDIF

1 3 : END EVENT HANDLER for T1 COMPLETION

Fig. 3.13: Task Completion Event Handler for DRP1sp
Fig. 3.13 shows "Completion Event Handler" for T¡. "Completion Event Handler" executes when
a particular task T¡ is completed. First, the resources used by the task are returned to Afree.
(Fig. 3.13, Line 2). Then, the state of the task T¡ is changed to "STATE 5: Completed"
(Fig. 3.13, Line 3). TRPS checks that whether there are more tasks left in T (Fig. 3.13, Line 4). If
there are tasks left in T, TRPS invokes the Reducing Resource-pool Algorithm and provides
Afree as the list of resources and T as the list of tasks (Fig. 3.13, Line 8). If the Reducing
Resource-pool algorithm is successful in allocating resources for all the tasks in T, an empty set
is returned and ALLOCATIONDONEFLAG is set to true (Fig. 3.13, Line 10).
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3.5.2.4 Dynamic Resource-pool with Multiple Partitions (DRPmp)
DRPmp limits the maximum number of nodes in the resource-pool of a task T¡ to a constant, np,
where 0<?G< |?|. Fig. 3.14 and Fig. 3.15 show the pseudo code for DRPmp. At any instance, Afree
represents all the nodes that are available in the system. Initially all nodes are free, so Afree=A
(Fig. 3.14, Line 2). TRPS checks that whether nr or |Afree| has a lower value and allocates it to a
variable m (Fig. 3.14, Line 4). TRPS randomly chooses m nodes from Afree and combines them
as a resource-pool represented by G (Fig. 3.14, Line 5). TRPS invokes the Reducing Resourcepool Algorithm with G as resource-pool and T as the list of tasks (Fig. 3.14, Line 6). If the
Reducing Resource-pool Algorithm is successful in allocating resources for all the tasks in T, the
given bag-of-tasks T becomes empty and ALLOCATIONDONE FLAG is set to true. Fig. 3.15
shows "Completion Event Handler" for T¡. "Completion Event Handler" executes when a
particular task T¡ is completed. First, the resources used by the task are returned to Afree
(Fig. 3.15, Line 2). Then the state of the task T¡ is changed to "STATE 5: Completed"
(Fig. 3.15, Line 3). TRPS checks whether there are any more tasks left in T (Fig. 3.15, Line 4). If
there are no tasks left in T, ALLOCATIONDONEFLAG is set to true (Fig. 3.15, Line 5).
Otherwise, TRPS checks that whether np or |Afree| has a lower value and allocates it to a variable

m (Fig. 3.15, Line 8). TRPS randomly chooses m resources from Afree and assigns them to the
resource-pool G (Fig. 3.15, Line 9). TRPS invokes the Reducing Resource-pool Algorithm and
provides it f as resource-pool and T as the list of tasks (Fig. 3.15, Line 10). If the Reducing
Resource-pool algorithm is successful in allocating resources for all the tasks in T, an empty set
is returned and ALLOCATIONDONEFLAG is set to true (Fig. 3.15, Line 12).
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1

BEGIN DRPmp POLICY

2

Afree= ?

3

FOREACH Tj € T
m= min (nr, |Afree | )
randomly choose m nodes from Afree & assign them to f

4
5
6

T = REDUCING_RESOURCE_POOL(f,T)

7

IF T=={ }

8

ALL0CATI0N_D0NE_FLAG= true

9

BREAK

10
11
12

ENDIF
END FOREACH

END DRPmp POLICY

Fig. 3.14: Dynamic Resource-Pool Multiple Partition Policy
1 : BEGIN EVENT HANDLER for T1 COMPLETION
2 : Afree = Afree + U1

3: state_changeT. [STATE 4 ¡Executing]^ [STATE 5: Completed]
4:

IF T=={ }

5:

ALLOCATION_DONE_FLAG=true

6 :

BREAK

7 :

ELSE

8:

m= min (nr, |Afree | )

9:
10

randomly choose m nodes from Afree & assign them to t
T = REDUCING_RESOURCE_POOL (f,T)

11

IF T=={ }

12

ALL0CATI0N_D0NE_FLAG = true
BREAK

13
14
15

ENDIF

END EVENT HANDLER for T1 COMPLETION

Fig. 3.15: Task Completion Event Handler of DRPmp

3.5.2.5 Dynamic Resource-pool with Proportional Partitions (DRPmp-pro)
DRPmp assigns the same number of nodes to the resource-pool of each task, T¡. DRPmp.pro tries to
improve resource utilization by using a mechanism to allocate a smaller number of nodes to the
resource-pool of the tasks having smaller lengths of the raw-data files. Fig. 3.16 and Fig. 3.17
show the pseudo code for DRPmpi,ro. Initially, all nodes in ? are free, thus Afree = ? (Fig. 3.16,
Line 2).
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1

BEGIN DRPmp-pro POLICY

2

Afree= ?

3
4
5

FOREACH T1 e T

6
7

END FOREACH

8
9
10
11

pari=min{nr,

FOREACH Tj € T
m= min (pari, |Afree | )
randomly choose m nodes from Afree & assign them to f
T = REDUCING_RESOURCE_POOL(r,T)
IF T=={ }

ALLOCATI 0N_D0NE_FLAG= true

12
13
14
15
16

(int) µ (Li/Ltotal) ?)}

add parx to P

BREAK
ENDIF
END FOREACH

END DRPmp.pro POLICY

Fig. 3.16: Dynamic Resource-Pool Multiple Proportional Partitioning
?

BEGIN EVENT HANDLER for T1 COMPLETION

2

Afree = ûfree + GD1

3

state_changeT. [STATE 4 !Executing]- [STATE 5:Completed]

4

IF T== { }

5

ALLOCAT ION_DONE_FLAG=t rue

6

BREAK

7

ELSE

8

FOREACH T3 e T
m= min (pari, |Afree | )
randomly choose m nodes from Afree & assign them to f

9
10
11

T = REDUCING-RESOURCE-POOL(I1JT)

12

IF T=={ }

13
14
15
16
17

ALL0CATI0N_D0NE_FLAG= true
BREAK
ENDIF
END FOREACH

END EVENT HANDLER for T1 COMPLETION

Fig. 3.17: Task Completion Event Hander of DRPmp.Pro
Instead of allocating an equal number of resources to all resource-pools, in DRPmp-pro the size of
a resource-pool for a task is proportional to the length of the raw data file for the corresponding
task. This gives a lower proportion of the resources to tasks having small raw data files. The
number of nodes in the resource-pool for each task is calculated by using the following formula:

pari - min{nr, (int) µ ( ——
)? ) }
ifotaí
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where, par¡ is the number of nodes in the resource-pool to be assigned to T¡
µ is a scaling factor, such that 0<µ<1
Lj is the length of the raw data file of task T¡.

Ltotai is the sum of the lengths of all the raw data files in the given bag-of-tasks.
Note that the maximum resource-pool size for a task cannot exceed nr, where 0<nr< |?|.
TRPS iteratively calculates par¡ for each of the task T¡ in T (Fig. 3.16, Line 4) and adds it to a set
P (Fig. 3.16, Line 6). TRPS starts iterating for each task T¡ in the given the bag-of-tasks
(Fig. 3.16, Line 7). In each iteration, TRPS checks that whether par¡ or |Afree| has a lower value
and allocates it to a variable m. (Fig. 3.16, Line 8). TRPS randomly chooses m resources from
Afree and assigns them to resource-pool l'i for T¡(Fig. 3.16, Line 9). TRPS invokes the Reducing
Resource-pool Algorithm and provides F¡ as the resource-pool and T as the list of tasks
(Fig. 3.16, Line 10). If the Reducing Resource-pool algorithm is successful in allocating
resources for all the tasks in T, an empty set is returned and ALLOCATIONDONEFLAG is
set to true (Fig. 3.16, Line 12).

Fig. 3.17 shows "Completion Event Handler" for one of the tasks T¡. "Completion Event
Handler" executes when a particular task T¡ is completed. First, the resources used by the task
are returned to Afree (Fig. 3.17, Line 2). Then the state of the task T¡ is changed to "STATE 5:
Completed" (Fig. 3.17, Line 3). TRPS checks whether there are any more tasks left in T
(Fig. 3.15, Line 4). If there are no tasks left in T, ALLOCATIONDONEFLAG is set to true
(Fig. 3.15, Line 5). Otherwise, TRPS checks that whether par¡ or |Afree| has a lower value and
allocates it to a variable m (Fig. 3.17, Line 9). TRPS randomly chooses m resources from Ajree
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and assigns them to the resource-pool G (Fig. 3.17, Line 10). TRPS invokes the Reducing
Resource-pool Algorithm and provides it G as resource-pool and T as the list of tasks (Fig. 3.17,
Line 11). If the Reducing Resource-pool algorithm is successful in allocating resources for all
the tasks in T, an empty set is returned and ALLOCATIONDONE FLAG is set to true
(Fig. 3.17, Line 13).

3.5.3 Hybrid TRPS Policy

A hybrid TRPS policy is a combination of a static and a dynamic policy as explained in the
following sub-section.

3.5.3.1 Static Resource-pool with Single Partition & Backfilling (SRPsp+BF)

SRPsp+BF incorporates backfilling which is a resource allocation technique that allows a task to
begin executing before previously scheduled tasks that are waiting due to insufficient available
nodes [KELOO]. Backfilling exploits otherwise idle nodes, thereby increasing system utilization
[MUAOl]. Many schedulers use backfilling. IBM LoadLeveler [IBMlO] and the Maui Scheduler

[MAUlO] are examples of popular schedulers that incorporate backfilling. SRPsp+BF adds
backfilling to SRPsp in order to reduce resource contention, as explained in the following
discussion.

SRPsp+BF has a mapping phase and an execution phase as in a static policy. The mapping phase
of SRPsp+BF is similar to SRPsp in which a mapping between all tasks and a set of resources is

determined. To create this mapping, TRPS iteratively calls the RA for each task in T. In the
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execution phase, the first task in the given bag-of-tasks is executed first. TRPS iterates through
all the tasks in the given bag-of-tasks and chooses the next task for which the complete set of
resources needed is available (and therefore can be executed concurrently).

Fig. 3.18 shows the execution phase for SRPsp+BF. Note that Afree represents all resources that
are available at a particular time. Initially, all resources are available and thus Afree =
? (Fig. 3.18, Line 2). TRPS iterates through all the tasks in the given bag-of-tasks (Fig. 3.18,
Line 3). For each task T¡ it checks whether the set of resource it needs to run, ?;, is available or
not (Fig. 3.18, Line 4). For the first task, Ti, the set of resource is always available. In the first
iteration, TRPS enables Ti for execution and changes its state to "STATE 2: Enabled for

execution" (Fig. 3.18, Line 5). The resources to be used by Ti are taken out from Afree(Fig. 3.18,
Line 6). The state of T, is changed to "STATE 4: Executing"(Fig. 3.18, Line 7) and Ti is
removed from T to indicate that it has been allocated resources (Fig. 3.18, Line 8). This process

is repeated for each task in T. After that TRPS checks whether there are any more tasks left in T
(Fig. 3.18, Line 1 1). If there are no tasks left in T, ALLOCATIONDONE FLAG is set to true
(Fig. 3.18, Line 12) and the algorithm breaks the loop.

At this stage, if any resources are available, SRPsp+BF takes advantage of the unused resource
sets by using backfilling. For that first TRPS checks that whether any unused resources are
available (Fig. 3.18, Line 15). If resources are available, TRPS initiates backfilling by first
ordering the tasks in T in non-decreasing order of the lengths of the raw data (Fig. 3.18, Line 16).
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1

BEGIN Resource Allocation (Execution Phase)

2

Afree = ?

3

FOREACH T±eT

4
5

IF (Cu1C Afree)

state_changeT. [STATE 1 : Idle/Mapped]^ [STATE 2 ¡Enabled for execution]

6

Afree = Afree — ??

7

state_changeT. [STATE 2:Enabled for execution]^ [STATE 4 !Executing]

8
9

remove T1 from T
ENDIF

10

END FOREACH

11

IF T=={ }

12

ALLOCAT ION_DONE_FLAG = true;

13

BREAK

14
15

ELSE

IF (|Afree|>0)

16

order tasks in T, in non-decreasing order of lengths of raw-data files

17

T = REDUCING_RESOURCE_POOL_ALGRITHM(Afree,T)

18

IF T=={ }

19
20
21

ALLOCAT I 0N_D0NE_FLAG = true
ENDIF
ENDIF

22

ENDIF

23

END Resource Allocation (Execution Phase)

Fig. 3.18: Execution Phase of SRPsp + BF
Then, TRPS combines all the resources that are available into a single resource-pool and passes
it on to the Reducing Resource Pool algorithm (Fig. 3.18, Line 17). If all tasks have been
allocated resource and T becomes empty, the ALLOCATIONDONEFLAG is set to true
(Fig. 3.18, Line 19).

Fig. 3.19 shows the Event Handler code for SRPsp+BF, which is run when a particular task T¡
completes. First, the resources used by T¡ are returned (Fig, 3.19, Line 2). Then, the state of the
task Tj is changed to "STATE 5: Completed" (Fig. 3.19, Line 3). TRPS checks if there is any
task left in T. If T is empty, the ALLOCATIONDONEFLAG is set to true and the Task
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1 : BEGIN EVENT HANDLER for T1 COMPLETION
2 : Afree = Afree + U1

3: state_changeT. [STATE 4 : Executing] ^ [STATE 5 !Completed]
4:

5:
6 :
7:

8:
9:

IF T=={ }

ALLOCATION_DONE_FLAG=true
BREAK
ELSE

FOREACH T1 e T
IF (Cu1C Afree)

10

state_changeT. [STATE 3 ¡Waiting]- [STATE 2: Enabled for execution]

11

Afree = Äfree — ??

12

state_changeT. [STATE 2 ¡Enabled for execution]- [STATE 4 ¡Executing]

13
14
15
16
17
18

remove T1 from T
ENDIF
END FOREACH

IF T=={ }

ALLOCATION_DONE_FLAG=true
BREAK

19

ENDIF

20

IF (|Afree|>0)

21
22
23

order tasks in T in non-decreasing order of lengths of raw-data files
T = REDUCING_RESOURCE_POOL_ALGRITHM(Afree,T)
ENDIF

24

ENDIF

25

END EVENT HANDLER for T1 COMPLETION

Fig. 3.19: Task Completion Event Handler of SRPsp + BF

Completion Event Handler returns (Fig. 3.19, Line 4-6). If T is non-empty, TRPS iterates
through all the tasks in T (Fig. 3.19, Line 8). For each task T¡, TRPS checks whether
cûjÇ Afree (Fig. 3.19, Line 9). If cùjÇ Afree, TRPS enables T¡ for execution and changes its state to
"STATE 2: Enabled for execution" (Fig. 3.19, Line 10). The resources to be used by T¡ are taken

out from Afree(Fig. 3.19, Line 11). The state of T¡ is changed to "STATE 4:
Executing"(Fig. 3.19, Line 12) and T¡ is removed from T to indicate that it has been allocated
resources (Fig. 3.19, Line 13). This process is repeated for each task in T (Fig. 3.19, Line 8-15).
After that TRPS checks whether there are any more tasks left in T (Fig. 3.18, Line 16). If there
are no tasks left in T, ALLOCATIONDONEFLAG is set to true (Fig. 3.18, Line 17) and the
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algorithm breaks the loop (Fig. 3.18, Line 18). If there are tasks left in T while there are some
resource available, SRPsp+BF takes advantage of the unused resource sets by using backfilling.

In backfilling, first, the tasks in T are ordered in non-decreasing order of the lengths of the raw
data files of the tasks (Fig. 3.19, Line 21). Then, TRPS uses backfilling by combining all the
resources that are available them into a single resource-pool and pass it on to the Reducing
Resource Pool algorithm (Fig. 3.19, Line 22).

3.6 Resource Allocator (RA)
As discussed in Section 3.3, the other decision making component of the BiLeG architecture is
RA which works as the lower level decision making module of the BiLeG architecture. Its job is
to allocate resources from the resource-pool for a particular task determined by TRPS. A set of

algorithms has been proposed for RA. Different algorithms may be suitable for different
workload and system parameters, task characteristics and the user requirements. The choice of
the most appropriate RA algorithm is the function of these parameters.

The following section presents the concept of Architectural Templates that are used by the
resource allocation algorithm deployed at RA.
3.6.1 Architectural Templates
An Architectural Template divides the available resources into different entities and assigns each

of them one of the specialized roles mentioned in Section 3.6.1. Note that a particular node may
play different roles at different times. For example a resource may be best utilized in a computefarm for processing a particular job at one time, thus being a part of the compute-farm. But the
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same node may be used more effectively in a data-farm for processing a job in another task at
another time; thus being a part of a data-farm. The salient features of each of the various
architectural templates that are used in this research are enlisted in Table 3.1. The Architectural
Templates are explained in the next Section.
Table 3.1: Salient Features of the Architectural Templates
Architectural

Salient Features

Template
2-Tier-a

Has a source node and a set of sink nodes without any intermediate
nodes.

The raw data file is processed as a whole at the source node.
2-Tier-b

Has a source node and a set of sink nodes without any intermediate
nodes.

The raw data file is processed as a whole at each of the sink nodes.
3-Tier

Has a source node, a set of sink nodes and a compute farm.
The raw data file is divided into partitions and each of the partitions is

processed at the compute-farm in parallel.
4-Tier

Has a source node, a set of sink nodes, a compute-farm and a data-farm.
The raw data file is divided into partitions and each of the partitions is
processed at the compute-farm in parallel.
The processed partitions are combined at the egress node and are stored
on the data-farm.

3 .6. 1 . 1 2 -Tier Architectural Templates
In 2-Tier Architectural Templates, only the source and the set of sink nodes, ks, are available for

processing and data transfer. There are two different types of 2-Tier Architectural Templates: 2Tier-a and 2-Tier-b. In 2-Tier-a, the source node is used for data processing. Fig 3.20 (a) shows

the process for the 2-Tier-a architecture. The figure shows the upper decision making module,
TRPS and the lower decision making module, RA. TRPS co-ordinates with RA (1) and gives it a
PBDT task T¡. RA divides T¡ into constituent jobs and generates the workflow file (2). The jobs

corresponding to a task include both jobs for processing as well as transfer of data. RA transfers
the workflow file to the workflow engine (3). The workflow engine initiates the workflow by
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Fig. 3.20: 2-Tier Architectures

signalling the source node to start the execution of task T¡ (3i). The source node processes the
raw data file (32) and delivers the processed file to each of the nodes in ks (33 1 to 33k) where
k e |ks|. After the transfer of processed data is completed, each node in ks sends an
acknowledgment to the workflow engine to indicate that the processed file has reached it (4i
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to 4k). Once all nodes in ks have sent the completion signals to the workflow engine, T¡
completes successfully.
A 2-Tier-b Architectural Template is similar to 2-Tier-a (see Fig. 3.20 (b)). The important
difference is that instead of at the source node, the data processing is done at each of the sink

nodes (331 to 33k in Fig. 3.20 (b)). After the processing of data is completed, each node in ks

sends a signal to the workflow engine (4\ to 4k). Once all nodes in ks have sent completion
signals to the workflow engine, T¡ completes successfully.

3.6.1.2 3 -Tier Architectural Templates
In a 3-Tier Architectural Template, the resource-pool of the given task selected by TRPS is used

as a compute-farm. The role of the compute-farm is to process the data. Fig. 3.21 shows the
details. Initially, TRPS starts the process by interacting with RA (1). It assigns T¡ to RA with r¡
as its resource-pool. RA runs the resource allocation algorithm and chooses ?, resources that are
to be used to execute T¡. RA divides the task T¡ into jobs and generates the workflow file (2). RA
transfers the workflow file to the workflow engine (3). The workflow engine starts executing the

workflow by signalling the source node (3i). The source node divides the raw data file of the
given task into p¡ partitions (32) and transfer each of the partitions to a node in the compute
farm, kcf ( 331 to 33n). Each of the nodes in the compute farm processes the partition assigned to

it (34) to 34n). Once processing of the data is completed at the compute-farm nodes, the processed
partitions are transferred to each of the nodes in ks (35h to 35„k)·
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Fig. 3.21: 3-Tier Architecture

After the transfer of processed data is completed, each node in ks sends an acknowledgment to
the workflow engine to indicate that the task T¡ is complete (4i to 4k).

3.6.1.3 4-Tier Architectural Templates

In a 4-Tier Architectural Template, the resource-pool of the given task selected by TRPS is
divided into two sets of nodes: a compute-farm kcf and a data-farm kDf- Both the compute-farm
and the data-farm have a specific role. The role of the compute-farm is to process the data. Once
all the data is processed, it is combined at the Egress node. The role of the data-farm is to
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replicate this processed data at chosen nodes to efficiently transfer it to the sink nodes.
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Fig. 3.22: 4-Tier Architecture

Initially, TRPS gives RA a PBDT task, T¡ and its corresponding resource-pool, T¡ (1). After
running the resource allocation algorithm, RA chooses co¡ resources that are to be used to execute
Tj. and generates a workflow file (2). RA transfers the workflow file to the workflow engine (3).
The workflow engine initiates the execution of T¡ by sending the signal to the source node (3i).
The raw data file of the given task is divided into p¡ partitions (32) and each of the partitions is
transferred to a node in the compute farm, kcf (33i to 33n). Each node processes the partition
assigned to it (34i to 34n). Once processing of the data is completed at the compute-farm nodes,
the processed partitions are transferred to the Egress Node (351e to 35ne) where they are combined
to produce the required processed file. The Egress Node sends a signal to RA (4) to indicate the
completion of this stage.
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The responsibility of the Egress node is to make sure that all the partitions of the raw data file
associated with T¡ have been successfully processed. Even if a small portion of data is not
available due to processing or communication error, the resultant processed file formed by the
combination of the constituent processed files may become invalid. Catching such an error at an
early stage of processing is desirable as the workflow engine can re-initiate the processing for the
faulty data partition only.

From the Egress node, the processed data is transferred to the data nodes chosen by the algorithm
in RA (4iei to 4iem). From there it is delivered to each of nodes in kDf (42ii to 42mk). Once the
processed data is delivered to all sink nodes, the workflow engine is notified (5i to 5k). Once all
sink nodes notify the workflow engine, T¡ is marked as complete.

Note that partitions of the raw data file are transferred to nodes in the compute farm. But a
complete processed file (not partitions) is transferred to and replicated on each node in the datafarm.

In industry, many distributed processing and delivery systems have a separate data-farm and a
compute-farm [ABB06]. The following discussion highlights the appropriateness of using a
separate data-farm for the 4-Tier architecture:
1) The value of transfer-within cost (a?) is an important factor to determine the
feasibility of a separate data-farm. Usually ou is negligible if both the compute-farm
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and the data-farm are provided by the same utility-provider [AMA09] [AZU09].
Also, if both are provided by the same utility provider, typically the compute-farm
and data-farm are inter-connected by very high-speed data-links making unit
communication time very small.
2) In certain situations, replicating the processed data in a data-farm may have both cost
and performance benefits. The set of sink nodes may consists of one or more subsets
of sink nodes, such that the unit communication time between the nodes of the
compute-farm and these subsets of nodes is high. It may occur if each subset is
located at a physically remote location with respect to the compute-farm and no highspeed connection is available to connect each subset with the compute farm
[ANG06]. In such case, a 4-Tier Architectural Template provides the possibility to
create at least one local replica for the each subset of sink nodes by replicating data at

one of the nodes that is "local" to a particular subset of sink nodes. If dSa is the node
of the data-farm at which the processed data is replicated because it is local to a
subset of nodes sa, the unit communication time from ds

to sa should be

comparatively low. Note that instead of |sa| low speed data-paths from compute-farm

farm to sa, the system will have only one low speed data path from egress node to dSa.
Once replicated at ds , the processed data will be delivered from ds to all constituent
nodes of sa through high-speed links.
3) 4-Tier Architectural Templates incorporates a bi-stage workflow approach that uses a

separate data and compute farm. Deployment of separate data and compute farms are
also described in [SEN05] [SHA07] [PAN08]. In Fig. 3.22, it can be seen that at
Egress node all the partitions of the processed file are combined generating the
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required processed file. As soon as the resultant file is generated at the Egress node, a
signal is sent to RA indicating that the first stage of the processing of the bag-of-tasks
has been successfully completed. If the complete set of partitions fails to reach the

Egress node, an error is registered by RA. RA can troubleshoot and locate the
particular job that has failed. Only the failed job is required to be re-run again to
complete stage- 1 of the processing of the given bag-of-tasks. Note that when the error
is detected, the corrective action can be taken before the data starts leaving the Grid
domain and starts getting transmitted to the designated sink nodes. In contrast, the 3Tier Architecture Template is based on single-stage workflow approach. If processing
of one of the partitions fails, RA is notified of the error only after the processed data
is transferred to the sink nodes.

4) Separate data-farm nodes, as included in 4-Tier Architectural Template, can be used
for the caching of data. Data-farms have capabilities to store large amounts of data.
Compute-farms are usually high-speed clusters with limited storage capabilities.

Separating data processing from data storage allows specialized hardware to be used
at the constituent nodes of the data and compute farms, suitable for their particular
roles. Also, if some of the sinks nodes are interested in the same set of processed data
at different time-slots, the processed data can be cached at the data-farm. The

processed data can be deleted from the data-farm, once it is delivered to all the sink
nodes.

3.6.2 ATSRA Algorithm

ATSRA algorithms are the knowledge-based algorithms proposed in this thesis. Being
knowledge-based algorithms, ATSRA algorithms need accurate knowledge of the system
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characteristics (such as processing and communication times per unit data) during the time in
which the tasks in the given bag-of-tasks are expected to be executing. ATSRA algorithms are
based on Linear Programming (LP) which is a popular technique for solving optimization
problems [AZZ06][GZA04]. In LP, an optimization problem is modeled as a set of linear
expressions composed of input parameters and output parameters. The LP solver starts by
creating a problem instance of the model by assigning values to the input parameters [CHV80]
[DIM98]. The problem instance is then subjected to an objective function, which is also required
to be a linear expression. The values of the output variables, which collectively represent the

optimal solution, are determined for the best value of the objective function. Based on this
approach, three algorithms are presented in this section.
3.6.2.1 ATSRAorg Algorithm

A summary of the ATSRAorg algorithm is presented in Fig. 3.23 and Fig. 3.24. ATSRAorg
algorithm is divided into two stages.
Stage-1: Selection of the most appropriate Architectural Template, for T:

The purpose of Stage- 1 is to identify the appropriate Architectural Template to process
the given bag-of-tasks. The result of Stage-1 is the selection of an Architectural Template
for a bag-of-tasks. Stage-1 of the algorithm is always executed before the tasks start
executing.

Stage-2: Allocation of the resources for the chosen Architectural Template.
In Stage-2, communication and computation resources are chosen for T based on the
Architectural Template chosen in Stage- 1 . The result of Stage-2 is the mapping of a set of
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resources to each of the tasks in the given bag-of-tasks. Depending upon the TRPS

policy, the Stage-2 of the RA algorithm may be completed before the tasks start
executing, or a portion of it may be run after the tasks start executing.
?

BEGIN ATSRA019 Stage-1

3

calculate cost2-Tier-a and cost2_Tier_b
costmn = min (cost2_Tler_a, cost2-Tler-b)

4
5
6
7

8

create 3-Tier LP model

calculate cost3_Tier
IF (cost3-Tier<costmin )
costmin=cost3_Tier

9
10

ENDIF

11
12
13

calculate cost4_Tier
IF (COSt4-Tier<COStmin )

14
15
16

ENDIF

create 4-Tier LP model

COStmin=COSt4_Tier

choose Architectural Template associated with costmin

END ATSRA019 Stage -1

Fig. 3.23: Stage-1 of the ATSRA„rg Algorithm
1: BEGIN ATSRA019 Stage-2 (/] Resource Pool ,Task T1)
2: choose W1 = set of allocated resources for T1 based on the chosen
Architectural Template
3: RETURN U1

4: END ATSRA019 Stage-2

Fig. 3.24: Stage-2 of the ATSRAorg Algorithm

In Stage-1, the ATSRAorg algorithm starts by searching for the most appropriate Architectural
Template for the system. In this stage, cost associated with each of the Architectural Templates
is calculated and the Architectural Template having the minimum cost is chosen. For PBDT
tasks described in this thesis, it starts with the 2-Tier architectures (Fig. 3.23, Lines 3-4) and it is

followed by the calculation of the cost for the 3-Tier Template and 4-Tier Template respectively
(Fig. 3.23, Lines 5-1 1). The Architectural Template which is associated with the minimum tcost is
chosen as the Architectural Template for the given bag-of-tasks (Fig. 3.23, Line 15).
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Fig. 3.24 shows the Stage-2 for the ATSRAorg algorithm. For a particular task T¡, it accepts a
resource-pool /] allocated to it by TRPS. Based on the Architectural Template chosen in Stage1 , the Stage-2 of ATSRAorg chooses co¡ which is the set of allocated resource for the task T¡
(Fig. 3.24, Line 2).

The following methodology is used for the cost calculation in the ATSRAorg algorithm.
For calculating the total cost associated with the use of 2-tier-a architecture, let Lq be the length

of the raw data file in GB for the task Tq, nsrc be the source node, nsink. be the ith sink node, sq
be the processing factor associated with the task Tq, Cpsrc be the CPU processing cost per data
unit at the source node, ß be the processing cost in dollars per hour, asrc.Sink be the transfer cost in
dollars per hour between the source and sink nodes, ks be the set of sink nodes, then the total cost
of performing the a particular PBDT task Tq using the 2-Tier-a architecture is given by:

tcost-2-Tier-aq= Lq { Zi¿=i £qasrc-sink d{yiSrc>nsinki) + P^Psic J

(3-3)

Note that ^i'^l£qasrc-Sinkd(nsrc,nsink¡) is the cost of transferring one unit of processed data
from the source node to all sink nodes. /?Cpsrc is the unit cost of processing data at the source

node in dollars. By multiplying the summation of these two terms with Lq, the total cost for the
task Tq is obtained.
The total cost of performing each of the tasks in the given bag of tasks T is given by:
t

lcost-2-Tier-a

=V|r| t

Zjq = l Lcost-2-Tier-aq
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For calculating the total cost associated with the use of 2-tier-b architecture, let Cpsinki represent

the cost of processing per data unit at the ith sink node then the total cost of performing a PBDT
task using a 2-Tier-b architecture is given by:

^cost-2-Tier-bq=^q[Li=i{asrc-sink d(nsrc,SÌnk{) + pCpSink¡}\

(3-4)

Note that aSrc-sink d(nsrc,sink{) is the cost for transferring one unit of data from the source
node to a particular sink node i. Similarly, ßCpsink.is the cost of processing one unit of data at a

particular sink node i. Y}*j\{asrc-Sink d(nsrc, sink{) + ßCpsink.} is the unit cost of transferring
and processing the data to all sink nodes and by multiplying it with Lq the total cost of
transferring and processing the data of the raw-data file of the task Tq is obtained.
The total cost of performing each of the tasks in the given bag of tasks T using 2-Tier-b
architecture is given by:
t

icost-2-Tier-b

=?|7? t

¿-¡q = l Lcost-2-Tier-bq

For 3-Tier cost calculations, the cost function is formulated as an Integer Programming problem.

Integer Programming problems are generally harder to solve than Linear Programming problems
[LAU98]. For calculating the total cost associated with the use of 3-Tier architecture, let a¡n is
the transfer-in cost in dollars per hour, aout is the transfer-out cost in dollars per hour, pq is the

number of partitions of the raw data file for the qth task in the given bag-of-tasks, then for a 3Tier Architectural Template, the total cost can be formulated as:
tcost-3-Tier-q—
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Iy=I-J-Pq {ßCpj + aind(nsrc,nj)}Xj

minLq
L

(3.5)

+ ~SG=?
S;=? £qaoutd [??> nsinkj) wij
Pq

where Xj is a binary variable which is 1 if a particular node n¡ is assigned to compute-farm and is
0 otherwise. Variable w¡j is a binary variable which has the value of 1 if data is transferred from
node i to node j otherwise it is 0. Lq is the length of the raw data file for the task Tq. As PBDTf¡xed
tasks with pq equal partitions are being considered, each of these partitions has a size of Lq/pq.

Note that amd{nsrc,rij) is the cost in dollars of transferring one GB of data from the source
node to a particular node j and ßCpj is the cost in dollars of processing one GB data at node j.
Thus, the first term within the parenthesis in Eq. 3.5 is the cost in dollars of transferring and
processing one GB of data at the nodes in the compute farm. The second term within the
parenthesis in Eq. 3.5 is the cost in dollars of transferring one GB of the data from compute farm

to all the sink nodes. The product of Lq and the sum of the two terms in parenthesis in Eq.3.5
gives the total cost of transferring all the data from the source node to all the sink nodes.
The feasibility of a particular assignment is determined by the following constraints.

X?=1w¿;=pq

Vj=ItOk

(3.6)

Zf=I^i=P,
Xi = WjJ

(3-7)
ieTJeS

(3.8)

Xi e {0,1}

(3.9)

w.j e {0,1}

(3.10)
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The first constraint (Eq. 3.6) specifies that for a particular task, Tq, the number of partitions
transferred to each of the sink nodes should be equal to pq. The second constraint (Eq. 3.7)
specifies that the number of nodes used in the compute-farm should be equal to the number of
partitions of the raw data file of the task Tq. The third constraint (Eq. 3.8) ensures that each of the
communication paths chosen by the algorithm is originating from one of the nodes used in the
compute farm. The forth and the fifth constraints (Eq. 3.9 and Eq. 3.10) ensure that both x¡ and
Wy are binary variables.
The total cost of performing each of the tasks in the given bag of tasks, T, is given by:
t

kost-3-Tier

=V|T| t

(3.11)

¿-¡q=l Lcost-3-Tier-q

For 4-Tier cost calculations, the cost function is formulated as a mixed integer/linear

programming (MILP) problem. MILP problems are generally harder to solve than LP problems
[LAU98]. For a particular task Tq in the given bag-of-tasks, let nsrc be the source node, nsink. is

the jth sink node, negress is the egress node and pq is the number of partitions of the raw data file,
then for a 4-Tier Architectural Template, the cost associated with the bag-of-tasks can be
formulated as:

t

i-cost-4-Tier

=V|T| t

(3.12)

¿-¡q=l Lcost-4-Tier-q

where

^cost-4-Tier-q

minLr

S;=? T-{ßcPj
+ aind(nsrc,rij) + £qaAd(nj,negress)}Xj
Pq

+ £q S?=? <XAd(negress, ni)y¡ + £q S?=1 ZjU 0W^ (nt, ns¿nfc;) W0J
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(3.13)

where x¡ is a node assignment binary variable which is 1 if a particular node n¡ is assigned to
compute-farm and is 0 otherwise. Similarly y¡ is a node assignment binary variable for the datafarm. y¡ is 1, if a node i is used in the data-farm and is 0 otherwise. Variable wy- is the fraction of
the processed file that a sink gets from a particular node in data-farm. As PBDTfixed tasks with pq
equal partitions are being considered, each of these partitions has a size of Lq/pq. Note that

amd(nsrc,7ij) is the cost in dollars of transferring one GB of data from the source node to a
particular node j and ßCpj is the cost in dollars of processing one GB data at node j.

£qaAd(jij,negress) is the cost in dollars of transferring one GB of data from a particular node j
to the Egress node, negress· Thus, the first term within the parenthesis in Eq. 3.13 is the cost in
dollars of transferring 1 GB data to negress· The second term within the parenthesis in Eq. 3.13 is
the cost in dollars of transferring one GB of the data from negress to all the sink nodes. The
product of Lq and the sum of the two terms in parenthesis in Eq. 3.13 gives the total cost of
transferring all the data from the source node to all the sink nodes.
The feasibility of a particular assignment is determined by the following constraints.

?=?

Wij = 1

Vj = ItOk

(3.14)

?

/ Xi=Pq

?=?

(3.15)

x, e {0,1}

(3.16)

y¡e{0,l}

(3.17)

W1J <yt

i e TJeS
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(3.18)

i e G, j e S

W1J > O

(3.19)

The first constraint (Eq. 3.14) specifies that the sum of all parts of the files being transferred
from the data-farm to a particular sink node should add up to form the full length of the file. The
second constraint (Eq. 3.15) specifies that the number of nodes used in the compute-farm should

be equal to the number of partitions of the raw data file of task Tq. The third and the fourth
constraints (Eq. 3.16 and Eq. 3.17) ensure that both x¡ and y¡ are binary variables. The fifth
constraint (Eq. 3.18) makes sure that the solution proposed by the algorithm has a non-zero value

of Wij, if and only if y¡>0. For example, consider node n3 and a particular sink node S7. W37 (that
represents the portion of the total processed file that S7 gets from n3) should only have a non-zero
value if y3=l (that is n3 is being used as a node in the data-farm). The last constraint (Eq. 3.19)

prevents negative values for wtj.

Let CpJ = ßCpj + aind(nsrc,nj) + eqaAd(nj,negress)

(3.20)

CpJrepresents the total cost of sending a unit data from a source node to a node ? in the
compute-farm, processing it and sending it to the egress node. Eq. (3.13) and Eq. (3.20) yield:
^-cost-4-Tier-q

min Lq

ljj=i

Pq

^Pj xj + £q 2j¿=i aàd{negress,ni)yi

(3.21)

+£q S?=? S;=? tfout^ [71O nsinkj) wij

Note that the input of the ATSRAorg algorithm includes the unit processing and communication
times and processing and communication costs of all the nodes. The output is the solution
matrix which represents the values of solution variables, i.e.
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Xi, y¡

V i = 1 to ?

Wjj

V i = 1 to ?, j=l to k

It is important to note that in 4-Tier Architecture there is nothing that prevents a node to be part
of both a compute-farm and a data-farm. For example, if the solution matrix has X3=l and y3=l
and then n3 is used both in the data-farm and the compute-farm.
3.6.2.2 Constraints Relaxation

For a small number of nodes in the Grid, ATSRAorg algorithm is expected to perform well. But
as the number of nodes increases the time taken by the algorithm to run also increases
considerably. To reduce the time taken by the algorithm to run, the technique of constraints
relaxation is used. Constraints relaxation is based on the idea of replacing a "difficult"
minimization problem by a "simpler" minimization problem by reducing constraints in a way
that its optimal value is at least as small as the original cost. It can give a quick estimate of the
optimal solution in the best possible scenario, as explained in the following discussion.
To derive a relaxed or simpler problem from the exact or original LP formulation, two
possibilities are considered.
Enlarge the set of feasible solutions. If the set of feasible solutions is represented by P,
then we need to find P' such that PQP'.

OR

Replace the minimum objective function by a function that has the same or a smaller
value everywhere.
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In this research the first approach has been used. A modified optimization problem of the
original problem is found, that is a relaxation of the original problem. The new optimization
problem uses the same objective function but a larger feasible region P' that includes P as a
subset. As the new optimization problem is found by ignoring some of the constraints of the
original LP formulation this technique is called constraints relaxation. It simplifies the original
problem and reduces the algorithm running time at the cost of accuracy of the LP model, because
some of the constraints have been ignored. Because P' contains P, any solution which belongs to
P, also belongs to P' as well.
3.6.2.3 ATSRAssr Algorithm

In order to reduce the time taken by ATSRAorg to run, in ATSRAssr the technique of constraints
relaxation has been used. The pseudo code of ATSRAssr is similar to the pseudo code of

ATSRAorg, detailed in Fig. 3.23. But, when the 3-Tier and 4-Tier models are created (Fig. 3.23,
Line 5 and Line 10) instead of creating the exact model, a simplified model using the technique
of constraints relaxation is used. Note that the relaxed model is used in Stage- 1 of the algorithm

only. Once an Architectural Template has been chosen, the exact model is used for resource
allocation (Fig. 3.24, Line 2).

This algorithm is named as ATSRA Single Stage Relaxation (SSR) or ATSRAssr, as the
constraint-relaxation is applied only to first stage of the algorithm.
The following constraints are relaxed in the Stage- 1 of the ATSRAssr algorithm.
1- As discussed in Section 3.6.2.1, in ATSRAorg the optimization problem for the 3-Tier
architecture is an IP problem and the optimization problem for the 4-Tier architecture is a
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MILP problem. Both IP and MILP problems take a much higher time to run as compared
to LP problems [LAU98]. In order to convert both of these problems to a LP problem
constraints relaxation is used. For the 3-Tier model, constraints 3.9 and 3.10, which

restrict that x¡ and wy· should be binary numbers, are dropped. Similarly for 4-Tier model,
constraints 3.16 and 3.17 are dropped.

2- For the 4-tier architecture, the constraint 3.18 that stipulates that wy should always be less
than y¡, is also dropped.

The Stage-2 of ATSRAssr is exactly similar to the Stage-2 of ATSRAorg.
3.6.2.4 ATSRAbsr Algorithm
In the ATSRAbsr algorithm, constraints relaxation is used at both Stage- 1 for choosing the
Architectural Template Selection and Stage-2 for the resource allocation. In ATSRAbsr, for the 3-

Tier model, constraints 3.9 and 3.10, which restrict that x¡ and wy should be binary number, are
dropped. Similarly for the 4-Tier model, constraints 3.16 and 3.17 are dropped. Note that
constraint 3.18 is relaxed in ATSRAssr , but cannot be relaxed in ATSRAbSr as it produces an

invalid solution matrix. This is because by dropping constraint 3.18 (i.e. w¿;- < y¿ ), the variable
Wy can be assigned a non-zero value even if the corresponding data-farm node y¡ is not assigned.
Thus, the resultant solution matrix cannot be used in resource allocation. But in ATSRAssr, this
relaxation is used only for the selection of Architectural Template and if the 4-Tier Architectural

Template is chosen then the exact LP formulation is used for the actual resource allocation. For
ATSRAbsr, the constraints chosen for relaxation cannot not produce an invalid solution matrix.
Thus, the same resultant solution matrix is used for resource allocation as well.
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Note that as the constraints are relaxed in the ATSRAorg algorithm, the following observations
can be made:

1) Time complexity of algorithm is reduced.
2) Accuracy of resource-allocation algorithm decreases.
The decrease in runtime is the benefit of using the relaxations. A detailed performance analysis

based on simulation experiments and a recommendation for when relaxation should be applied to
the ATSRA algorithm are presented in Section 4.4.
3.6.3 List Scheduling (LS)
LS is a simple RA algorithm that has low resource allocation overhead. LS is a knowledge -based

algorithm and needs the knowledge of the system parameters to choose resources for the tasks
[AHM08b]. The LS algorithm lists the computing resources of the given resource-pool T¡ in nondescending order of their unit processing times. It, then, selects the first partition of the raw data
file of the task T¡ and assigns it to the first computing resource in the sorted list (i.e. to the fastest

node). It repeats the process until all the partitions are assigned to the nodes. If the number of
partitions of the raw data file of task T¡, p¡, is more than the number of computing nodes in the
given resource-pool, then the algorithm assigns computing resources to partitions until all the
computing resources are allocated. In this case (p¡- |f¡|) jobs wait in a queue until nodes are freed
up. Whenever a node becomes available, it is assigned to a job in the Waiting Queue. On the
other hand, if (p¡< |fi|) the LS algorithm chooses p¡ nodes for processing and returns the
remaining (|fi|-pO nodes back to TRPS. The LS algorithm does not take into account the unit
communication times and the resource allocation decision is based on the unit processing times
only.
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The RA algorithms discussed so far are the knowledge-based algorithms which need accurate
knowledge of the system state during the time-slot in which the tasks in the given bag-of-tasks
are expected to be executing. In contrast, we are proposing a knowledge-free algorithm in the
following section that can be used by RA.

3.6.4 Round Robin Job Replicator (RR)R)
RRJR is a knowledge-free algorithm which does not need the knowledge of the system
characteristics to function. The pseudo-code of RRJR algorithm is shown in Fig 3.25. If there are
Pi partitions of the raw data file for task T¡, RRJR starts by creating p¡ number of jobs, each of
which is responsible to process a partition of the raw data file. The node for each job is chosen

randomly from the resource-pool, F¡ allocated by TRPS. If |f¡|>pi, RA starts replicating the jobs
created until all the computing nodes in F¡ are assigned a job to execute. As soon as the data from
a particular job reaches the sink nodes, all other replicas of that job are killed and the nodes that
were running these jobs, are marked as free and are returned to TRPS which adds them to Afree.
As the resource-pool allocated to RA consists of a fixed number of nodes and RA uses all of the

nodes allocated to it for processing the task. An important thing to note is the inherent trade-off
between "parallelism" and "replication" in the RRJR algorithm. The number of partitions of the
raw data file determines this trade-off. For example, if the raw data file of a particular task
contains only one partition, then the RRJR algorithm starts by creating one job to process this

partition at one of the randomly selected nodes in Fj. All other nodes are used for running
replicas for this job. As the number of partitions of the raw data file of the given task is
increased, the parallelism increases (as more jobs are running in parallel) but replication
decreases (as lower number of nodes are available for replication).
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1 : BEGIN RRJR Algorithm
2: j=l

3 : /¡ = resource-pool of Task T1 allocated by TRPS
4: Pi= number of partitions of raw data file of Task T1
5 :

REPEAT

6:

randomly choose a node k

7:

allocate jth partition to k

8:

j = j+1

9:

IF (j > Pi)

10:
11:

where k e /]

j =1
ENDIF

12:
rt = rt - k
13: UNTIL ^ f {}
14: END RRJR Algorithm

Fig. 3.25: RRJR Algorithm
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Chapter 4

Performance Analysis of the RA Algorithms

RA algorithms are used in the lower decision making module of the BiLeG architecture to

allocate resources for each of the tasks from the resource-pool allocated to the task by the upper
decision making module, TRPS. This chapter investigates the performance of various RA
algorithms proposed in the Chapter 3. A series of simulation experiments has been conducted for
the detailed performance analysis of the RA algorithms and the performance results are
presented in this chapter.

4.1 Experimental Setup
To compare the performance of the RA algorithms, prototypes of various algorithms were
constructed and the experiments were run using a set of 18 computers. The results obtained from
these experiments were analyzed and preliminary conclusions were drawn. An important aspect
of the performance analysis of the proposed RA algorithms is to observe the various performance

metrics as the total number of the Grid nodes is increased. Our experimentation was limited by
the number of computers available in the Epsilon system (which was available in the Real-Time
and Distributed Systems lab for performing the experiments). To measure the performance of the
system for a large number of nodes, a simulation model of the actual Grid system was developed.
The simulator allows us to scale up to a larger number of Grid nodes in comparison to what was
available on the Epsilon system.
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Note that the 1 8 computers in the Epsilon system were used only at the initial stages of the
research to validate the resource allocation approach for the PBDT tasks. Only a subset of the

TRPS policies and RA algorithms were implemented and tested. The performance results
obtained from these tests displayed a similar trend as the performance results of the
corresponding simulation experiments.

The performance metrics are captured at the end of each simulation experiment.

Each

experiment is repeated enough number of times to produce a confidence interval of ±5% for each
performance metric of interest at a confidence level of 95%.
4.2

Performance Metrics

To analyze the performance of the various RA algorithms, the following performance metrics are
used:

Makespan-total (tms-totai): The time (in seconds) required for completing all the tasks
in the given bag-of-tasks.
Total Cost (tcost): The total cost (in dollars) spent in executing all the tasks in the

given bag-of-tasks. Note that in this research dollar is chosen as the currency for cost
calculations, which can be replaced by any other currency based on the user
requirements.

Algorithm-running-overhead (íoh): Total time (in seconds) taken by the RA
algorithm to perform the resource allocation for all the tasks in the given bag-of-tasks.
This is used for analyzing the performance of the algorithms.
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Makespan-without-overhead (Wwoh): The time (in seconds) required for

completing all the tasks in the given bag-of-tasks, excluding the algorithm-runningoverhead, toH·

4.3 The Performance Analysis of the ATSRA Class of Algorithms
4.3.1 Introduction

The ATSRA class of algorithms is based on Linear Programming. To analyze the performance of
the algorithms, a model of the system characterized by various costs associated with processing
and communication is used. The ATSRA algorithms give rise to a trade-off between resource

assignment and the overhead associated with running the algorithms. To study the performance
of the ATSRA algorithms, a simulation-based investigation is performed. The results are
analyzed in this section.
4.3.2

Workload Parameters

Many multimedia encoding and High Energy Physics applications have a set of related tasks,
each of which can be run independent of the other [BUN03][CRO04]. To synthesize a
representative PBDT workload in a simulated environment, characteristics of such applications
that can be classified as the PBDT tasks were carefully studied and it was concluded a single
bag-of-tasks was the best way to model a PBDT application [AHM05]. The bag-of-task

represents the constituent tasks of a particular PBDT application. The overhead associated with
running TRPS policies is assumed to be negligibly small.
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PBDT application chosen for this research is to model the rendering of a raw multimedia file,
which is to be processed and delivered to a set of designated sink nodes. Note that the rendering
of an animation movie usually involves extensive processing of the individual scene frames. In
this section, the effects of variation of system and workload parameters on the performance have
been analyzed by using a-factor-at-a-time approach. Only one of the parameters is varied while
holding all others at their default values listed in Table 4. 1 . The values of the transfer and
Table 4.1: Default Workload and System Parameters
Parameter

Default Value

Number of nodes in the Grid, |?|

32

Number of sink nodes, |ks

16

Mean size of raw data files of tasks

650MB

Variance of sizes of raw data files of tasks, ?

5333MB7

Transfer-in cost in dollar per hour, a¡,

$0.17/hr

Transfer-within cost in dollar per hour, ??d
Transfer-out cost in dollar per hour, aout

$0.17 /hr

Transfer source-sink cost in dollar per hour, asrc-sink

$0.17/hr

Processing cost in dollar per hour, ß

$0.17/hr

Processing factor, e

0.75

Number of tasks in the bag-of-tasks, |T|

12

Number of partitions in multiple partitioning policies, q
Number of partitions in the raw data file

Uniform [1,8]

communication costs are chosen based on the cost model of the popular commercial Cloud and
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utility Grid computing services [AMA09][AZU09]. The choice of the workload parameters for
the simulation is based on data for a typical animation movie described in [ENT08] and
[DOU02]. The unprocessed movie is comprised of various components each of which can be

independently rendered. When modelling the rendering of a raw multimedia as a PBDT
application, each component represents a PBDT task with a separate raw data file. To synthesize
a workload representing data of the unprocessed animation movie, the modeling of the length of
the raw data files of each of the tasks is an important workload parameter. The true
representative probability distribution of the sizes of the raw or unprocessed data files used in

similar tasks has been a subject of discussion over the years in the research community.
Researchers seem to be split over characterizing it either with Pareto or Log-normal distributions
[WUY04]. After a careful analysis, the Bounded Pareto distribution seems to be a better
representative of the PBDT multimedia workloads and is thus used in this research. Note that a

Log-normal distribution also closely characterizes the probability of the sizes of the raw data
files. Investigating the performance of resource allocation algorithms using such a distribution is
worthy of further investigation.
The probability density function for the Bounded Pareto, B(k,b,a) is defined as: [DOW05]
[WUY04] [ANG06]

/,(*) = (Ok11X-^y[I - g)"}

k<?<b

(4.1)

where a is the shape parameter, which represents the variation in the length of raw data files of
the PBDT tasks; k is the smallest possible length of a raw data file and b is the largest possible
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length of a raw data file. To study the effect of changing the variance, the mean is fixed at
650MB and the maximum value, b, is fixed at 4000MB which corresponds to the typical values

reported in [DOW05]. In order to keep the mean constant, k is adjusted slightly as value of a
changes.

4.4 Performance of the ATSRA Algorithms
In this section, the experimental results of the ATSRA class of algorithms are presented. Each set
of experiments focuses on a particular performance metric for each of the three ATSRA
algorithms. The result of each set of experiments is discussed in a separate sub-section.
4.4.1 Selection of the TRPS Policy

In all these experiments, the same TRPS policy , SRPsp, is used at the upper decision making
module. As the ATSRA algorithms are based on LP model, they take considerable time to

perform the resource allocation especially for large number of nodes. In order to objectively
quantify the benefits of using a particular ATSRA algorithm, it is important to analyze the time
taken by the algorithm to run itself and find ways to reduce this time, if possible. The
performance metric, t0H is the total time in seconds taken by the ATSRA algorithm to perform
the resource allocation and is used to quantify the overhead produced by running the ATSRA

algorithm. The complete separation of the mapping phase and the execution phase in SRPsp
makes it possible to precisely isolate the algorithm-running-overhead, which is not the case in
any dynamic TRPS policy or a static TRPS policy with backfilling.
Also, by using SRPsp, the largest possible resource-pool is allocated to each of the tasks in the
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given bag-of-tasks, which means that the ATSRA algorithm is given the largest solution space
for the resource allocation problem for each of the tasks. By assigning the most complex solution

space to each of the ATSRA algorithms, the strengths and weaknesses of each of the ATSRA
algorithm are highlighted that leads to the in-depth performance analysis under different system
and workload parameters.

4.4.2 Algorithm-running-overhead

Fig. 4.1 shows the algorithm-running-overhead (íoh) for each of the three ATSRA algorithms. It
can be observed that for the small number of nodes in ?, there is not much difference in the time

taken in running these three algorithms. The LP formulation of ATSRAorg in Section 3.6.2
reveals that by increasing number of nodes, the number of variables that the algorithms needs to
be solved increases sharply. Thus, due to a higher computational complexity associated with

ATSRAorg, the concomitant overhead is observed to increase sharply with the number of nodes
in ?, resulting in high values of t0H- Although the algorithm-running-overhead associated with
ATSRAssr and ATSRAbSr also increases with the number of nodes, the rate of increase is less

sharp in comparison. Results from Fig. 4.1 show that for ATSRAorg t0H rises sharply as the
number of nodes in ? becomes higher than 32. The large values of t0H observed at large number

of nodes provide motivation for this research to investigate means reducing this overhead. As
discussed in Chapter 3, constraint-relaxation is used to control t0H at large number of nodes. In
an effort to reduce the value of t0H, different levels of relaxation are applied to ATSRAorg,

leading to ATSRAssr and ATSRAbsr algorithms. For a given number of nodes, ATSRAorg incurs
the highest overhead followed by ATSRAssr and ATSRAbSr. For ATSRAbSr it can be observed
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that toH does not rise sharply. And for ATSRAssr, toH lies between ATSRAorg and ATSRAbsr, as
the single level of relaxation is applied in ATSRAssr. It can be observed that constraint-relaxation
fulfils its intended purpose and effectively reduces toH, but the undesirable side-effects of using
constraint-relaxation is the simplification of the LP model which reduces the accuracy of
resource allocation and needs to be analyzed.

4.4.3 Makespan-without-overhead

The side-effects of relaxing some of the constraints in ATSRAssr and ATSRAbsr can be observed
by analyzing makespan-without-overhead (tms_woH), which is the time required for completing all
the tasks in the given bag-of-tasks, excluding toH· Fig. 4.2 shows the values of tms-woH for the
three ATSRA algorithms as the number of nodes is increased. It is clear that ATSRAorg has the
lowest value of tms_woH for all values of number of nodes. The lowest value of tms.W0H is

expected for ATSRAorg, as by using all the constraints associated with the LP formulation in
ATSRAorg, resources are allocated with the highest precision. The precision of allocating
resources is decreased in ATSRAssr and ATSRAbsr· In ATSRAssr, as constraint-relaxation is

applied at Stage- 1 of the algorithms, Wwoh increases. It increases further for ATSRAbsr in
which constraint-relaxation is applied at both stages of the algorithm, further simplifying the LP
model and reducing the accuracy in resource allocation.

4.4.4 Total Cost

Fig. 4.3 shows the tcost for each of the three ATSRA algorithms. As the number of nodes, is
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increased, the ATSRA algorithms have a larger set of resources to choose from. The larger set of
resources allows the ATSRA algorithms to choose cheaper resources which, in turn, aids in
lowering tcost· ATSRAorg gives rise to the lowest tcost, as the resources are allocated with highest
precision. tcost for ATSRAssr is more than tcost for ATSRAorg for all number of nodes as
constraint-relaxation is introduced. tcost increases further for ATSRAbSr as the level of relaxation

is increased. This is because by introducing more constraint-relaxation, the accuracy in resource
assignment decreases, which further increases the value of tcost.

4.4.5 Makespan-total

The overall makespan, Wtotai shown in Fig. 4.4 includes both the algorithm-running-overhead
and the execution time for the bag-of-tasks. It captures the trade-off between overhead and the

makespan. Note that for a small number of nodes, the solution space for ATSRAorg is small and,
thus, the overhead produced by running the algorithm is small. Thus, for a small number of

nodes ATSRAorg is the best option to be used at RA. For a small number of nodes, toH for
ATSRAssr and ATSRAbsr are comparable to that of ATSRAorg; whereas the tms-woH achieved by
ATSRAssr and ATSRAbSr are inferior to that achieved by ATSRAorg. As Wtotai is the sum of toH
and tms_woH, Wtotai achieved by using ATSRAorg is lower than Wtotai achieved with ATSRAssr
and ATSRAbsr when the number of nodes is small. It can be observed in Fig. 4.4, that when the

number of nodes is less than 24, ATSRAorg is the best algorithm to be used for minimizing
tms-total·
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It can also be observed from Fig. 4.4 that ATSRAssr produces the lowest value of tms.totai for a
range of intermediate values of the number of Grid nodes. Note that the accuracy of resource

allocation for ATSRASSr lies between that achieved with ATSRAorg and ATSRAbsr·

In Fig. 4.4, the high value of tms.totai at larger number of nodes observed for ATSRAorg
demonstrates the necessity of the need to find ways to reduce the algorithm-running-overhead as

the problem size increases. For a large number of nodes in ?, toH for ATSRAorg and ATSRAssr
are very high and the benefit of using accurate resource allocation is offset by very high value of
toH·

It can be observed in Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2 that for a large number of nodes, although ATSRAorg
and ATSRAssr give rise to lower tms-woH in comparison to ATSRAbsr, the advantage is offset by

the much higher toH produced by ATSRAorg and ATSRASSr· The net effect is that

tmS-totai

achieved by ATSRAorg and ATSRASSr is inferior to that of ATSRAbsr for a large number of nodes
(see Fig. 4.4). It can be observed from Fig. 4.4, that as number of nodes is increased beyond 48,
ATSRAbsr produces the lowest tms-totai among all ATSRA algorithms.
4.4.6 Cost-mstotal

Minimizing tms-totai and tc0St are somewhat contradictory performance objectives. In addition to
focusing on each of these objectives individually, it is also important to study the balance
achieved between these two performance objectives by the use of a particular ATSRA algorithm.
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cost-mstotal is used to quantify this balance, cost-mstotal is the product of the total cost of
executing all the tasks in the given bag-of-tasks (tcost) and the time in seconds required for
completing all the tasks in the given bag-of-tasks (tms.totai). In Fig. 4.5, the values of cost-mstotal,
which captures the trade-off between tms.totai and tcost, are plotted for the three ATSRA
algorithms.
When the number of nodes is below 72, the solution space given to each ATSRA algorithm is

small which produces small toH (see Fig. 4.5). Note that ATSRAorg always allocates the
resources with most precision irrespective of any system or workload parameters. Thus, for a

small number of nodes (below 72), ATRSAorg allocates the resources with most precision and
also generates a small algorithm-running-overhead due to a simpler solution space. The
combination of these translates into the lowest value of cost-mstotal (see Fig. 4.5). When the

number of nodes increases, toH achieved with ATSRAorg increases. As tms-totai is the sum of twoH
and toH, the increase in toH causes an increase in tms.totai· Note that the increased value of tms.totai

results in higher value of cost-mstotal for ATSRAorg. As a result ATSRAorg produces the highest
cost-mstotal, when the number of nodes are higher than 86. It can be observed that at higher
number of nodes (above 72), ATSRAbsr produces the lowest value of cost-mstotal (see Fig. 4.5).
Thus, if it is a small Grid (less than 72 nodes) and the objective is to achieve a balance between

tms-totai and tcost, then ATSRAorg algorithm should be used. For a larger Grid, (greater than 72)
nodes, constraint-relaxations used in ATSRAbsr is observed to effectively manage toH associated
with a larger solution space and should be the chosen at RA to reduce cost-mstotal. It is
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interesting to note that if the objective is to minimize cost-mstotal, ATSRAssr is not the best
choice for any number of nodes in the Grid.
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4.5 Performance Analysis of the Low Overhead RA Algorithms
The ATSRA algorithms are based on an exact a priori knowledge of unit processing and
communication times. The performance of two simple algorithms, LS and RRJR, is discussed in
this section. Both LS and RRJR use simple algorithms and have negligible algorithm-running-

overhead, toH· RRJR does not use any knowledge of the system parameters. LS uses only the
knowledge of computation costs associated with the resources. An analysis of the performance of
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these two RA algorithms is performed to understand the importance of using knowledge of
system parameters in resource allocation on performance.

4.5.1 Choice of the TRPS Policies

Only dynamic policies are used at the upper decision making module TRPS for this set of
experiments. The reason is that when the RRJR algorithm is used at RA, static TRPS policies
cannot be used at TRPS. This is because, RRJR dynamically allocates resources and unlike static
TRPS policies, the division of the algorithm in a mapping and an execution phase is not possible.

The TRPS policies used in this set of experiments use multiple partitioning of ? to allocate
resource-pools. As discussed in Section 3.6.4, multiple partitioning at TRPS limits the amount of
replication. Use of multiple partitioning TRPS policies allows the analysis of the effect of

limiting the replication. The two dynamic policies used are DRPmp and DRPmp.pro. DRPmp uses
equal sized partitions whereas DRPmp_pro assigns a larger partition to a task having a larger raw
data file; thus effectively providing more replication level to the task having larger raw data file.

The combination of RRJR and LS with DRPmp and DRPmp.pro gives rise to four different
allocation-plans; <DRPmp,RRJR>, <DRPmppro ,RRJR>,<DRPmp,LS> and <DRPmppro ,LS>.
4.5.2 Effect of Increasing the Number of Nodes on tms-totai
Fig. 4.6 shows the effect of increasing the number of nodes in ? on tms.totai· For RRJR based
allocation-plans, it can be observed that as the number of nodes is increased, each of the
allocation-plans shows an initial sharp drop in tms-totai - This is because, initially, the number of
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nodes is not enough to ran all the tasks in parallel. As the number of nodes in ? is increased,
more and more tasks start to run in parallel decreasing tms.totai· Once maximum possible tasks are

running in parallel, increasing number of nodes further has less dramatic effect on tms_totai· It can
be observed that with <DRPmp, LS> and <DRPmp_Pro, LS>, tms-totai decreases initially as the
number of nodes in ? is increased. This is because, initially, the number of nodes is not enough
to run all the tasks in parallel. As described in Section 3.6.3, there is no replication in LS-based
allocation-plans. Further decrease in tms_totai is attributed to the fact that increasing the number of
nodes in ? increases the probability of finding a faster node.For RRJR-based allocation-plans,

tms-totai is lowest at higher number of nodes in ?. This is attributed to higher level of replication as
the resource-pool assigned to each of the task is increased. Generally, <DRPmp-pro ,RRJR> is
better than <DRPmp ,RRJR> due the proportional resource partitioning which results in better
resource utilization and improvement in the tms_totai, as observed in the Fig. 4.6.

4.5.3 Effect of Increasing the Number of Nodes on tcost

Fig. 4.7 shows the effect on tcost as the number of nodes is increased. Note that the tcost of RRJR
based algorithm is quite high and it increases linearly with the increase in number of nodes. This
is because in RRJR, all the nodes in the resource-pool are used to process a particular task. Also,

the tcost for <DRPmp_pro ,RRJR> is lower than <DRPmp ,RRJR>, as the size of the resource-pool is
proportional to the length of raw data file of each task. This results in better management of
replication in <DRPmp.pro,RRJR> which is in line with the need of the each individual task.
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As there is no replication in LS, tcost associated with the LS-based allocation-plans is much
smaller than tcost associated with the RRJR-based allocation-plans. Contrary to RRJR based
allocation-plans, in LS-based allocation-plans, tcost drop slightly as the number of nodes is further
increased; as there is an increased selection of nodes for choosing the nodes with the lowest unit
processing times.
4.5.4 Effect of Increasing the Variance in Unit Communication Times on tms-totai
This set of experiments is conducted to analyze the behavior of the two low overhead RA
algorithms, as the variance in the unit communication times is increased. Note that the LS
algorithm chooses the resources based on the unit processing times only, as explained in the
Chapter 3. Thus, it is expected to perform good resource allocation, only if the variance in the
unit communication times is low. Fig. 4.8 shows the effect of increasing the variance of the unit
communication times on tms_totai- It can be observed that tms-totai increases sharply for LS-based
algorithms as the variance in unit communication times increases. This is because if the variance
of the unit communication times is high, time to perform data communication between two
nodes can vary across a wide range of values. As LS takes the resource allocation decision based
on unit processing times only, it may choose nodes having low unit processing times but very
high unit communication times. The choice of inefficient communication links deteriorates the
overall system performance when LS is used. It can be observed in Fig. 4.8 that for the RRJR
algorithm an increase in tms-totai is much less steep as compared to LS as the variance in the unit
transfer times is increased. When the variance in the unit communication times is high, there are
some very fast and some very slow communication links in the system. Unlike LS algorithm, if
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the RRJR algorithm chooses a very slow link, due to replication of resources it may have limited
effect on the value of Wtotai, unlike LS algorithm. The reason is that due to replication the job of

transferring the data through the slow link will be replicated on a redundant link that may be fast,
thus, reducing the overall impact of increase in variance in the unit communication times on the
value of Wtotai-

4.5.5 Effect of Increasing Mean Unit Communication Time on tms-totai
Fig. 4.9 shows the effect of increasing mean unit communication time on tms_totai - It can be
observed that both LS-based allocation-plans perform better than all other algorithm when unit
communication times are low. This is because in LS-based allocation-plans, the nodes are
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selected based on the unit processing times of nodes only. When the unit communication times
are negligible, tms_totai for LS-based allocation-plans is low. tms_totai increases sharply as the mean
unit communication times is increased. For RRJR based allocation-plans the increase in mean
unit communication time has less drastic effect on tms.totai due the process of replication which
results in the choice of redundant communication links between different nodes.
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4.6 Summary
In this chapter the performance of five different RA algorithms has been studied. First, the
performance of the three ATSRA-based algorithms has been analyzed. Then, the performance of
the two simple RA algorithms has been studied.
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For small Grids, having less than 32 nodes, ATSRAorg algorithm always gives the best
performance, irrespective of the performance objective. This is because in small Grids, the
solution space of the LP algorithm is not large and, thus, it does not generate significant
algorithm-running-overhead. As ATSRAorg allocates resources with the highest precision, it is
able to give the best performance for small Grids.
It is also concluded from the experiments described in this chapter that if the objective is to

minimize tcost, ATSRAorg should be used irrespective of the size of the Grid. Note that the
ATSRA-based algorithms are designed with the single objective of achieving the lowest tcost· As
ATSRAorg does not ignore any constraints, the resources are allocated with the maximum
precision and, thus, the use of ATSRAorg gives rise to the minimum tcost as compared to the other
two ATSRA-based algorithms.
It is also observed from the experimental results that for large Grids, the use of ATSRAbsr is
effective in effectively reducing the algorithm-running-overhead. ATSRAbsr is recommended to
be used at RA if the objective is to minimize tms-totai, or if the objective is to achieve a good
balance between tcost and tms.totai by minimizing cost-mstotal. The use of ATSRAssr is only
recommended for a medium sized Grid, having between 16 to 32 nodes, if the objective is to
reduce tms-totai.

When choosing between the two low overhead algorithms, if the objective is to minimize tcost,
the use of RRJR should always be avoided irrespective of the system and workload parameters.
On the other hand, if the objective is to minimize tms-totai, replication of jobs used by RRJR is
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observed to be quite effective in reducing tms-totai and RRJR performs well irrespective of the
number of nodes in the system.

The performance of the ATSRA-based algorithms and the simpler RA algorithms can be
compared by using the experimental results presented in this chapter. Note that the three ATSRA
algorithms generate considerable algorithm-running-overhead. The ATSRA algorithms also
require accurate knowledge of the unit processing and communication times. On the other hand,
RRJR and LS are simple RA algorithms having negligible algorithm-running-overhead. RRJR,

being a knowledge-free algorithm, does not need any knowledge of the system and workload
parameters. The effort put into the development of the ATSRA algorithms can only be justified if
the ATSRA algorithms perform better than the two proposed simple algorithms for a wide range

of workload and system parameters. Following observations can be made from the experimental
results presented in this chapter, which show that ATSRA-based RA algorithms perform better
than RRJR and LS algorithms for a wide range of workload and system parameters.
1- Irrespective of the size of the Grid, if the performance objective is to reduce tcost,
all three ATSRA algorithms perform better than both LS and RRJR (see Fig. 4.3
and Fig. 4.7).

2- If the objective is to reduce tms.totai, and the number of nodes is less then 48 then
the ATSRA-based algorithms perform better than both the LS and RRJR
algorithms (see Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.6)
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3- If the objective is to reduce tms-totai, and the number of nodes is greater then 48,

ATSRAbsr performs better than LS and RRJR. The performance of ATSRAorg and
ATSRAssr is worse than LS and RRJR due to large overheads produced.

A detailed comparison of the performance of the knowledge-based allocation-plans (based on
ATSRA algorithms) and the knowledge-free allocation-plans (based on RRJR) is performed in
Chapter 6.
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Chapter 5

Performance of the TRPS Policies

In the proposed BiLeG architecture, the upper level decision making module, TRPS, is
responsible for selecting the resource-pool and each TRPS policy proposes a different strategy
for it. To compare the performance of the TRPS policies under various system and workload
parameters, a set of experiments has been designed. The set of experiments is divided into
various groups such that each group is responsible for investigating a particular aspect of the
TRPS policies. A detailed discussion follows the description of each group of experiments. The
experimental setup and the workload model presented in Section 4.1 is used in this set of
experiments.

5.1 Effect of Increasing the Size of ? on the Performance of the TRPS
Policies

One of the primary functions of the TRPS polices is to assign a resource-pool to each of the tasks
in the given bag-of-tasks. A resource-pool of a particular task T¡ is represented by T¡ and is a
subset of the complete set of all the Grid nodes, ?. Different TRPS policies employ various
strategies to choose a resource-pool for each of the tasks. To study the effectiveness of the
resource-pool selection strategies, the analysis of the effect of increasing the size of ? on the
performance of the TRPS policies is performed. In this section various performance metrics are
measured as the size of ? is increased, while the other parameters related to the workload and the

system are held at their default values shown in Table 4.1. For all these experiments, the same
RA algorithm is used, so that meaningful comparison among TRPS policies can be performed.
The RA algorithm chosen is ATSRAorg, which is described in Chapter 3. The ATSRA0rg
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algorithm is chosen at RA because it provides the lowest value of tcost irrespective of any system
or workload conditions.

5.1.1 Effect of Increasing the Size of ? on Wwoh
Fig 5.1 presents the effect of increasing the number of nodes on tms_woH for various TRPS
policies. As described in Chapter 4, tms-woH is the time required for completing all the tasks in the
given bag-of-tasks, excluding the algorithm-running-ovearhead, toH· When the number of nodes
in ? is increased, the ATSRAorg algorithm used at RA has a larger set of resources to choose
from. The larger set of resources helps the ATSRAorg algorithm to choose cheaper resources,
which, in turn, helps in lowering Wwoh for all TRPS policies which can be observed in Fig. 5.1.
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Fig. 5.1: Impact of Increasing Number of Nodes on tms-woH for Different TRPS Policies
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As shown in Fig. 5.1, SRPsp has the highest Wwoh for a given number of nodes. The reason for
the highest value of tms_woH lies in the way resources are allocated in SRPsp, which introduces
considerable resource contention. Resource contention occurs when in the execution-phase, more
than one tasks want to use the same set of resources resulting in overlapping resource demands.

Note that, as indicated in Section 3.2, for the computing environment used in this research nodes
are not shared. Only one of the tasks is allowed to use a particular resource at a time and all
other tasks, needing same resource, have to wait until that resource becomes free. In SRPsp the
allocation of the resources consists of two completely independent phases; a mapping phase and
an execution phase. In the mapping phase, resource allocation of each of the tasks is performed
completely independent of the resource allocation of other tasks and the resources are chosen
from the same resource-pool. While this mapping strategy gives the "cheapest" set of resources
to each task, it also generates an overlap between the chosen sets of resources which are selected
for different tasks. In the execution phase, when a particular task is being executed, if there is an
overlap in the set of resources assigned to different tasks, other tasks may have to wait for the
complete set of resources they have been assigned, to become free. The resource contention adds
to the total time taken by the system to process the complete bag-of-tasks and thus increases
Wwoh (see Fig. 5.1).

In order to improve upon tms-woH obtained by using SRPsp, all other TRPS policies use various
strategies to reduce the resource contention experienced in SRPsp. The following three strategies
have been used in various TRPS policies to improve tms-woH·
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Strategy 1: Enhancement of the mapping phase of the SRPsp policy, by dividing the
resources into different partitions in multiple resource partitioning policies.

Strategy 2: Enhancement of the execution phase of the SRPsp policy, by introducing
backfilling.

Strategy 3: Use of Dynamic Resource allocation
The enhancement of the mapping phase of the SRPsp policy by dividing the Grid resources into

different partitions results in a TRPS policy named as SRPmp. In SRPmp, ? is divided into q fixed
partitions and the resource-pool for a particular task is created from one of the partitions of ?,
instead from the complete set of available nodes, ?. This strategy reduces the probability of the

overlapping of resources assigned to various tasks, as discussed in Chapter 3, and decreases
resource-contention. The decreased resource-contention results in lower tms.WoH for SRPmp (see
Fig. 5.1).

The second strategy of reducing resource-contention to improve Wwoh by using backfilling.

This strategy is used in SRPsp+BF. Note that the mapping phase of SRPsp+BF is the same as
SRPsp. In the execution phase, backfilling is triggered if a situation arises when some tasks are
waiting for the set of resources, they have been assigned, to become free when there are idle
resources in the system. This may be because these idle resources were not chosen to be assigned
to any task during the mapping phase because of higher cost associated with these resources. As
discussed in Section 3.5.3, backfilling leads to the dynamic creation of a new resource-pool for

the waiting task having the smallest raw data file, by using the set of idle resources. The amount
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of backfilling depends on the number of idle resources available at any time. As the number of
nodes in ? is increased, the nodes that are not assigned to any task increases, thus, increasing the

degree of backfilling. Experimental results show that backfilling significantly reduces tms-woHWhen the number of nodes in ? becomes greater then 72, <SRPsp+BF> exhibits the lowest tms.
woH among all TRPS policies (see Fig. 5.1).
The third strategy to reduce resource-contention associated with SRPsp is to use dynamic
resource allocation. This strategy is used in three TRPS policies, DRPsp, DRPmp and DRPmp.Pr0.
Dynamic TRPS policies use the dynamic resource allocation at TRPS to eliminate the resourcecontention introduced in the static TRPS polices. Note that tms.W0H for DRPsp in Fig. 5.1 is lower

than that for SRPsp for all number of nodes. The drawback of DRPsp is that there is an unfair
advantage for the tasks whose resource-pools are assigned earlier by TRPS. The resource-pool
for each of the subsequent tasks shrinks. To address this, in DRPmp, ? is divided into multiple
partitions. By dividing the available resources into different partitions, the resource-pool of the
first task is reduced to a particular partition of ? only. tms-WoH is further improved when the size
of each partition is chosen proportional to the size of raw data file in DRPms-pro as shown in
Fig. 5.1.

In multiple partitioning TRPS policies, increasing the number of partitions increases tcost and
decreases tms-totai· Note that the increase in number of partitions decreases the size of resourcepools available for each of the tasks, which limits the choice of resources for the RA algorithm
and thus results in an increased tcost. Increasing the number of partitions improves tms_totai in two

different ways. First, the increased number of partitions decreases resource contention which
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improves tms-totai· Second, by reducing the size of resource-pools, it reduces the complexity of the
solution space of the ATSRA algorithm used at RA , thus, reducing Wtotai- Based on an initial
set of experiments, four partitions seem to strike an effective compromise between tcost and
tms-totai. Thus four partitions are used in the investigation of all multiple partitioning policies.
Detailed analysis of the effect of the number of partitions on tms.totai and tcost and finding an
effective way of choosing the most suitable number of partitions for a set of particular system
and workload parameters form an important direction for future research.
5.1.2 Effect of Increasing the Size of ? on tcost

Fig 5.2 shows the effect of increasing the number of Grid nodes on tcost for various TRPS
policies. As described in Chapter 4, tcost is the total cost spent in executing all the tasks in the
given bag-of-tasks and directly depends on the total usage of the resources. The ATSRAorg
algorithm (used at RA for this set of experiments) is designed to allocate resources with the
objective of minimizing W- Generally, as the number of nodes is increased, the ATSRAorg

algorithm has a larger set of resources to choose from, which helps the algorithm to choose
cheaper resources and lowers tcost- This can be observed from Fig 5.2, where tcost tends to
decrease as the number of Grid nodes is increased for all TRPS policies, with the exceptions of

the SPRsp+BF policy. The different behavior of SPRsp+BF is due to the process of backfilling
used in SRPsp+BF. Backfilling is used to bring into play the resources that are not otherwise
being utilized at runtime. In backfilling a resource-pool is created at runtime by using the
resources that are not selected in mapping phase by the RA algorithm due to their higher costs.
Thus, backfilling uses "costlier" resources originally left out by the ATSRAorg algorithm during
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the mapping phase and generates higher values of tcost. In Fig. 5.2, it can be observed that as the
number of nodes is below 24, and there is negligible backfilling, the behavior of SRPsp+BF is

similar to SRPsp and tcost drops. As the number of nodes is increased above 24 nodes, backfilling
increases, driving up the value of tcost (see Fig. 5.2)
Another important observation from Fig. 5.2 is that the lowest value of tcost is associated with

SRPSp. When SRPsp is used at TRPS, the resource-pool for each task in the given bag-of-tasks
consists of ? which is the complete set of the available nodes. Thus, the ATSRAorg algorithm
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used at RA can choose the best of the resources for each of the tasks which results in generating
the lowest value of tcost for all number of nodes as compared to other TRPS policies.

Multiple partitioning is used in SRPmp in which ? is divided into q partitions. Each set of nodes
in a particular partition m is represented by Am. Note that in SRPmp the resource-pool for each of
the tasks is selected from one of the partitions. When the size of a partition Am, is approximately

equal to the number of partitions of a task T¡, (i.e \àm\~ p¡) there are not too many resources to
choose from for the RA algorithm and nearly all available resources have to be assigned to a
particular task regardless of the costs associated with them. As the size of ? increases, size of
each individual partition increases proportionally, providing a larger resource-pool and more
choices for the RA algorithm, thus lowering tcost· This can be observed in Fig. 5.2: for SRPmp,
tcost drops sharply as the size of ? is increased.

For the dynamic TRPS policies, the value of tcost is higher as compared to the static polices (see
Fig. 5.2). This is because the resource-pools are chosen only from the nodes which are not busy,
instead of the complete set of nodes. As the tasks start running, the resource allocation algorithm
chooses all the available resources to form the resource-pool of the first task. For the second task

the resource-pool "shrinks" and excludes the resources chosen for the first task as explained in
detail in Section 3.5.2.

Among three dynamic TRPS policies, tcost for DRPsp is the lowest as there is no partitioning in ?
and hence the resource-pool for the first task is chosen from the complete set of Grid nodes
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available and the resources leading to the lowest cost can be chosen. When partitioning is used in

DRPmp, tcost increases as the resource-pool of for the first task is chosen from one of the partitions
only, which is a subset of ?. tcost improves slightly when instead of the equal partitioning
proportional partitioning is used, resulting in a better utilization of the available resources.

5.2 Algorithm-running-overhead
Algorithm-running-overhead, toH, is the total time in seconds taken by the RA algorithm to
perform the resource allocation of all the tasks in the given bag-of-tasks. For a given RA
algorithm, t0H depends directly on the size of the solution space. For a particular task, the size of
its resource-pool is an indicator of the solution space for the RA algorithm. As various TRPS
policies use different strategies for selecting the size of the resource-pool, various TRPS policies
give rise to different t0H and its analysis forms an important component of the performance
analysis of the TRPS polices.
5.2.1 Effect of Algorithm-running-overhead on tms-totai
In calculating the makespan for the performance analysis of the TRPS policies conducted in
Section 5.1.1, tms-woH is used which does not take into account algorithm-running-overhead. This
section presents the results for tms.totai, which is the makespan obtained when algorithm-runningoverhead is included. Note that if an off-site computing facility is not used then tms_totai
represents the actual end-to-end time experienced by the end user for the processing of the given
bag-of-tasks and is important to analyze.
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Fig. 5.3 shows the effect of increasing the number of nodes on tms.totai for the different TRPS
policies. It is interesting to observe that tms.totai is minimized for various polices at different
number of nodes. When the number of nodes are 128, both the SRPsp and SRPsp+BF policies

give rise to one of the highest values of Wtotai. The highest value of Wtotai for SRPsp is due to the
fact that the solution space provided to the RA algorithm for each of the tasks consists of the
largest possible set of nodes, ?. SRPspalso has highest value of tms.totai when the number of nodes
are as low as 8. The high value of SRPsp when the number of nodes is between 8 and 16 is due to
resource-contention. When backfilling is added to reduce resource-contention in SRPsp+BF, it is
seen to be quite effective when the number of nodes is less than 24. In fact, introducing
backfilling generates one of the lowest Wwoh values for all values of ? (see Fig. 5.1). But, the
use of backfilling has another undesirable side-effect. It introduces considerable algorithmrunning-overhead, as the resource allocation algorithm has to run twice; once in the mapping
phase and then during backfilling process. As shown in Fig. 5.3, this translates into higher values
of Wtotai, especially for higher number of nodes. When multiple partitioning is used in SRPmp, it
considerably reduces tms-t0tai· The reduction in tms_totai is especially pronounced for high number of
nodes (for example 128) and is due to the combination of the two following factors.
1) Resource contention is reduced, as overlapping among the different resource
assignments made by the RA algorithm is reduced. The reason for the reduction in
the overlapping is the assigning of the resource-pool from one of the partitions of ?
in a round-robin fashion. If the number of tasks are more than the number of

partitions then there may still be some overlapping as some partitions have to be used
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for providing the resource-pool of more than one tasks, but the overlapping will
always be less than that of SRPsp, in which all resource-pools are assigned from the
single partition, ?.

2) The algorithm-running-overhead is reduced as the RA algorithm is given only a
partition of the total resources available as the resource-pool, considerably reducing
the solution space and hence the complexity of the problem.

In dynamic TRPS policies, resource-contention is reduced. For DRPsp, the resource-pools for all
the tasks are allocated from a single partition. When number of nodes are less than 72, tms.totai
obtained by using of DRPsp is low compared to other TRPS policies. As the number of nodes is
increased above 72, the solution space of the DRPsp, becomes increasingly complex generating
considerable overheads which makes tms.totai quite high. For a high number of nodes (above 72)

multiple partitioning in dynamic TRPS policies reduces algorithm-running-overhead and in turn,
decreasing tms-totai· Thus, when multiple partitioning is used in DRPmp and DRPmp-pr0) Wtotai is
further reduced as compared the value of tms_totai obtained when DRPsp is used.
5.2.2 Experimental Analysis of Algorithm-running-overhead
This set of experiments is designed to analyze the algorithm-running-overhead when different
TRPS policies are used. For analysis of system performance, it is important to know when the
system ran the resource allocation algorithm. Specifically, it is important to determine the
component of the algorithm-running-overhead that is expected to occur before the first task in
the given bag-of-tasks starts executing. The portion of the algorithm-running-overhead that
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occurs before the first task starts executing on the Grid system is termed as the algorithmrunning-overhead-offline (toH-off)· The remaining part of the algorithm-running-overhead, which
occurs after the first task starts executing on the Grid system is referred to as the algorithmrunning-overhead-online (toH-on)· If a major portion of t0H consists of t0H-0ff> it may translate into
a reduced tms-totai· For example, instead of using one of the Grid nodes to run the resource
allocation algorithm, a computing facility outside of the actual Grid (called the off-site computing
facility) can be used to run the resource allocation algorithm.
There are three potential advantages of using an off-site computing facility:
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1) A fast computer, not connected to the Grid, may be used as an off-site computing
facility. This may result in considerable reduction of toH due to the increased
computing power, which may, in turn, reduce the total makespan, tms.totai· The detailed
analysis of the effects of reducing toH on tms-totai by increasing computing power is
presented in Section 5.2.4.

2) The off-site computing facility, not being part of the Grid, may have a lower value of
ß (cost in dollars per hour) as compared to the Grid nodes. The lower ß value for the
node used for processing may have a considerable effect on the total cost associated
with processing the given bag-of-tasks.

3) If the given bag-of-tasks is scheduled to be processed sometime in the future using
the Grid, the off-site computing facility can be used beforehand to complete the

mapping phase of the TRPS policy used. This will result in creating the mapping
between each of the tasks and the set of resources allocated to it. Once this mapping
is created, it can be provided to the Grid at runtime to directly start the execution

phase associated with the policy. In this case, at runtime, only toH-on will be incurred
hence reducing the algorithm-running-overhead which, in turn, decreases tms_totai and
improves the overall performance of the system.

For a given bag-of-tasks, the value of toH-off depends on whether the TRPS policy being used is a
static TRPS policy or a dynamic one. In a static TRPS policy, all the algorithm-running-
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overhead is incurred during the mapping phase. At the end of the mapping phase, all the
resources have been allocated and no resource allocation takes place during the execution phase.
Hence for a static TRPS policy,
toH-Off = toH and toH-on= 0

Because no algorithm-running-overhead is incurred when the tasks are being processed, static
TRPS policies are good candidates for use, when an off-site computing facility is available.
In case of a dynamic TRPS policy, there are no separate mapping and execution phases. The
resource allocation occurs dynamically as the tasks are being executed and the algorithmrunning-overhead is "embedded" in the total makespan for the given bag-of-tasks. In a dynamic
TRPS policy, algorithm-running-overhead-offline, t0H-off, is equal to the time the resource
allocation algorithm spends in allocating the resources for the first task in the given bag-of-tasks.
If toHi is the algorithm-running-overhead associated with allocating resources for the first task,
then for a dynamic TRPS policy:
toH-off = toHi and toH-on= toH - torn

In a dynamic TRPS policy, the use of an off-site computing facility is not very useful as toH-off is
only a small portion of toH·

5.2.3 Effect of Increasing the Size of ? on Algorithm-running-overhead
Fig 5.4, Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6 show t0H-on , toH-off and t0H respectively for the different TRPS
policies. It can be observed that for the two static TRPS policies, SRPsp and SRPmp, t0H-on is
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zero. The use of backfilling in SRPsp+BF generates some interesting algorithm-running-overhead
patterns. Note that t0H-off for SRPsp+BF is equal to the t0H-off of the SRPsp. This is because in

both SRPsp and SRPsp+bf, mapping phases are similar, thus generating exactly identical plots of
toH-off as shown in Fig. 5.5. For SRPsp+bf, resource-allocation also occurs in the execution phase
due to backfilling, which is contrary to SRPsp. Thus toH-on is non-zero for backfilling based
SRPsp+bf TRPS policy.

As expected, it can be observed that for the dynamic TRPS policies, toH-off is small as compared
to the static policies. On the other hand, for a dynamic TRPS policy t0H-on is the time the
algorithm takes in allocating resources for all the tasks, except the first task. For DRPsp, t0H-on,
increases sharply as the number of nodes is increased in the system (see Fig. 5.4). One of the
ways to reduce toH-on for DRPsp at large number of nodes is to divide ? into partitions. It reduces
toH-on because subdividing the solution space for the LP algorithm into smaller subsets decreases
the algorithm-running-overhead. This reduction of toH-on at higher number of nodes due to
multiple partitioning can be observed from Fig. 5.4 where toH-on for DRPmp and DRPmp-pro is less
than that of DRPsp when the number of nodes in ? is greater than 108.

Fig. 5.6 shows the value of toH as the number of nodes is increased. Note that toH is the
summation of toH-on and toH-off · For a small number of nodes, the problem size for the two single

partition static policies (i.e. SRPsp and SRPsp+bf) is small and not too much algorithm-running-
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overhead is produced by the execution of the algorithm (see Fig. 5.6). toH associated with these
two static policies can be observed to rise sharply as number of nodes in ? is increased beyond
approximately 56. Among the static policies, SRPsp+bf has the highest value of toH· One of the
reason for the highest toH for SRPsp+bf lies in the fact that SRPsp+bf is the only policy in which

ATSRAorg is executed twice; once in the mapping phase and then at runtime when Reducing
Resource-pool Algorithm is used. SRPmp is observed to effectively control toH at higher number
of nodes but when the number of nodes is increased above 96, toH increases as each partition size

in SRPmp increases proportionally, making the solution space of ATRSAorg more complex. The
results for dynamic polices for toH are similar to the results of dynamic policies for toH-on that
have already been discussed earlier in this section.

5.2.4 Impact of Overhead of Running the RA Algorithm
The CPU speed of the node at which the RA algorithm is run has a direct effect on t0H- One way
of decreasing the algorithm-running-overhead, toH , is to run the resource allocation algorithm on
a more powerful computer. In this section, the relative performance of the different TRPS
policies is analyzed as the CPU speed of the node running the resources allocation algorithm is
changed. Note that if the computing power of the node running the resource allocation algorithm
is increased, toH decreases linearly. The default values of the algorithm-running-overhead is
computed by running the RA algorithm on a computer with an Intel Dual Core Pentium 2.0 GHz
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processor, 2GB of RAM, running Microsoft XP Professional SP2. The configuration associated
with this system has been represented by a label IX. To quantify the effect of increasing the
computing power of the node which is running the RA algorithm on the overall system
performance, the following convention is used. Computer configurations are labelled by their
computing speed relative to the configuration labelled IX. A computer configuration is labelled
AX if it results in a toH that is 1/A of the toH achieved with the configuration labelled IX. Thus,

configuration labelled 2X results in halving the toH achieved with the configuration labelled IX.
Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8 show the impact of increasing the number of nodes in ? on Wtotai for 2X
and 4X configurations. The tms_t0tai incurred using the default configuration, IX, is shown in
Fig. 5.9.
Note that tms.totai is the sum of tms-woH and toH· By increasing the computer speed of the node

responsible for running the RA algorithm, tms_woH remains unchanged but íoh is decreased.
Intuitively, it can be said that as the RA algorithm is run on a faster computer, the TRPS policies
that generate large íoh will perform better.
It can be observed from Fig. 5.7, Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.9 that generally, as the resource-allocationalgorithm is run on a faster computer, amount of íoh decreases and the tms-totai improves for all the
policies.

5.2.4.1 Effect of Increasing CPU Speed on Backfilling
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Fig. 5.7, Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.9 show that SRPsp+BF gives the lowest amount of tms_totai among all
TRPS policies for small number of nodes. It can be observed that in IX configuration, SRPsp+BF
generates the lowest amount of tms-totai among all TPvPS policies if the number of nodes are less
than 24. As the configuration is changed to 2X, SRPsp+BF gives the lowest value of tms_totai if the
number of nodes are less than 32; whereas in 4X configuration SRPsp+BF gives the lowest value
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of tms-totai if the number of nodes are less than 44. The increased number of nodes, for which

SRPSp+BF is the best TRPS policy, shows that the increase in CPU speed has more pronounced
effect on SRPsp+BF as compared to other TRPS polices. As discussed in Section 5.2.3,

SRPSp+BF produces the highest amount of t0H regardless of the system and workload parameters.
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Note that tms-totai is the sum of tms_WoH and t0H- As the RA algorithm is run on a faster computer,

amount of toH decreases. As SRPsp+BF has highest proportion of toH in tms_totai among all TRPS
policies, tms_totai related to SRPsp+BF improves considerably as compared to the other TRPS
policies.

Regardless of the computer speed when number of nodes becomes 120, SRPsp+BF always
generates highest value of tms-t0tai· This is because when number of nodes are high, the solution
space for the RA algorithm used by SRPsp+BF in the mapping phase becomes complex. The
combination of having a complex solution space at mapping phase, combined with toH incurred
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when Reducing Resource-pool Algorithm is used, translates into highest value of tms.totai for

SRPsp+BF among all TRPS policies. Although, as the computing speed is increased, tms.totai is
observed to be reduced for SRPsp+BF, but it remains the worst performing policy among all the
TRPS policies at large number of nodes.
5.2.4.2 Effect of Increasing CPU Speed on Multiple Partitioning
For SRPmp, in IX configuration when the number of nodes is 128, SRPmp has the lowest Wtotai
among all the TRPS policies (see Fig. 5.9). Note that in SRPmp, multiple partitioning is added to
SRPsp, in order to control toH- With a higher speed computer running the RA algorithm, as toH
becomes less significant in Wtotai, the benefit obtained from reducing the toH by using multiple
partitions in SRPmp is also reduced and SRPmp is no more the best performing TRPS policy. The
relative performance of SRPmp in comparison to other TRPS polices drops further when the 4X
configuration is used.

5.3 Achieving a Balance between Makespan and Total cost
Experimental results presented in Section 5.1 and Section 5.2, indicate that minimizing
makespan and total cost are somewhat contradictory performance objectives. The contradictory
nature of these two performance objectives is best highlighted by the performance of SRPsp.
When SRPsp is used at TRPS, the lowest value of tcost is incurred for all system and workload
parameters. At the same time, the use of SRPsp also generates one of the highest values of
tms-woH- Also, the use of SRPsp at TRPS generates one of the highest algorithm-running-overhead
among various TRPS policies, resulting in high values of Wtotai· All other TRPS policies,
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employ different strategies to reduce resource contention to decrease tms_woH and to limit the
algorithm-running-overhead. The decrease in Wwoh and the algorithm-running-overhead result
in the reduction of tms.t0tai, at the expense of increased tcost· This highlights the inherent trade-off
among various performance metrics produced by the TRPS policies. In addition to focusing on
each performance metric individually, it is also important to study the various trade-offs in the
performance metrics achieved by the different TRPS policies. In utility Grid computing or
Cloud Computing, tcost is the total dollar cost incurred to process a given bag-of-tasks and may be
related to the resource provider's costs. tms.totai is the total end-to-end time taken by the Grid to
process the given bag-of-tasks and is related to the end user's experience. For some applications,
the objective may to strike a good balance between these two performance metrics that translates
to providing a good end-user's experience at a reasonable cost. To study the degree to which
each of the TRPS policy addresses this inherent trade-off, it is important to quantify the
combined objective of minimizing the makespan and the total cost by some new performance
metric. Two new performance metrics have been defined to quantify the combined objective.
Cost-Makespan-total (cost-mstotal): The product of the total cost spent in executing all
the tasks in the given bag-of-tasks (tcost) and the time required for completing all the tasks
in the given bag-of-tasks (Wtotai)·

Cost-Makespan-without-overhead(cost-ms-WOH): The product of the total cost spent
in executing all the tasks in the given bag-of-tasks (tcost) and the time required for
completing all the tasks in the given bag-of-tasks excluding the algorithm-runningoverhead, (Wwoh).
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As cost-mstotal is the product of tcost and Wtotai, it quantifies the tradeoff between tcost and tms_totai
achieved by a particular allocation-plan. Similarly, cost-ms-WOH is indicative of the balance
achieved between W and tms-woH achieved by a given allocation-plan. Fig. 5.10 and Fig. 5.11
present cost-ms-WOH and cost-mstotal for each of the TRPS policies as a function of the
number of nodes in the Grid.

It can be observed from Fig. 5.10 that cost-ms-WOH decreases as the number of nodes is
increased. This is due to the fact that as the number of nodes is increased, the RA algorithm is
able to allocate faster resources to each of the tasks in the bag-of-tasks. Fig. 5.11 shows the
results of cost-mstotal as the number of nodes in the Grid is increased. It can be observed that for

SRPsp, cost-mstotal first decreases as the number of nodes are increased. This decrease is
attributed to the fact that increased number of nodes provides more choices for the RA algorithm
to choose resources, thus decreasing tcost· It also reduces resource-contention and thus decreases
tms-totai· As cost-mstotal is a product of tcost and tms.totai, the reduction of both tcost and tms_totai
decreases cost-mstotal, as the number of nodes is increased. But, as number of nodes is increased

above 64, the high t0H generated by the ATSRAorg running on the single partition consisting of
all available nodes, weighs in. This significantly increases Wtotai which, in turn, produces an
increase in cost-mstotal as the number of nodes is increased further above 64. SRPmp adds
multiple partitioning to SRPsp and effectively reduces t0H for large number of nodes, thus
resulting in the lowest value of cost-mstotal among all the policies at higher number of nodes.
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SRPSp+BF achieves a good balance between tcost and tms.totai when the number of nodes are
below 32, producing the lowest value of cost-mstotal. Note that SRPsp+BF generates the highest
toH regardless of any system and workload parameters. As the number of nodes are increased

beyond 32, the high values of toH generated by SRPsp+BF due to an increasingly complex
solution space drive cost-mstotal high. When the number of nodes is above 88, SRPsp+BF gives
the worst balance between tcost and tms-totai producing the highest amount of cost-mstotal.

For DRPSp, cost-mstotal is high for a large number of nodes due to the high toH generated. High
toH is generated for DRPsp for a large number of nodes due to the complex solution space
provided to the Reducing Resource-pool Algorithm used by DRPsp. When multiple partitioning is
used in DRPmp, toH is effectively reduced and the value of cost-mstotal is lowered indicating a
better balance between tcost and tms-totai·

5.4

Performance of Various TRPS Policies under Different Workload
Conditions

The BiLeG architecture is designed in a way that it can process any bag-of-tasks as long as each
constituent task satisfies the three characteristics of a PBDT task (see Section 3.1.2). The flexible
design of BiLeG architecture allows it to be used for various different types of applications,
which typically generate workloads which are quite different in characteristics from one another.
In order to analyze the performance of various TRPS policies as the workload characteristics
change, key performance metrics are measured as the workload parameters are varied. This
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section analyzes the performance of various TRPS policies for different values of mean and
variance of the lengths of the raw data files of the constituent PBDT tasks.
To investigate the performance of the TRPS policies for different type of resource-intensive
applications two performance metrics, tcost and tms_woH are selected. Note that Wtotai is not
selected because changing the mean and variance of the lengths of the raw data file of the
constituent tasks has no effect on the algorithm-running-overhead, toH·

5.4.1 Effect of Increasing the Variance of the Lengths of Raw Data Files of the
Constituent Tasks On Performance

This section discusses the effect of increasing variance of the lengths of the raw data files of the

constituent tasks on the performance of the various TRPS policies. The two performance metrics,
Wwoh and tcost are discussed in separate sub-sections.
5.4.1.1 The Makespan-without-overhead

Fig. 5.12 shows the impact of increasing the variance of the lengths of the raw data files of tasks
on Wwoh for various TRPS policies. In general, as the variance of the lengths of the raw data
files of the constituent tasks is increased, Wwoh increases for all TRPS policies. The reasons for
the increase of tms-woH for static and dynamic polices are quite different. For the dynamic TRPS

policies the increase in Wwoh tends to be more pronounced (see Fig. 5.12). The reason for the
increase in Wwoh for the dynamic TRPS policies is based on fact that they give rise to a

reducing resource-pool explained in detail in Chapter 3 and the resource-pool allocation depends
on the position of a particular task in the given bag-of-tasks. Generally, the tasks which are
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earlier in the queue are allocated a larger resource-pool. If the variance of the lengths of the raw
data files of the constituent tasks is zero, all tasks have equal raw data files and the position of a

particular task in the bag-of-task does not matter. As the variance of the lengths of the raw data
files of the constituent tasks is increased, the difference among the lengths of the raw data files

also increases. When dynamic TRPS policies are used when the variance of the lengths of the
raw data files of the constituent tasks is high, it frequently leads to a situation where a task
having a small raw data file is allocated a larger resource-pool because it is positioned earlier in

the bag-of-task as compared to a task having larger raw data file which is located later in the
given bag-of-tasks. By allocating a larger resource-pool to a smaller task, more efficient
resources are allocated to tasks having a smaller raw data file, as compared to the tasks having

larger raw data files. This "unfair" resource allocation deteriorates the overall resource utilization
and leads to higher Wwoh· Also, it can be observed from Fig. 5.12 that tms.W0H for DRPsp
increases more sharply as compared DRPmp. DRPmp uses multiple partitioning which limits the
maximum size of a resource-pool of a task. For example, if a task having a small raw data file
(relative to other tasks) is the first in the bag-of-tasks, the maximum size of resource-pool
allocated to it is equal to the size of the partition, and not the complete set of available Grid

resources, |?| (which was in the case of DRPsp). Thus, multiple partitioning reduces the degree of
advantage that the tasks earlier in the bag-of-tasks can have, resulting in a better distribution of
resources, which, in turn, reduces, tms.woH as observed in Fig. 5.12. When proportional

partitioning is used in DRPMppro, it further decreases the value of tms_woH· It may be observed
that the benefits obtained by proportional partitioning becomes more and more pronounced as
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Fig. 5.12: Effect of Increase in Variance of the Lengths of Raw Data Files of the
Constituent Tasks on tms.WoH

the variance of the lengths of the raw data files of the constituent tasks is increased (see
Fig. 5.12).

SRPSp+BF uses backfilling for dynamic resource allocation. The process of backfilling allocates
resources for the task which is waiting in the queue due to resource contention and has the
smallest raw data file, as discussed in Section 3.5.3. Backfilling reduces Wwoh by decreasing
the amount of waiting time each resource has to experience due to resource-contention. With
backfilling, by choosing the task with the smallest raw data file waiting in the queue for

resource-pool allocation, the tasks having large raw data files still use the original resource-pool
allocated to them during the mapping phase. The on-the-fly resource-pool allocation performed
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by backfilling is done for tasks having smaller raw data files. This reduces resource-contention
but also uses more expensive resources. An increase in the variance of the lengths of the raw data
files of the constituent tasks increases the number of tasks with smaller raw data files. Then tasks

with the smaller raw data files can be allocated resources using backfilling which effectively
reduces resource-contention and decreases tms_woH.
5.4.1.2 Total Cost

Fig. 5.13 shows the effect of increasing the variance of the lengths of the raw data files of the
constituent tasks on tcost· It can be observed from Fig. 5.13 that SRPsp has the lowest tcost
associated with it, regardless of the variance of the lengths of the raw data files of the constituent
tasks. As discussed in Section 3.5.1, SRPsp assigns the largest possible resource-pool to each of
the task and tcost associated with SRPsp is always lowest regardless of any system or workload
parameters. Another observation to note is that SRPsp+BF is the only policy for which tcost tends
to drop as the variance of the lengths of the raw data files of the constituent tasks is increased. In
backfilling, the process of resource-allocation starts with the task having the smallest raw data
file being selected from the set of tasks waiting for the assigned set of resources to become free.
An increase in the variance of the lengths of the raw data files of the constituent tasks results in

some very large files and some very small files. In SRPsp+BF, the increased number of waiting
tasks with smaller raw data files results in the choice of the resources for tasks with smaller raw

data files through backfilling. At the same time, the tasks with larger raw data files are handled
by static resource allocation components of the TRPS policy. As the variance of the lengths of
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the raw data files of the constituent tasks is increased, resources are better utilized when

SRPSp+BF is used and W is observed to have a slight decreasing trend (see Fig. 5.13).
Note that for the three dynamic TRPS policies used, tcost increases as the variance of the lengths
of the raw data files of the constituent tasks is increased. Dynamic TRPS policies are based on

the reducing resource-pool algorithm in which the size of the resource-pool allocated to a
particular task depends on the position of the task in the given bag-of-tasks. When the variance
of the lengths of the raw data files of the constituent tasks is high, a particular task having a large
raw data file may be allocated a small resource-pool, due to its position in the bag-of-tasks. Due
to the limited resources available in a small resource-pool, one of the partitions of the task

having a large raw data file may have to be allocated to a computing or communication resource
having high tcost· This results in the increase in tcost as the variance of the lengths of the raw data
files of the constituent tasks is increased as observed from the plots of DRPsp, DRPmp and
DRPmp.pro in Fig. 5.13.
5.4.2 Effect of Increasing the Mean Length of the Raw data Files of the Constituent
Tasks On the Performance

As described in Chapter 2, PBDT tasks are responsible for transferring very large amounts of
data that need to be processed before it can be used at a set of sink nodes. In this section, the
effect of increase in the average length of the raw data files for the PBDT tasks on tms_woH and
tcost is analyzed for different TRPS policies. Note that the variance of the lengths of raw data files
of the tasks in the bag-of-tasks is kept constant while performing this set of experiments.
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Fig. 5.13: Effect of Increase in Variance of the Sizes of Raw Data Files of the Constituent
Tasks on tcost

5.4.2.1 Total Cost

The effect of increasing the mean length of the raw data files of the constituent tasks on tcost is
captured in Fig. 5.14. Intuitively, tcost is expected to increase as the average length of the raw
data files of the PBDT tasks increases. This is because this increase leads to an increase in the

overall workload for the tasks which directly increases the overall usage of the resources. Recall
that tcost is the total cost spent in executing all the tasks in the given bag-of-tasks and directly
depends on the total usage of the resources. Thus, as the length of the raw data file of the
constituent tasks is increased, tcost increases steadily for all TRPS policies (see Fig. 5.14).
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It can be observed from Fig. 5.14 that the lowest value of tcost for any mean length of the raw
data files of the constituent tasks is associated with SRPsp. Note that when SRPsp is used at
TRPS, the resource-pool for each task in the given bag-of-tasks is the complete set of the
available nodes. Thus, the ATSRAorg algorithm used at RA can choose the best of the resources
for each of the tasks which results in generating the lowest value of tcost as compared to other
TRPS policies.

Among three dynamic TRPS policies, tcost for DRPsp is the lowest as there is no partitioning in ?.
When partitioning is used in DRPmp, tcost increases as compared to tcost associated with DRPsp as
the resource-pool of the first task is chosen from one of the partitions only, which is a subset of
?. tcost improves when instead of the equal partitioning, proportional partitioning is used,
resulting in a better utilization of the available resources.
5.4.2.2 Makespan-without-overhead
The effect as the mean of the length of the raw data files of the tasks on tms_WOH is captured in

Fig. 5.15. Note that tms_WOH is the time required for completing all the tasks in the given bag-oftasks, excluding the algorithm-running-overhead, t0H- Since larger raw data files take longer to

process, tms.WoH is expected to increase as the average length of the raw data file of each of the
PBDT task increases. As shown in Fig. 5.15, for each TRPS policy, Wwoh increases steadily
with an increase in the mean length of the raw data files of the constituent tasks.
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It can be observed that SRPsp has the highest tms.WOH for a given mean length of raw data files of
the constituent tasks (see Fig. 5.15). The reason for this highest value of tms.WOH lies in the way

resources are allocated in SRPsp, which introduces considerable resource contention. Resource
contention occurs when in the execution phase, multiple tasks want to use the same set of
resources resulting in overlapping resource demands. When dynamic allocation of unused

resources is added through backfilling in SRPsp + BF, performance is improved drastically. For
other dynamic policies, DRPsp performs well for smaller lengths of raw data files. But, when the
length of the files is increased over 1500MB, the performance is observed to deteriorate sharply.

This happens when the unfair advantage that DRPsp gives to the tasks that are handled earlier by
the TRPS begins to deteriorate the performance of larger raw data files. The performance

improves when this deficiency is minimized through the creation of multiple partitions in DRPmp
(see Fig. 5.15). The results are further improved when the size of each of the partitions is chosen

proportional to the length of raw data files of the constituent tasks for DRPmp_pro.

5.5

Discussion

This chapter presented a detailed performance analysis of the different TRPS policies. The
experimental results presented in this chapter show that the choice of an appropriate TRPS policy
depends on three factors that are discussed next.
1) The optimization objective; i.e. the performance metric to be minimized, Wt0ai, W
WOH Or tcost
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2) The workload parameters; i.e. the mean and variance of the lengths of the raw data
files of the tasks.

3) The system parameters; i.e. the number of nodes in the Grid

In this research, SRPsp produces the lowest value of tcost· The experimental results confirm that if
the objective is to minimize tcost then SRPsp is always the best choice regardless of any system or
workload parameters. On the other hand, SRPsp produces one of the highest values of tms.woH
regardless of the system or workload parameters. SRPsp also generates higher values of tms.totai in
comparison to other allocation-plans.
Analysis of the effects of change in various workload parameters on the performance of TRPS
policies reveals that variance of the lengths of the raw data files of the constituent tasks is one of
the important factors in determining the suitability of a TRPS policy. When the variance of the
lengths of the raw data files of the constituent tasks is high, and the objective is to reduce
tms-woH, using backfilling seems to be an effective strategy. Thus, for high variance workload
with an objective of reducing makespan, SRPsp+BF is a good choice.
The process of the choosing an appropriate TRPS policy for various system and workload
parameters is be summarized next.

For Large Grids: (Having more than 64 nodes): Multiple partitioning used in static
TRPS policies reduces the solution space, giving good results for all performance
metrics. Thus, SRPmp is recommended for large Grids.
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For Medium Grids: (Having 32 to 64 nodes): DRPsp has the lowest value of tms-totai and
is recommended to be used.

For Small Grids: (Having less than 32 nodes): DRPmp_pro is recommended because it is
observed to have a good performance for all performance metrics.
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Chapter 6
6.1

Performance Analysis of the Allocation-plans

Introduction

Each allocation-plan in the BiLeG architecture represents a particular technique to process a
given bag of PBDT task. As observed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, different workload and system
parameters require different resource allocation techniques to meet a particular performance
objective. Before analyzing the performance of the allocation-plans, this thesis presented the
performance analysis for each of the two decision making levels of the BiLeG architecture
individually (see Chapter 4 and Chapter 5). Analyzing each of the decision making levels in
isolation provides an opportunity to study the performance of the algorithms used at a particular
decision making level only, before studying the combined effect of different polices and
algorithms deployed at both the upper and the lower decision making levels. Following this
approach, Chapter 4 has focused on the lower decision making module, RA, and the performance
of the RA algorithms was analyzed while a specific TRPS policy was used. In Chapter 5, the
focus was changed to the upper decision making module, TRPS, and its performance was
investigated by keeping the RA algorithm unchanged for all sets of experiments. The combined

effect of using a particular TRPS policy and a specific RA algorithm is presented in this chapter.
First, in this chapter a lower bound for the total cost is calculated. Second, the performance of
various allocation-plans is investigated by analyzing system performance under different system
and workload parameters. For performance investigation, different allocation-plans have been
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grouped according to the resource-allocation strategies they employ. Finally, conclusions drawn
from the experimental results are presented.

6.2 Computation of the Lower Bound on tcost
The resource allocation, considered in this research, is a known NP-complete problem. Thus,
finding an optimal solution for a given combination of system and workload parameters is very
compute-intensive. Instead of comparing the results achieved by using different allocation-plans
with the results achieved by an optimal solution, the approach taken in this chapter is to calculate
a lower-bound for tcost by using an analytic method and compare tcost achieved by using various

allocation-plans with this lower bound, tC0StLB. Note the objective function of the RA algorithm
proposed in this research is to minimize tcost incurred while processing the given bag-of-tasks and
thus, a lower bound on tcost is calculated.

The approach used in the calculation of the lower bound is to first identify the minimum unit
processing and communication times in each of the unit computing and communication time
metrics defined in Chapter 3, and assume that all unit processing and communication times are
equal to the minimum time. It generates a lower bound, because the lowest possible value of time
is used for all computing and communication jobs of each of the tasks.
For calculating the lower bound, let

d"(nsrc,Ks)

:

min [CCsrc_Ks]

d" (A5Ks)

:

min[Cc.

]
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d(nsrc,A)

:

min [CCsrc_J

CPA

:

min tCPJ

CpKs

:

min [CpJ

where [CCsrc_K ], [CCsrc_A],[CCA_K ] , [CpA] and [CPk ] contains unit communication times metrics
and correspond to the vector representing unit communication times from source to ks, the
vector representing unit communication times source to ?, the vector representing unit
communication times from ? to ks, the vector representing unit processing-times at ? and the
vector representing unit processing-times at ks respectively.
Recall that for PBDT tasks, the raw data file needs to be processed before it can be used at a set
of sink nodes. The data processing facilities are at the following three locations:
At the source node, nsrc
At each of the sink nodes in ks
-

At each of the nodes in the Grid

Corresponding to each of the choices for processing the data, a particular PBDT task can be
processed in one of the following three ways:
1) In the first way, the unpartitioned raw data file is processed at nsrc and sent to the set
of sink nodes. All or some of the nodes in ks can use this way to process the given
PBDT task. If ki nodes from the set of sink nodes ks use this way for the processing
the given PBDT task, the lower bound for tcost for a particular task q, represented by

tcostlLBa>iscomPutedas:
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tcostlLBq _ ^q Í ^l£qasrc-sinkd (nsrc, Ks) + ßCpsrc }

(6.1)

Note that the first term within parenthesis on the right hand side is the cost for
transferring one unit of processed data from the source node to ki nodes. The second
term within parenthesis on the right hand side is the unit cost of processing data at the

source node. By multiplying the summation of these two terms with Lq, which is the
length of raw data file of the task q, the total cost for the task q is obtained.

Reorganizing the terms on the right hand side of Eq. 6.1 yields:

tcostlLB = LqPCpsrc + L^q £qasrc-sinkd (nsrc> Ks)Jkl

(6-2)

Let

(6.3)

O)1 = LqßCp_src

and ?? = Lq£qasrc_sinkd-(nsrc,Ks)

(6.4)

By using Eq. 6.2, Eq. 6.3 and Eq. 6.4, we get:

tcostiLBq = F? +1FIk1

(6.5)

2) The second way is to send the unprocessed and unpartitioned raw data file to each of
the nodes in ks where it is processed. If k2 nodes from the set of sink nodes ks use
this way for the processing of the given PBDT task, the lower bound for tcost

associated this choice for a particular task q, represented by tC0St2LB , is calculated
as:
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tcost2LBq- Lq{k2asrc-sink d (nsrc, ks) + ßk2CPi<s }

(6.6)

The first term within parenthesis on the right hand side is the cost for transferring one
unit of data from the source node to Ic2 number of the sink nodes. The second term

within parenthesis on the right hand side is total unit cost of processing data at k2
node.

Reorganizing the terms on the right hand side of the Eq. 6.6 yields:

tcost2LBq = lLq{<Xsrc-sink " (.nsrcKs) + P^Vk5 ->J 2
Let ?2 — ¡"qOCsrc-sink " (.nsrc'KsJ ~^~ pCpKs

(6-7)
(6.8)

By using Eq. 6.7 and Eq. 6.8, we get:

W2LB(J= 1^k2

(6.9)

3) The third way is to process the data at the Grid nodes. In this case, the raw data file is

partitioned and sent to ? where it is processed. From ?, the processed partitions are
transferred to ks. If k3 nodes from the set of sink nodes ks use this way for the
processing of the given PBDT task, the lower bound for tcost of a particular task q

represented by tC0St3lB is computed as:

tcostSLB^lPqßC^ + pqaind-(nsrc,A) + (pqk3)eqaoutd' (? ,K5)]
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(6.10)

The first term within parenthesis on the right hand side is the unit cost of processing pq
partitions at the Grid. As discussed in Section 3.1.3, PBDTflxed tasks are considered in

this research. Thus, a task Tq consists of pq number of equal-sized partitions. Recall
that, as discussed in Chapter 3, only one of the partitions can be processed by a Grid
node at a time. The second term within parenthesis on the right hand side is the unit

cost of transferring data from source node to pq nodes in the Grid. The third term
within parenthesis on the right hand side is the unit cost of transferring pq processed
partitions to k3 number of sink nodes. Note that the size of each partition is by Lq/pq.
By multiplying these three terms with the size of each partition, total cost is obtained.
By reorganizing the terms on the right hand side of Eq. 6.10, we get,

tCost3LBq =Lq[{ßcPA + aind~ insrc^) } + eqaoutk3d~{? ,ks ) ]

(6.11)

= ILqßCPA + Lqaind" (nsro ^)] + [Lq£qCC0Utd- (A1K8 )]k3

(6.12)

Let, a>3=LqßCpA + Lqaind (nsrc,A)

(6.13)

?3=1^e?a011?a- (? , ks )

(6.14)

By using Eq. 6.12, Eq. 6.13 and Eq. 6.14, we get,
(6.15)

tcost3LBq = F3 + «F3k3
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The lower bound for tcost is calculated by finding the values of ki, k2 and k3 that produce the
lowest tcost- The objective of finding the lower bound can be formulated as following:

minimize tcostLBq = ??F? + ??) + (?2^)+ G3O3 + Y3Ic3)

(6.16)

where ji and J3 are binary variable.
Note that this equation assumes that out of the ks nodes, ki nodes is using the first way of
processing the given PBDT task, k2 nodes are using the second way and k3 nodes are using the

third way. It finds the values of ki, k2 and k3 that generates the minimum value of tC0StLB , after
observing the following constraints:
Constraints:

ki+k2+k3 = |ks|

(6.17)

J1 = ceiling (k,/|Ks|)

(6.18)

J3= ceiling (k3/|Ks|)

(6.19)

k,,k2,k3>0

(6.20)

J1J3 e {0,1}

(6.21)

The first constraint (Eq. 6.17) ensures that the sum of sink nodes used in different choices is
equal to the total number of sink nodes in the system. The second constraint (Eq. 6.18) specifies
that the value of binary variable J1 should be 1 only if at least one of the sink nodes is using
choice 1. Similarly, the third constraint (Eq. 6.19) specifies that the value of the binary variable j3
should be non-zero only if at least one of the sink nodes is using choice 3. The fourth constraint
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(Eq. 6.20) makes sure that the value of ki,k2 and k3 are positive. The fifth constraint (Eq. 6.21)
defines ji and J3 as binary variables.

tCostLB defines the lower bound on cost for the task q in the given bag-of-tasks. The lower
bound on associated with processing all the tasks in the given bag-of-tasks is thus given by:

tcoStLB= S?=? t-COStLBj

(6.22)

6.3 Experimental Setup
The simulation setup for this set of experiments is similar to the one used for investigating the
results for the RA algorithms in Chapter 4 and has been explained in Section 4.1 in detail. The
effect of each of the parameters on performance is analyzed by using a-factor-at-a-time
approach. Only one of the parameters is varied while keeping all others at their default values
listed in Table 4. 1 .

6.4 Experimental Results
The TRPS policies and the RA algorithms both have a significant impact on the performance of
the BiLeG architecture. TRPS policies were discussed in Chapter 5, whereas the performance of
RA algorithms was discussed in Chapter 4. Various performance improvement strategies have
been devised, each corresponding to one or more combinations of TRPS policies and RA
algorithms referred to as allocation-plans. Each strategy is devised to minimize a particular
performance metric. Unfortunately, when a particular strategy is used to minimize one of the
performance metrics, it can negatively affect other performance metrics as explained in Chapter
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4 and Chapter 5. In this section, in order to quantify the usefulness of a particular strategy, the
allocation-plans sharing the same strategy are grouped together in a set and are analyzed under
different workload and system parameters.

In this section, first, the performance of <SRPSp,ATSRAorg>, which always generates the lowest
tcost regardless of any system and workload parameters, is analyzed. <SRPSp,ATSRAorg> can be
considered as the base allocation-plan and all other allocation-plans can be considered as the

enhancements to <SRPSp,ATSRAorg> using various strategies in an effort to improve tms_totai at the
cost of increased tcost , as discussed in Section 6.4.2.

The performance of the base-allocation-plan, <SRPSp,ATSRA0rg> is discussed in Section 6.4.1.
Different strategies for performance improvement are presented next. Discussion on each
strategy and its performance analysis are presented in a separate subsection.
6.4.1 Minimizing tcost

The value of the lower bound on tcost, tcostLB, is calculated by using Eq. 6.22 and is plotted in
Fig. 6.1. Note that among all allocation-plans, <SRPSp,ATSRA0rg> achieves the lowest value of
tcost , as discussed in Section 5.1.2. In <SRPsp,ATSRA0rg>, SRPsp is used at TRPS and ATSRAorg
is used at RA. When SRPsp is used at TRPS, for each task the resource-pool consists of the
complete set of all the nodes available. The use of the ATSRAorg algorithm without any
constraints relaxation combined with the choice of the largest possible size of the resource-pool
for each of the tasks leads to the smallest tcost among all allocation-plans. tcost achieved by using
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Fig. 6.1: Comparison of <SRPsp,ATSRAorg> with the Lower Bound
<SRPSp,ATSRA0rg> is, therefore, closest to the calculated lower bound and has been chosen to
plot against the calculated lower-bound in Fig. 6. 1 .

It should be noted from Fig. 6.1 that when the number of nodes are small, the difference between

the tcost associated with <SRPSp,ATSRA0rg> and the lower bound on tcost is large. The reason is
that when the number of nodes is small, the size of the resource-pool allocated to each of the
tasks in the given bag-of-tasks is smaller than the total number of partitions. Thus, a smaller
number of choices are available for the RA algorithm for resource-selection. As the number of
nodes is increased, the size of resource-pool allocated to each of the tasks in the given bag-of168

tasks is also increased, which, in turn, increases the choice of resources available for the RA

algorithm. It can be observed that as the number of nodes is increased, there is a significant
reduction in the difference between tcost associated with <SRPsp, ATSRAorg> and the lowerbound on tcost·

Note that the method used for computing the lower bound on tcost leads to a looser bound at lower
number of nodes. This is because when the lower bound is calculated it is assumed that all

computing and communication costs in the cost matrices are equal to the lowest computing and

communication costs respectively. When <SRPSp,ATSRAorg> is used, the choice of resources is
limited for small number of nodes and therefore the RA algorithm is forced to choose resources

that have high costs. However, if the number of resources becomes large, the RA algorithm may
have a better possibility of finding the resources with costs which are closer to the best costs
used in the calculation of the lower bound of tcost·

6.4.2 Techniques to Reduce Wtotai

While <SRPSp,ATSRA0rg> produces the lowest tcost, it also has one of the highest values of
tms-totai-(see Fig. 6.3). As discussed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, the high value of tms.totai for

<SRPSp,ATSRAorg> is due to two reasons, resource-contention and the high value of algorithmrunning-overhead.

In an effort to improve tms_totai produced by <SRPSp,ATSRAorg>, different strategies are used at
both upper and lower decision making levels, resulting in new allocation-plans. These strategies
work at RA and/or TRPS and improve tms_totai at the cost of increased tcost· For performance
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analysis of the allocation-plans, the trade-off between tcost and tms_totai needs to be studied
carefully.
Table 6.1 summarizes the approach used to study the impact of various strategies which are used
to reduce tms_totai- Note that in an effort to reduce tms-totai, five strategies have been devised based
on two objectives: to control algorithm-running-overhead and to control resource contention.
Effectiveness of each of the strategies is analyzed by studying the performance of the particular
allocation-plan that best personifies it (see Table 6.1). Note that the performance of a subset of
all possible allocation-plans has been plotted and discussed in this chapter to avoid unnecessary
clutter in the graphs and is to keep the discussion focussed. For reference, experimental results of
all allocation-plans, that are relevant to the experiments described in this chapter, are presented
in Appendix B.
Table 6.1: Strategies for the Performance Analysis of the Allocation-plans
Objective

Strategies

Used

to

Fulfil

the

Allocation-plan Used to in Analysis

Objective
<SRPmp,ATSRAorg>,

overhead

At TRPS: Multiple Partitioning
At RA: Constraint-relaxation, Use of
Low-complexity RA Algorithm

To Control Resourcecontention

At TRPS: Backfilling, Use of
Reducing Resource-pool Algorithm

<SRPsp+BF,ATSRAorg>,<DRPsp,ATSRAorg>

To Control

Algorithm-running
B

<SRPsp,ATSRAbsr>, <DRPmp.pro,RRJR>

6.4.2.1 Objective A: To Control Algorithm-running-overhead
Three different strategies have been developed to decrease tms-totai by reducing algorithmrunning-overhead, toH, which is the total time in seconds taken by the RA algorithm to perform
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the resource allocation of all the tasks in the given bag-of-tasks. Recall that tms_totai is the sum of
toH and tms_woH·

Two of the strategies have been devised to be used at RA and the third has been devised to be
used at TRPS. These strategies are summarized as:

At TRPS

1) Multiple Partitioning: Algorithm-running-overhead can be controlled at TRPS by
reducing the solution space of the ATSRA algorithm by the division of ? into partitions.
It reduces toH, as by reducing the solution space for the LP algorithm into smaller subsets,
the number of variables that the algorithm has to solve are considerably reduced.

<SRPmpATSRAorg> adds partitions to <SRPsp,ATSRAorg> at TRPS and has been used in
this section to analyze the performance of this strategy.

AtRA:

1) Constraint-relaxation: Algorithm-running-overhead can be controlled at RA by relaxing

the constraints of the ATSRA algorithm. <SRPspATSRAbSr> adds constraints relaxation
to <SRPspATSRAorg> and has been used in this section for the performance analysis of
the constraints relaxation strategy.
2) Use of Low Complexity RA Algorithm: Another strategy used to control the algorithmrunning-overhead is the use of a low complexity algorithm at RA which generates
negligible algorithm-running-overhead. As discussed in Chapter 3,
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RRJR is a low-

complexity knowledge-free algorithm. <DRPmp.pr0,RRJR> has been used in this section
for the performance analysis of this strategy. As described in Chapter 3, RRJR can only

be used with dynamic TRPS policies, such as DRPmp_pro which allocates resources at
runtime.

Fig. 6.2 compares the values of toH produced by the use of these three strategies with toH

produced by <SRPSp,ATSRA0rg>. It can be noted that for <DRPmp.pro,RRJR>, toH is
negligibly small for all number of nodes. This is due to the fact that <DRPmp.pro,RRJR> is a
low-complexity algorithm and toH produced by it for all number of nodes can be neglected.
It can be observed from Fig. 6.2 that for a small number of nodes, the solution space of

<SRPsp,ATSRAorg> is small. Due to the small solution space, a low overhead is produced by
<SRPSp,ATSRA0rg>. toH associated with <SRPsp,ATSRA0rg> algorithm rises sharply as the
number of nodes in ? is increased more than 32. The high value of toH at large number of
nodes also highlights the importance of the effort of finding ways to reduce toH- Both

<SRPsp,ATSRAbsr> and <SRPmp,ATSRAorg> are observed to effectively control toH at higher
number of nodes. When the number of nodes is between 32 to 72, toH generated by

<SRPsp,ATSRAbsr> and <SRPmp,ATSRAorg> is comparable. When the number of nodes is
increased above 72, each partition size in <SRPmp,ATSRA0rg> increases proportionally,
making the solution space of ATRSAorg considerably more complex. Also, as the
<SRPmp,ATSRAorg> allocation-plan divides ? into multiple partitions, the ATSRA algorithm
has to run multiple times. Note that ATSRA algorithm runs only once in any of the single
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partition based allocation-plans, such as <SRPsp,ATSRAbsr>· The combination of these two
factors makes <SRPmp,ATSRA0rg> less effective in reducing toH at higher number of nodes.
Fig. 6.3 compares the values of tms-t0tai produced by the use of these three approaches with the
value of tms.totai produced by <SRPSp,ATSRAorg>. When the number of nodes is small (below 32),
both ATSRAorg based allocation-plans <SRPmp,ATSRA0rg> and <SRPsp,ATSRAorg> effectively
reduce tms-totai as compared to other allocation-plans. Note that tern is one of the components of

tms-totai· At smaller number of nodes, both for <SRPmp,ATSRA0rg> and <SRPsp,ATSRAorg>, the
solution space for the ATSRAorg is small and a small toH is produced. The benefit obtained by
the precision in resource-allocation achieved by use of original ATSRA algorithm overweighs
the additional overhead incurred, thus, effectively reducing Wtotai·
It can be observed from Fig. 6.3 that as the number of nodes is increased (greater than 32),

tms-totai associated with <SRPsp,ATSRA0rg> increases sharply. This is because for a large number
of nodes, the high value of toH associated with <SRPSp,ATSRA0rg> offsets the benefit of using
accurate resource allocation. It can be observed that although the algorithm-running-overhead

associated with <SRPSp,ATSRAbSr>and <SRPmp,ATSRAorg> also increase with an increase in the
number of nodes, the rate of increase is less sharp in comparison to ^RP^ATSRAorg^
<SRPmp,ATSRAorg> reduces toH by reducing the solution space for the RA algorithm by
decreasing the size of the resource-pools and <SRPSp,ATSRAbsr> reduces toH at the expense of a
decreased accuracy in the LP algorithm. It is interesting to note that although, as far as toH is
concerned, <SRPSp,ATSRAbSr> outperforms <SRPmp,ATSRAorg> for all number of nodes (see
Fig. 6.2),

at lower number of nodes

(below 98) the value of tms-totai associated with
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<SRPmp,ATSRAorg> is lower than the value of tms.toai associated with <SRPsp,ATSRAbSr> (see
Fig. 6.3). When the number of nodes is below 98, <SRPmp,ATSRA0rg> seems to be a good
choice to decrease tms-totai· On the other hand, when number of nodes is above 98, decreasing
tmstotai by introducing constraints relaxation is observed to be more appropriate and

<SRPSp,ATSRAbsr> gives the lowest value of tms_totaitms-totai for the replication-based allocation-plan <DRPmp.pro,RRJR> is quite high in comparison to
the other allocation-plans. tms.t0tai for <DRPmp.pr0,RRJR> decreases as the number of nodes in ? is
increased, as increasing the number of nodes in ? increases the level of replication, translating to

lower tms-totai· An important observation is that although <DRPmp_pro,RRJR> has negligible toH, by
using replication based RRJR algorithm in <DRPmp-pro,RRJR>, tms-totai cannot be improved to the
degree achieved by using ATSRA-based allocation-plans. It justices the effort to develop the
ATSRA-based algorithms and to devise various strategies targeted at improving specific
performance metrics.
Fig. 6.4 shows tcost incurred while using the allocation-plans. Note the use of the performance
improvement strategies leads to an increase in tcost from the tcost achieved by the use of

<SRPsp,ATSRA0rg>. For <SRPmp,ATSRA0rg> tcost is increased because by subdividing ? into
different partitions, the maximum number of nodes that can be allocated to a particular resourcepool is reduced. Note that whenever the size of the resource-pool associated with a particular
task is reduced, tcost associated with that particular task tends to increase. The combined effect of
restricting the resource-pools of all individual tasks is the increased value of tcost associated with

the processing of the complete bag-of-tasks. In comparison to <SRPSp,ATSRA0rg>, tcost also rises
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as constraint-relaxation is used in <SRPSp,ATSRAbSr>, decreasing the precision of resourceallocation.

But the increase in tcost associated with constraint-relaxation is observed to be lower than the

increase in tcost associated with the use of multiple partitioning at TRPS for all number of nodes
(see Fig. 6.4).
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It can be observed that when the job replication strategy is used in <DRPmp.pr0 RRJR>, increasing
the number of nodes in ? directly increases size of the resource-pools allocated to each of the
tasks in the given bag-of-tasks which translates into higher level of replication of the constituent
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jobs (as discussed in Section 3.6.4). The higher replication increases the usage of resources for
each of the PBDT tasks and it can be observed that tcost associated with <DRPmp.pro,RRJR>
increases sharply as the number of nodes in ? is increased (see Fig. 6.4)
Fig. 6.5 shows cost-mstotal for different allocation-plans as the number of nodes is increased. As

discussed in Chapter 5, minimizing tms-totai and tcost are somewhat contradictory performance
objectives. In addition to focusing on each of these objectives individually, it is also important to
study the balance achieved between these two performance objectives by the use of a particular
allocation-plan, cost-makespan-total is used to quantify this balance, which is the product of the
total cost of executing all the tasks in the given bag-of-tasks (tcost) and the time in seconds
required for completing all the tasks in the given bag-of-tasks (tms-totai).

The first observation is that if the objective is to reduce cost-mstotal, then <DRPmp.pro,RRJR> is
not a good choice, irrespective of the number of nodes in the system. For <DRPmp_pro,PvRJR>,
cost-mstotal initially increases sharply as tcost increases with the increase in nodes, but tms-totai

does not drop proportionally. Once the number of nodes becomes greater than the number of
partitions of the raw data files, job replication increases, reducing tms_t0tai, which, in turn,
decreases cost-mstotal.

Among the ATSRA-based algorithm, it can be observed from the plot of <SRPmp,ATSRA0rg> in
Fig. 6.5 that if the objective is to reduce cost-mstotal, then multiple partitioning is not the best
choice, irrespective of the number of nodes in the system. If the number of nodes in the system is
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below 76 then <SRPsp, ATSRA0rg> provides lowest value of cost-mstotal. This is due to the fact
that when number of nodes is small, toH is small and the benefit obtained by the precise resource-

allocation achieved by the use of ATSRAorg generates low value of tms.totai, which, in turn,
translates to low value of cost-mstotal (as tcost is already lowest for <SRPsp,ATRAorg> for any
system and workload parameters). When the number of nodes is greater than 76, the strategy of
relaxing constraints at RA is observed to be the most effective one as in Fig. 6.5

<SRPsp,ATSRAbsr> has the lowest value of cost-mstotal.
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6.4.2.2 Objective B: To Control Resource-contention
Two strategies have been devised to control resource-contention. Resource contention occurs

when in the execution-phase, multiple tasks want to use the same set of resources resulting in
overlapping resource demands. Note that in this research only one of the tasks is allowed to use
a particular resource at a time, so all other tasks, needing the same resource, have to wait until

that resource becomes free. Resource contention adds to the total time taken by the system to
process the complete bag-of-tasks and thus increases tms-t0tai·
In an effort to reduce tms-totai, the following two strategies have been used.
Backfilling: In backfilling a resource-pool is created at runtime by using the resources
that are not selected in the mapping phase by the RA algorithm due to their higher costs.
In the execution phase, backfilling is triggered if a situation arises when some tasks are
waiting for the set of resources, they have been assigned, when there are idle resources in
the system. This may be because these idle resources were not chosen to be assigned to
any task during the mapping phase. Backfilling leads to the dynamic creation of a new
resource-pool for the waiting task having the smallest raw data file, by using the set of

idle resources. <SRPsp+BF,ATSRAorg> adds backfilling to <SRPSp,ATSRAorg> and is
analyzed to study the impact of backfilling on various performance metrics.
Reducing Resource-pool Algorithm: The Reducing Resource-pool Algorithm is used
in the dynamic TRPS policies in which the resources for the tasks are decided
dynamically according to their availability. The resource-pool for the first task is
determined and passed on to RA, which chooses a set of resources from the allocated
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resource-pool and assigns this set to the task. The resource-pool of each subsequent task
is chosen from the available resources. As the resource-pool of each task is chosen only

from the available resources, resource-contention is considerably reduced.
<DRPSp,ATSRA0rg> replaces the two phase resource allocation in <SRPSp,ATSRA0rg>
with the Reducing Resource-pool Algorithm. <DRPSp,ATSRA0rg> is analyzed in this
section to study the performance impact of the Reducing Resource-pool Algorithm.
Fig 6.6 shows the impact of increasing the total number of nodes on tcost. for various allocationplans. The lower bound on tcost is also included in these figures. It can be observed that
irrespective of the system and workload parameters, using these two strategies to improve the

performance of <SRPSp,ATSRA0rg> always increases tcost but the amount of increase depends on
the system and workload parameters as well as the strategy used.

The use of backfilling is seen to have an interesting effect on tcost· It can be observed from Fig.
6.6 that when backfilling is used in <SRPsp+BF,ATSRA0rg>, tcost initially decreases and then
increases as the number of nodes is increased. Backfilling uses the resources that are not

otherwise being utilized at runtime. In backfilling, a resource-pool is created at runtime by using
the resources that are not selected in the mapping-phase by the RA algorithm due to the
association of higher costs with them. Thus, backfilling uses "costlier" resources originally left
by the ATSRAorg algorithm during the mapping phase and generates a higher value of tcost· In
Fig. 6.6, it can be observed that when the number of nodes are below 24, there is negligible
backfilling and tcost drops as the number of nodes in ? is increased. As the number of nodes is
increased above 24, backfilling increases, driving up the value of tcost·
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Fig. 6.6 indicates when Reducing Resource-pool Algorithm is used in <DRPsp,ATSRA0rg>, tcost
increases considerably as compared to tcost incurred by the use of <SRPsp,ATSRA0rg>. As
described in Chapter 3, with <DRPSp,ATSRA0rg> the resource-pool allocation for a task depends
on the position of the particular task in the given bag-of-tasks. The largest resource-pool is

allocated to the first task in the given bag-of-tasks. In comparison, in <SRPsp,ATSRAorg> each
task is allocated a resource-pool containing all the nodes in ?, that are allocated only to the first

task in <DRPSp,ATSRAorg>. Note that reducing the size of the resource-pool increases tcost as it
limits the resource-allocation choices for the RA algorithm.
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Fig. 6.7 shows tms-woH for different allocation-plans as the number of nodes in ? is increased.

Note that backfilling is used in <SRPsp+BF,ATSRAorg>. Backfilling considerably reduces
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Fig. 6.7: Impact of Increasing Number on Nodes on tms.woH

resource contention by leading to the dynamic creation of a new resource-pool for the waiting
task having the smallest raw data file, by using the set of idle resources. The amount of

backfilling depends on the number of idle resources available at any time. As the number of
nodes in ? is increased, the number of nodes that are not assigned to any task increases, thus,
increasing the degree of backfilling. Increased backfilling further reduces resource-contention

thus decreasing tms-woH· Experimental results show that backfilling significantly reduces tms-woH
as <SRPSp+BF,ATSRAorg> has the lowest value of tms_woH for all number of nodes (see Fig. 6.7).
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The use of Reducing Resource-pool Algorithm in <DRPsp,ATSRAorg> also reduces the resourcecontention, hence decreasing Wwoh, but is less effective then <SRPsp+BF,ATSRAorg> to
reduce tms.W0H·

Finally, to capture the trade-off between tms_t0tai and tcost, the values of cost-mstotal are plotted for
different allocation-plans in Fig. 6.8. Following observations can be made from Fig. 6.8.

When the number of nodes are above 32, <SRPsp,ATSRAorg> yields the lowest value
of cost-mstotal. It means that for the workload parameters used in the experiments

and a large number of nodes, it is best to use <SRPSp,ATSRAorg> to achieve a good
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balance between tcost and tms.totai·

- When the number of nodes are below 32 <SRPSp,ATSRAorg> does not generate the
lowest cost-mstotal due to the resource-contention. Addition of backfilling at TRPS to
<SRPSp,ATSRA0rg>is observed to be the most efficient strategy and gives the lowest
value of cost-mstotal (see Fig. 6.8).

6.5 Summary
This chapter presents a technique for the computation of the lower bound on tcost by using an
analytical method and then compares the values of tcost associated with the use of various

allocation-plans with this lower bound. For a given system, the choice of the most efficient
allocation-plan mainly depends on the performance objective. System and workload parameters
are also observed to play a key role in choosing the most effective allocation-plan. A particular
resource allocation-plan can have one of the following three performance objectives.
1- To minimize tcost
2- To minimize cost-mstotal

3- To minimize tms_totai

The discussion presented in this chapter analyzes the effectiveness of various allocation-plans
with respect to these three performance objectives and recommends which allocation-plans
should be used for various system and workload parameters. In a possible future extension of this
research work, the recommendations for the choice of an allocation-plan can be used to architect

a fully automated BiLeG architecture that can automatically choose an allocation-plan based on
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the performance objective and existing system and workload parameters. This is further
discussed in Section 7.3.

<SRPSp,ATSRA0rg> is observed to generate a tcost which is closest to the lower bound for all
system and workload parameters. Unfortunately, <SRPsp,ATSRA0rg> is also observed to produce
one of the highest values of Wtotai among various allocation-plans which makes it an
unreasonable choice for achieving the other two performance objectives. High levels of resource
contention and algorithm-running-overhead have been attributed to the high value of tms_totai
associated with <SRPsp,ATSRAorg> and in an effort to reduce tms.totai, various strategies have

been developed. These strategies focus on controlling resource contention and reducing the
algorithm-running overhead. Experimental results highlight different trade-offs that are implicit
in the use of each of these strategies. The conclusions from the experimental results which are
discussed in detail in the previous subsections are summarized:
If the optimization objective is to minimize tcost,

- irrespective of the system and workload parameters, <SRPsp,ATSRA0rg> should be used
(see Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 6.6).
If the optimization objective is to minimize cost-mstotal

<DRPmp_pro,RRJR> should be avoided (see Fig. 6.5).
- If a Grid has a large number of nodes (greater than 76 nodes), the use of
<SRPsp,ATSRAbsr> produces the lowest value of cost-mstotal (see Fig. 6.5).
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- If a Grid has a small number of nodes (less than 32 nodes), <SRPsp+BF,ATSRAorg>
produces the lowest value of cost-mstotal (see Fig. 6.8).
If the optimization objective is to minimize tms.totai

- If a Grid has a large number of nodes (greater than 92 nodes), <SRPsp,ATSRAbsr>
should be used (see Fig. 6.3).

- If a Grid has a small number of nodes <SRPmpATSRA0rg> gives the lowest value of
tms-totai(see Fig. 6.3).
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Summary
This research proposes a bi-level Grid Resource management system, called BiLeG, to be used
for resource allocation in a Grid computing environment executing a specific type of resource
intensive tasks called the PBDT tasks. The contributions of the thesis highlighting difference
with existing research have been discussed in Section 1.5. A short summary of the thesis is
presented in this section.

BiLeG devises an allocation-plan which reflects the overall resource allocation strategy
comprising two parts; a policy used at the higher decision making module, TRPS, which has the

responsibility to select a resource-pool for each of the tasks; and a resource allocation algorithm
used at the lower decision making module, RA, which actually assigns resources from the
resource-pool selected by TRPS for a particular PBDT task. Five RA algorithms and six TRPS
policies have been proposed in this research forming different allocation-plans. The suitability of
various allocation-plans under different sets of system and workload parameters has been
explored.

The proposed RA algorithms include a "family" of three Linear Programming based algorithms
called ATSRA. Resource allocation suggested by the ATSRA algorithms is quite accurate and
produces effective results. But, as the ATSRA algorithms are complex, they can generate
substantial algorithm-running-overhead. Out of the three ATSRA algorithms, ATSRA0rg is the
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most accurate algorithm and gives rise to the minimum value of tcost for a given bag-of-tasks.
This is followed by tcost achieved by using ATSRAssr and ATSRAbsr respectively. However, due
to a higher computational complexity associated with ATSRAorg, the concomitant algorithmrunning-overhead is observed to increase sharply with the number of nodes in ?. For a given
number of nodes in ?, ATSRAorg incurs the highest algorithm-running-overhead followed by
ATSRAssr and ATSRAbsr.

In addition to the ATSRA class of algorithms, two non-LP based RA algorithms with negligible
algorithm-running-overhead, have also been presented. First of them is a replication based
algorithm called the Round Robin Job Replicator, RRJR. Note the ATSRA algorithms are based
on the assumption that processing and communication times per unit data are known a priori.
The performance of ATSRA algorithms depends on the accuracy of this information. When,
under various circumstances accurate values of unit processing and communication times are not
known in advance, RRJR that does not use any a priori knowledge of the processing and
communication times per unit data, is a good choice. Note that tcost associated with RRJR is quite
high as compared to other RA algorithms due to job replication performed by RRJR. The second
non-LP based RA algorithm is the List Scheduler, LS. In LS, the selection of appropriate
resources does not take into account the unit communication times and, therefore, LS is observed

to perform good only if the variance of the unit communication times is low in a system.
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For the selection of a resource-pool at the upper TRPS module, six different policies have been
proposed. Each policy details a strategy to partition the available nodes into various resource-

pools corresponding to each of the tasks. The detailed performance analysis of the TRPS policies
is conducted in Chapter 5 that discuses which TRPS policy should be used under a certain set of
system and workload parameters.
7.2

Conclusions

Detailed study of the various trade-offs, implicit in the use of different allocation-plans, is one of
the focal points of this research. As discussed in Chapter 5, the most suitable allocation-plan not
only depends on various workload and system parameters, it also depends on the user

requirements and the hardware available. The recommended allocation-plans under a given set of
system and workload parameters are presented in Chapter 6. It can be seen that from the
performance perspective various trade-offs exist among different allocation-plans and
understanding these trade-offs in depth is the focus of the experiments conducted in this
research.

For the choice of an appropriate allocation-plan, two of the important considerations that came
out of these experimental results are the size of the Grid and the performance metric chosen for

optimization. A general recommendation that can be made, irrespective of any system and
workload parameters, is that if minimizing tcost is the major objective then replication based
allocation-plans such as RRJR should be avoided and ATSRA based allocation-plans should be
considered after a careful study of the trade-offs associated with the use of each of them.
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Generally, from the results obtained from the experiments conducted in the Chapter 4, Chapter 5
and Chapter 6, it can be concluded that if an allocation-plan tries to minimize one of the
performance metrics, it tends to yield higher values of the other performance metrics. For
example, <SRPsp,ATSRAorg> always gives the lowest value of tcost but it also yields one of the
highest values for Wwoh , especially for a large number of nodes. Note that at TRPS, three

resource-pool allocation techniques, backfilling, dynamic resource allocation and multiple
partitioning, have been investigated to enhance the basic TRPS policy, SRPsp. The use of these
three techniques gives rise to new TRPS policies. A detailed study of the trade-offs associated
with these techniques forms an important direction for the performance investigation conducted
in this research. The use of backfilling is observed to reduce Wwoh at the expense of increased
tcost. Multiple partitioning is useful typically for large size Grids and addresses two different
issues. First, the use of the multiple partitioning technique drastically reduces t0H associated with
running the ATSRA algorithms. Second, using multiple partitioning also reduces resourcecontention, which reduces tms_WoH- As discussed in Chapter 5, because tms.totai is the sum of t0H

and tms.WoH, the reduction of t0H and tms-woH considerably reduces tms_totai, but at the expense of
increased tcost, ·

At RA, the trade-offs associated with reducing the accuracy of the ATSRA algorithm by relaxing
some of the constraints in the LP formulation have been studied in detail. The combination of

the proposed RA algorithms and TRPS policies gives rise to various allocation-plans. These
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allocation-plans can be used under a wide variety of system and workload parameters to
maximize the use of available resources according to a pre-determined optimization objective.
Although the research has focused primarily on the Grid systems, the proposed BiLeG
architecture can also be used in a Cloud Computing environment. Cloud Computing
environments are often classified as public and private Cloud environments [DOAlO]. The
private Cloud environment is better suited for the BiLeG architecture; as a private Cloud
environment uses a dedicated computing infrastructure that provides hosted services to a limited

number of users behind a firewall [EGElO] and can, thus, more easily incorporate mechanisms to
accurately predict the computing and communication costs.

A public cloud is a shared

environment; resource management in the context of such shared environments is discussed in
the following section.
7.3

Future Works

This research recommends a suitable allocation-plan under a given set of system and workload
parameters. Based on these recommendations, future research can not only focus on techniques
for automating the choice of the appropriate allocation-plan for a given environment, but it can
also devise an effective feedback mechanism to fine-tune certain parameters, such as the size of a
partition in multiple partitioning based TRPS policies. Mechanism for making such choices of
allocation-plans and for such tuning of parameters at runtime according to the prevailing
conditions induces a certain learning behavior in the system that may be perceived as a form of
artificial intelligence. Any future research to employ such form of artificial intelligence in the
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BiLeG architecture can lead to framework for a commercial product, which can be used for
resource-allocation in the utility Grid and Cloud Computing infrastructures.
Moreover, the proposed BiLeG architecture can be extended to other resource-intensive tasks,
which cannot be classified as PBDT. The requirements and the needs of the non-PBDT tasks

need to be carefully studied and the RA algorithms and the TRPS policies presented in this thesis
will be required to be modified accordingly to cater for the needs of the non-PBDT tasks.

Fairness is one of the important properties of a resource allocation algorithm. Fairness is defined
in the context of sharing resources by different tasks. Fairness quantifies equability of tasks in
allocating resources according to a prearranged agreement [VIS07]. For example, in the context
of the BiLeG architecture, the prearranged agreement for fairness may be the allocation of
resources proportional to the size of the raw data files of the PBDT tasks. Then, for this

particular prearranged agreement a perfectly fair scheduler is the one which allocates the
resources to all the tasks proportional to the size of raw data file of each individual task.

Intuitively, it can be observed that multiple partitioning based policies should perform well in the
context of fairness as they allocate the resource-pool to each task proportional to the size of
individual raw-data file. Devising fair allocation strategies is an active area of research. A
detailed analysis of fairness associated with the use of various TRPS policies can form a
direction for the future research. Future research can also analyze the impact of incorporating
fairness on tms.totai and tcost which may lead to further improvements in the design of the proposed
TRPS policies.
192

It may be hard to predict the exact computation and communication times on a real system.
Another important direction for future research is to analyze the impact of using approximate
values of computation and communication times and study the impact of the error associated
with the approximation on the performance of the resource-allocation algorithms. Both mean and
distribution of the error are likely to impact system performance. Making measurements on real
systems for determining the mean and the distribution is required.

The algorithms presented in this research are based on a dedicated resource environment. To

adapt the BiLeG architecture to shared environments, more research is required. For example, in
order to use it in a shared resource environment, mechanisms to accurately predict the unit
communication and processing times are needed to be incorporated in the BiLeG architecture.

Also, in a shared environment, investigating the impact of various types of communication
models, such as many-to-one and one-to-many forms, an important direction for the future
research.
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Appendix A
Table Al: Probability Distributions Used for Unit Communication and Processing Times
Parameter

Default Values

[Cp-A]

Uniform [1,10]

L^p-srcJ

Uniform [1,10]

L^p-sinkJ

Uniform [1,10]

L^c-inJ

Uniform [10,100]

L'-'C-A-ksJ

Uniform [10,100]

L^C-OUtJ

Uniform [10,100]

L^c-src- ksJ

Uniform [40,400]
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